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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1959

Rev. Bunton To Run for Board Of Education
White Station

Six Institutions 'Intend To Win,'
• Example Of Civic Unity Get$10,000Each Minister Says
Had Eight Years Of Experience
From LoveEstate On Methodist Education Board
(See Photos On Page 3)
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A sum of more than $60,000 from the estate of the late
Mrs. Annie B. Love. who died here in Memphis on July 5
1956, was distributed equally among six institutions this
week, according to Atty. Howard W. Pritchard, executor of
Receesitvaintge.
the
more than $10,000!purchased for $11,000 by the houseach from the personal estate of ing authorities for housing units.
Mrs. Love were Crippled Chit- "Mrs. Love had gained clear
dren's hospital, the' Abe Scharff title to this property by survivor- .
branch of the YMCA, the Vance ship," Mr. Prichard said, "but'
Ave. branch of the YWCA, Le- the SIX charities mentioned in her,
Moyne college, the ('ancer Con- will agreed that the $11,000 should
trot clinic (West Tenn. Cancer go to the nieces."
Clinic) and the Second Congrega- Atty. Pritchard said that the
tional church, of which she was six organizations which received
a member up until the time of her' funds this week would receive
GOD
subsequent amounts of money
from Mrs. Love's estate, which
THANK
When informed that the church he said amounted to more than
had received the sum of money,
Rev. J. C. Mickle, the pastor
said, "I thank Almighty God."
Mrs. Love, who was 84 When
she died, was the widow of
John,Shuttlesworthr
R. Love, a retired mail carrier
and real estate operator, who
died at the age of 71 on Se pt.
Rights
In his will, according to Ally ,
earlin
who
Love,
Pritchard. Mr.
ier days had played trumpet in
W. C. Handy's band, specified
that Mrs. Lo v e should receive
The Rev, F. T.. Shuttlesworth,
the income from the propert'y until
her death, and then become the Negro integration leader of Birmproperty of three of his nieces. ,liaghant,Ala.., will be the speaker
at Metropolitan Baptist church
CANCER CLINIC
REV. IC 0. BUNION
When she was making out next Sunday afternoon, Jan. 25,
Program
Annual
35th
the
during
her will," Atty. Howard said,
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, nester of the Mt- Mire OM
"Mrs. Love said, 'I want to give sponsored by the Brotherhood of
cathedral announced last week that he would campaign to
the Cancer clinic something. Those the church.
Rem. Shuttlesworth, who will st seat on-the Memphis City Board of Education in the coin.%
people have been very nice to
speak at the program beginning tog election.
me."
The attorney said that Mrs. at 3.45 pm., is pastor of Bethel
"I intend to win," the minister told the Tr -State Dr.
Love died of cancer, and went Baptist church and corresponding
"and I will use televlston,
fender,
to the clinic for treatment. The secretary of the Southern Christian
persons who waited on her never Leadership Conference, of which radio and other media during my Tallahassee, Fla., and was graduated with the class of 1841 with
suspected that she was a weal- Dr. Martin Luther King is chair- campaign for the office."
Asked his reason for seeking a bachelor of arts degree in sothy woman, he said.
man.
who
"As
land
rd.
Arnold,
owned
M.
Black
W.
on
said
homes
Bunton
neat
are
dential to commercial, but are
cial science.
FIGHT FOR HOMES — NeMr. and Mrs. Love had no One of the top leaders In the the office, Rev.
on which many of the Nesimilar to most of those ownfaced with another fight next
The minister has done graduate
children, he said, and after her fight for integration in the state a result of my experience in
groes in Whitt Station were
homes
now
gro
A
are
area.
located.
the
with
in
Negroes
by
ed
years
several
commission
for
the
working
when
month
- work at Southern Methodist uni.
husband's death she managed the of Alabama, Rev. Shuttlesworth's
suocessful last Fall in keep•
street in the area is named for
Education for the versity's School of Religion in
In bottom photo is the Richwill hear a request from H.
property for almost 29 years, and
ing the Planning Commisand for the Board of
him. F r om left a r e Wil- deposited the money in savings home has been bombed,
ard Jones, Sr.. family of 4963
Methodist church, a n d Dallas, Texas.; Garrett Biblical
W. Scott, white, for a special
sion from granting a request
church and Christian
his
months
several
lie Jones. Mrs. Jones, Mr. accounts in various banks.
Black rd. watching television
permit to build a post office
- his home have been protected at my interest in the education of Institute in Evanston, Ill., and
from whites in the area to reJones, and youngest son, Arin their living room. Mrs.
young people. I feel that I can received his master of arts de.
on land on Mendenhall rd.
IS PARCELS
on which their
10fle land
night by volunteer guards.
thur.
Jones is the granddaughter of
near Poplar. Seen in top photo
Originally, the couple, who He is expected to deliver a men-I make a contribution in the field."
, gree in theology from the Iliff
homes are located from reallived in an unpretentious house at sage of thrilling experience.
• - School of Theology, which is affil.
WELL QUALIFIED
'permit to build the commercial band, Mr. and "Mrs. Richard Jones, 718 Beale at., owned about 15 par- Rev. S. A. Owen will deliver
Rev. Bunton worked with t h e iated with Denver university.
By M. L. REID
Sr., are among the 100 Negro, cels of re_al_e_state, but two lots
Methodist Board of Education for WORKED ON DOCTORATE
'structure.
Rev. Bunton only lacks 12 hourl
approximately eight years, and
families still living in White Sta-! at 668 and 673 S. Orleans at,, were See LEADER Page 2
A noteworthy example of civic unity and harmony is REASON FOR ALARM
tion, with other members of their —
was for one year the full time of residence work on a doctorate
fear
residents
Negro
the
What
Station.
White
of
at work among the Negro citizens
little white house that
national director of Leadership in religious education.
is that if one special permit is handsome
He began his ministry In the
and Education and Youth work
This was reflected last week by the interest which was granted, others will follow, and
2
Page
See
EXAMPLE
state of Alabama, and since then
Chicago headquarters.
the
at
W.
H.
by
request
the
in
them
. the result will be the eventual
shown by the majority of
A native of Tuscaloosa County, has pastored churches in Florida.
Scott, white, for a hearing on an application for a special condemnation en masse of the
Ala., where he received his ele- Arkansas, Texas, Denver, Colo.,
homes in Whitt
remaining
Negro
mentary education, Rev. Bunton and served for the past five years
permit to erect a post office
Station.
did his college preparatory work as the pastor of the Mt. Olive
building on Mendenhall rd. be. the Planning Commission denied
the
in
keep
to
Leading
the fight
and two years of college at Miles CME cathedral.
tween Black rd. and Poplar ave. his request. _
area out of the hands of comcollege, a denominational school, During World War II, Rev. Bun.
Now on Feb. 5, when the Planin the National
10,000
of
members
The
enrollment
interests
members
are
of
mercial
requestJust last fall Mr. Scott
in Birmingham. Later he at- ton served in the IJ. S. Army as
ning Commission meets again, Mr. the White
Station Civic club, who
Association for the Advancement of Colored People tops the tended Florida A&M college at a chaplain, and landed D-Day,
ed that be area be rezoned from Scott, who has been granted a
discussed the matter at a meetplus two, in France, with the
list of an eight-point program which the Memphis branch,
residential to commercial, and , hearing for consideration of his ing held last Thursday.
American forces. He served in
there was such a strong protest, request, is expected to be present Said one Negro resident at the
headed by Rev. David S. Cunningham, has outlined for this
Europe for twp years, and was
from Negroes in the vicinity that, to ask it to grant him a special meeting, "Our forefathers sacriyear.
discharged with the rank of ruts
ficed and bought this land right
jor.
Rev. Cunningham said that by portunities Commission f n r a;
../
after the Civil War, and now
The Tri-State Bank of Memphis striving for the eight goals, mem- bias.i
community-wide fight against job v
their descendants have given it moved up from sixth
to fifth bers and friends of the organizaaway. If we want to remain here
tion will be doing much to help 6. Continued struggle for civil
we are going to have to stick to- place among the 13 Negro-owned Negroes gain the rights and privirights in every area where tax• banks in the United States as re- leges which are theirs as citizens
gether and fight."
•
St
institutions are involvvealed by its total resources, A, of this country.
HIRE LAWYER
ed.
Fearful that they might lose Maceo Walker, the president, an7. The establishment of a comOther goals are:
their homes through some legal nounced last week.
block mittee to give information on the
a
of
The
2.
organization
which
'they
might
unaeheme
not
,
highcampaign,
The
total
bank's
resources
at
In addition to the annual membership
local branch of the NAACP.
Beginning the second semester
derstand, the civic club has re- the close of business on Dec. 31, unit system for continued mem- 8. The organization of a "Know
Tuskegee institute, In cooperation
lights the Abe Scharff branch of the YMCA in 1959 will in- tamed Atty. F. F. Estes to take
faster, please, my hus.
1958, he said, amounted to $3,336,- bership solicitation.
for
the
Your Rights" commission
with the American Association of "Faster,
clude a speakers' bureau, a style review, a course in voice I care of the legal fight.
3 A Life-Membership Guild for purpose of instructing groups. Colleges for Teacher Education band is dying," Mrs G. Pearson.
659.
pleaded Iasi
One parcel of land on which a
training, a YMCA male chorus and a class in parliamentary
The branch's regular meeting and NBC-TV, will offer the course, of 562-A Camila st.,
Among the Negro banks which year-round activity, including connumber of Negro families now live now rank ahead of the
tact of individuals, churches and will be held next Sunday, Jan. 25 "Atomic Age Physics" for credit. week with F. T. Scott, an ambuof
board
Tri-State
the
of
chairman
procedure, J. T. Chandler. the
W. Qualls
In neat small homes was original- Bank are the
at the Mt. Olive CME cathedral, This course is designed for lance driver for S.
—
Citizens Savings organized groups.
directors announced this week.
company.
ly owned by W. M. Arnold, and Bank, of
Atlanta, which has the 4. Establishment of a workshop and business of importance will high school teachers of science, and
olher program highlights at um of YMCA Sunday on Jan. 25, a anti/ several years ago remained greatest resources; Industrial for Non-Partisan Voters rewire- be discussed at that time.
Mr. Scott continued on to
advanced college students, gradu- But
YMCA this year, according to Mr. series of public forums and the a cotton field.
, VA hospital at the rate
tion.I The public is invited to attend ate students in education and in Kennel)
chandler, will be the observance observance of the Lenten season. His granddaughter and her hus- See BANK Page 2
-5. The organization of a Job-Op-I the meeting.
citizens
adult
and
sciences,
the
Page 3 ,
AMBULANCE
Se.
In presenting the programs. Mr —
interested in obtaining a better
Chandler said that it is expected
understanding of recent developthat they would result in wholements in the scientific world.
some fellowship, build public relaThe purpose of the "Atomic Age
tions, and create an awareness on
Physics" course is to demonstrate,
the part of the participants and
An interracial group has been
techniques essential to effective organized in Memphis "to pro.
the community which would bring
BURLEIGH
By
HINES
ar,
omiof
assorted
vitamin.
cans
with
miracle
the
filled
a
still
ban
vegetables,
is
there
League,
provide
to
orand
science teaching,
about more support for the
vide a meeting place for calm
cor}1, string beans, eggs, bread, Last week they were sluggish and nous overtone of whether or not up-to-date information concerning discussion and such responsible
ganization.
"I thank God and I thank all bacon, flour and much
other food. unhappy.
mrs H
Mrs. Harris and her children will recent developments in physics. action as may be agreed upon
MEMBERSHIP GOAL
the wonderful people of Memphis
LIGHT AND HEAT
orris herself WAS fll 1 be living in the house after Jan. Approximately 260 colleges and to preserse the order. under
"Our building will be used to who have been so kind to me,"
27. This is the date on which her universities will offer credit on a
law, as interpreted by courts of
its capacity, and the limited fa- said Mrs. Mary Jane Harris, of The little candle that was once of zest, bubbling over with thanks house is
reportedly to be foreclos- nation wide basis for the course competent jurisdiction."
the only light in the house has and speaking so fast that she ofcilities and equipment will be put 2380 Mullen rd.
on.
ed
which will be telecast over 147
ten confused herself.
The group, the Memphis comto the best possible use to bring
Since the story about Mrs. Har- been put away. T:le electric
Then there was no more rattl- She said she is still in the pro- NBC-TV stations from 6:30 to 7 mittee on community relations,
about the desired results," Mr. ris' plight appeared last week in lights have been turned on. The
morning,
water bill has been paid. Mrs. ing of cinders in the stoves. Both cess of applying for aid to the a.m., each week day
officially announced its formaChandler said.
the Tri-State Defender she a n d
Harris is delighted over this, too. were roaring -with new found dependent children and she is beginning Feb. 11. The local sta- tion Tuesday evening. among
The membership goal a mon g her six children have been flood12.
WSFA-TV,
Channel
is
eleboth
out
these
of
tion
waiting
i th
the key officers of the group
adults has been set at 1,000, and ed with food and services. That The older children, some Mn, flame filling the house w
Montgomery. Ala.
given ments.
are: Lucius E. Burch, jr., pm.
100 men will be encouraged to we learned during a visit last Harris' and some not hers, were warmth. A kind soul had
e
h
t
for
information
into
Further
"But," she said breaking
ident; Hollis Price, vice presibusily engaged in cooking egis some coal.
join the Twenty-Fivens club at $2,5 Sunday.
Although amidst all of this good a smile again, "God has been course can he obtained by writing dent; Walter M. Simmons, vice
a membership, he said.
There was much in the house and toast. The small ones were
ChairMason,
generoT.
I
the
by
and
on
Clarence
far
so
brought
me
very
to
fortune
good
Dr.
president and Rabbi James A.
"We will have a minimum of i
to show the good heartedness of romping hack and forth from sity of the Memphis public, don't think he will let me down man, Division of Natural SciWax. secretary.
I Memphis citizens: potatoes, sug- room to room as if they had been among it the NAACP and the 11e., now."
See HIGHLIGHTS Page 2
ences, Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
J. T. CHAN DLER
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Moves Up To 5th
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YMCA Program For'59
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Man Ignores
Plea ForSpeed
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NEW YORK CITY — The Sears positions. All except Sears promptRoebuck Fordhaen rd. and 149th ly changed their policies after
at. department stores in the Bronx representation had been made by
have agreed to employ Negro sales 0,- NAACP.
Installation services were held geant-at-arms; and Mrs. Fay
personnel after three weeks of
Participating in the conferences
recently for the officers of the Parker, Alpha Kappa Alpha, chappicketing by the Bronx branch of which led to the agreement were
Memphis Pan Hellenic council at lain.
the National Association for th Mr. Hill, Commissioner Carter.
the modern Atlanta Life Insurance
Refreshments were served oy
Advancement of Colored People, Frederick D. Jones, president of
building at 326 Beale. The mem- Mrs. Fay Parker, Misses GeraldHerbert Hill, NAACP labor sec- the Bronx NAACP; Oliver Martin,
bers of the various Greek-letter ine Diamond and Yvonne Hawretary reported last week.
chairman of the branch's labor
organizations look forward to this kins.
The picket line was withdrawn and industry committee; Leroy
annual affair for their congenial
Publicity for the program was
reached
agreement
was
durafter
Burnett, president of the Williamsget together.
handled by Miss Maggie McDowing a series of conferences of bridge NAACP branch; Charles
Present to get the meeting start- ell. Mrs. Charles P. Roland and
NAACP leaders with store's per- Bacon and John Reed, Sears per
ed were Rev. Loyee Patrick, pas- Willie Lindsay were program cosonnel executives along with Com- sonnet. executives.
tor of Avery Chapel AME church, chairmen.
who gave the opening prayer, and
missioner Elmer Carter of the
At the conclusion of the talks,
NEW OFFICERS were instalon
Mg
Beale.
The
installed
ofborne, treasurer; John C. - State Commission Against Dis- the management agreed to inform FOUNDATION SCHOU
Mrs. Bertha *Ray, the general
AR—
led recently to head the Memficers,
from
left
to
right,
are:
Parker,
chairman.
corresponding secrecrimination.
the Bronx NAACP branch when Among the 35 Negro students aphis Pan Hellenic council. H.
Mrs. Fay Parker, chaplain;
tary; Mrs. Minnie Echols, secOther participants who took part
Picketing was begun following vacancies occur and promised to warded scholarships from
A. Gilliam, vice-president
the
Nesby Blanchard', standing
In the proceedings were memretary; Miss Marilyn, vice.
an NAACP survey of employment employ qualified Negro applicants. March of Dimes-raised funds is
and agency director of UniIn for Cecil Goodlow, sgt. at
bers of the LeMoyne College Pan Continued from Page I
chairman, Mrs. Bernice Callstores in
retail
major
practices
company
in
The
also agreed to Charles C. Releford, student at
versal Life Insurance comarms; lElmer Henderson, parHellenic council. Students featway, chairman; and H. A.
the borough. The survey reveal- broaden the base of recruiting op- Meharry college in Nachville,
pany, did the honors at the
liamentarian; Willie Lindsey,
ured were: Eliza Young, who red- one club in each of the 27
that many of the stores were eration to include institutions with- who recently completed
Gilliam.
ed
a six-week
Atlanta Life Insurance build.
standing in for Harold Osdered a solo accompanied by La- schools for a club membership of
not employing Negroes in 'visible" in the Negro community and to medical research
project for the
Verne Kneeland; and Misses Mar- approximately 1,000 boys," Mr.
—
participate with the Bronx NAACP National Foundation. Scholarshi
—
p
vette Folsome, Gladys Dorteh, Chandler explained.
in a general conference of retail awards to the 31
Negro etude.
Rose Lene Collins and Mr. Nesby
He stated that the Abe Scharff
merchants in the borough under for the current
year is $62,
Blanchard, who took part in a branch of the YMCA this year
the auspices of the Bronx County Contributions to the
1959 Ma
panel discussion.
would seek the cooperation of the
Advisory Council of the State Com- of Dimes helps
the fight against
in
The officers were inttalled by churches and other community
mission Against Discrimination. polio, arthritis
defects.
and
birth
Gilliam,
vice-presi
A.
IL
dent and organizations, and utilize newspaagency director of Universal Life pers and radios "to tell the story
of 35 miles per hour with
•
•
•
Insurance company. After the M- of the Abe Scharff branch of the
white patient, stopping at every
etallantana, the post president, Memphis Young, Men's Christian
stop sign, and observing all of the
John C. Parker, presented
the Association."
signals that any other driver
Greek Medley to the various orMr. Chandler explained that the
would have to heed. His red light
J. Ernest Wilkins who made history by becoming the
ganiratinns The Medley eornmittee yMCA branch had strengthened
vas flashing, but no siren was
first
Negro
to
reach
subcabin
et
was headed by Mrs. Fay Parker. its forces by adding 10 new men
level, died unexpectedly in
I
screaming.
Thomas Doggett edited the Med- to the Committee of Management. Washington over the week end.
The woman, who had seen othThey include L. H. Boyce, H. L.
ley.
ambulance
er
s speeding through
The prominent lawyer in March, 1954 was appointed
The newly elected officers are; Chandler, T. C. D. Hayes, C. C.
traffic with sirens wailing, insistMrs. B. A. E. Callaway, Zeta Phi Sawyer, T. T. Stokee, . Henry assistant secretary of labor by President Eisenhower and
ed so strongly that Mr. Scott step
Beta. chairman; Miss Marilyn' White, S. E. Rankin, Thomas J. soon afterward became the first
on the gas that when he saw a
Watkins, Delta Sigma Theta, vice- Willis and Rev. J. W. Golden. Negro to sit in on a meeting of
police car he hailed it and asked
By CHARLES E. MAHON
ington.
chairman; Mrs. Minnie Echols, The 1959 officers are J. T. the President's cabinet.
one of then) to inform the woman
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI) — The highest state court
The counselor was scheduled to
Sigma Gamma Rho, secretary; , Chandler, Chairman; E. P. Na- Wilkins was
that Memphis ambulances have
fotind dead in bed have given a talk in Tulsa, Okla.
in Virginia banned the use of one of the state's "massiv
John C. Parker, Omega Psi Phi.' bors, vice chairman, J. H. Rol- in his home
no special privileges, but have to
on Blake Terrace in on Sunday; but he had canceled
e
correepondiag secretary; Harold and, recording secretary; W. C. Washingto
resistance" segregation laws, thus apparently ruling
n at 10:30 a.m. Monday the engagement.
obey all traffic regulations.
unOsborne, Alpha Phi Alpha, treas- Weathers, assistant recording sec- by a maid
when she went to his
that Memphis ambulances have constitutional Virginia's stubborn Stand against
His death was attributed to a
urer; Elmer Henderson, Kappa Al- retary, Melvin Robinson, chap- room. Mrs.
Integrated
Wilkins was in New heart attack, but an autopsy
no special privileges, but have to public schools.
is
pha Psi, parliamentarian; Cecil lain, and Prof. Blair T. Hunt, York
City at the time, but was expected to be performed
obey
all traffic regulations.
to
The
de.
full
Goodlow, Phi Beta Sigma, ser- chairman emeritus,
text
historic
of
the
dereported hurrying back to Wash- termine the exact
A special session of the General
ARRIVED ALIVE
cause of death.
cision by the Virginia Supreme
assembly and convening of
"He said that he did not know Court
He resigned from the post in Noof Appeals was not made
emergency state commission %Apr
about the new ruling on it," Mr. public
vember, 1958 and at the time of
at the time of • cryptic two
likely possibilities at an early date.
Scott said, "and I kept on to
his death was serving on the new
word announcement—"mandamus
Almond himself arranged the test
Kennedy with the man who had denied."
U.S. Civil Rights Commission
suffered a heart attack."
case of the state laws, many of
which currently is investigating the
The action was taken by t h e
Mr.
them drawn up while the goverScott said that he got the high court—whi
voting rights of Negroes in Alach ruled the same
nor was attorney general.
patient to the hospital in time to
bama.
day a federal decision was expectsave
The court's first announcement
him,
in spite of Mrs. Pear- ed in another Virginia ease—on
In addition to his political activia
son's fears.
concerned state tuition funds for
ties, Wilkins was anactive
relatively minor law in Gov. Lindchildren displaced from integra"The Medical Society has statchurchman who in May, 1956 be- was constructed about six years
say Almond's "massive resistance"
ed that there is no such thing as
tion-closed schools. Chief justice
came the first Negro to be elected ago.
package of laws designed to keep
John W. Eggleston made the brief
At the civic club meeting Mr. an emergency, and we are coop- segregatio inviolate
president of the Judicial Council
n
in Virginia.
announcement from the bench.
of the Methodist church. In that Jones told members that Mr. erating with the police departThe
state
court
ruling
was
not
The complicated case before the
position he held the highest posi- Scott, who owns the land flank- ment's ruling that speed is not unexpected.
court involved all of the "massive
tion a layman could hold in t h e ing his on both sides, had asked necessary."
The
hi%
to sign a petition which
resistance" laws, including the one
restriction on speeding amMethodist denomination.
which has closed nine schools in
Funeral rites for the remarkable would allow him to build the post bulances came about after a Sou.
their
office
the
in
the
area,
Funeral
state, affecting 13,000 chiland
had athome ambulance,
counselor had not been completed
tempted to sell him on the idea answering a maternity call during
dren, to avoid integration.
at presstime.
that the value of his property the Christmas holidays, went
Eggleston, ruling on a mandaNEGRO STRUGGLE
mus request by Virginia Atty. Gen.
Wilkins devoted his career to the would go up as a. result, but through a red light and struck
and killed a 14-year-old
Albertis S. Harrison, jr., against
Negro struggle for first-class citi- that he refused to sign it.
white
Mr. Jones told the Tri-State De- youth riding a motor bike.
state comptroller Sydney C. Day,
zenship and recognition. A native
The
drive of the ambulance, Romerely announced from the bench:
of Farmington, Mo., he would fender that other whites have
"mandamus denied."
have celebrated his 65th birthday tried to bey his land from him land Perkins, was later cleared
of
charges
in
recent
years,
but
in
that
Informed observers believed that
he does
the death of the
on Feb. 1.
youth.
the court could not—in denying the
He was a graduate of the Uni- not intend to move from t h e
area,
mandamu
s which stroke the tuversity of Illinois and had degrees
The customer is always right .
In recent years whites have
from the University of Chicago
except when he's a patient. A se- ition law—do so and still uphold",
and Lincoln university in Missouri. found White Station a very decret investigation of several Cali- other laws in the package.
The decision was by a 5-.2 marHe was admitted to the Illinois sirable location for 'expensive
fornia hospitals reveals that hospibar in 1921, and at the time of his large ranch-style homes, and they
tals are not a fit place in whieh gin. Justices Willis Miller and Harare to be seen next to land still
old F. Snead dissented from t h
death maintained law offices with
to be sick.
retained by Negroes who still use
majority.
his sons, Julius B. and John R.
the morning message
This report, suppressed by docat
the
land
as
gardens.
the
at 180 W. Washington at., in addiWhen a cross was burned on church, and a special dinner will tors who found it "too hot to hantion to his other activities.
be served in the cafeteria
the lawn of the New Philadelphia
at 1:00 dle." claims that hospitals are run
A former president of the Cook
Baptist church, which serves as p.m. The Training Union Program for the convenience of doctors,
County Bar Association. Wilkins
will
he
given
at 5:15 p.m., and a nurses and the hospital staff. The
boundary line between the white
also a member of the Illinois Bar
and Negro residents, some per. platform panel discussion present- patient's needs often come last.
Association, the National Bar As- sons were puzzled, but not the ed at 7:30 p.m. with an outstandAmong findings of this official
sociation and the American Judica- Negroes .who already knew that ing group of citizens discussion the medical survey,' which appears in
persons were casting covetous subject: The Functions of the the current issue of Look Magature Society.
Press in the South Today.",
eyes on their land.
zine, are that:
PHI BETA KAPPA
W. W. Ross is general chairman
Those who still live in the area
Patients were charged excessiveHe was also a member of t
h e are prepared to stay
on the land, for the program. W. T. Guerney ly for drugs . . . on occasion were
University of Chicago Alumni Asbut
chairman
they know that the fight will
of the finance commit- billed for drugs they didn't get
sociation, the Illini Club of
Chi- have to be waged as a
Medical reports in some hosgroup tee, M.'S. Romby. chairman of
The members of the executive
cago, Provident hospital's board
of fight. They may have to
publicity;
and Rev. Owen pastor pitals were not reliable. In some committee of the National
put Ma
trustees, the American Council
Sunon a stiffer battle than the Indians
os
the
church.
instances records. regardings had day School Baptist Training Union
Human Rights, Phi Beta
Kappa, did to save the land, but unlike
been falsified.
Sigma Pi Phi and Kappa
Congress met here last Monday
Alpha the Indians, they plan to make it
Mothers cannot be with their hos- at the St. John Baptist church,
Psi fraternity.
iitalized
Vance
children.
ave., to make plans for the
. . at a time
In his cabinet post role
Wilkins
when their children need them annual congress to be held here
was a liaison man between
the U. jr., a mathematician with Nuclear
most.
j
June
in
1959.
S. and foreign labor
Continued from Page 1
organizations Research Development
The report in Look Magazine
Also present at the meeting were
Associaand in this connection was one
of tions in White Plains, N.Y.; Jualso cites examples of medical in- the members of the local entertwo U.S. delegates who
with Charles Bickford
attended lius B. mid John R., an attorney Bank of Washington, D. C., sec- competence uncovered in the sur- tainment committee,
of which.
ond place, 'Mechanics and Farmthe 37th session of the Internatio
nand Evelyn Knapp
al Labor Conference in Geneva, in the appellate division of the De- ers' Bank, Durham, N. C third; vey and recommends many hospi- Roy Lave, pastor of Mt. Nebo
partment of Justice and a grand- and the
reforms, including a "Bill of tist church, is chairman.
Switzerland.
Consolidated Bank a n d tal
daughter.
Members of the executive comTrust Company, Richmond, Va., Rights" for patients. Hospital reWilkins who proved to be a good
forms
Wilkins who was rioted for his ex- fourth.
are possible, state the in- mittee who were present includdiplomat while a member of t h e
vestigator
ceptional memory, also had a res, but only when patients ed Rev. 0. C. Maxwell, chairman,
Only 12 years old the bank was
sub -cabinet, is survived by h i s
markable family. His oldest son organized by the
"revolt.
. and become more New York City: Rev. J. B. Casey,
late Dr. J. E.
wife, Lucille, a Chicago teacher
Claude Rains, Fay Bainter
was a child prodigy and the two Walker and his
trouble in the hospitals." In other director general, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
son, A. Maceo
and graduate of the University of
words — be a pill!
younger ones entered college at Walker, and
Mrs. Bessie Estelle, recording secand Jackie Cooper
opened for transacChicago; and three sons, Ernest,
the ages of 14 and 15.
retary; and Rev. A. Franklin FishI lion of business on Dec. 16, 1946.
er, dean of the Congress; J. C.
Oliver, treasurer, Chicago.
Local members of the committee
who were also present, were Rev.
John Wayne, Thomas Mitchell
A. MeEwen Williams, assistant
dean of the Congress; Rev. Roy
G and Barry Fitzgerald
Love, chairman of the Pastors'
Division; and Miss leue;, E. CampTaxpayers having wages up to
bell, director of music. $10.000 may use the simple card
About 25 persosis were present
Form 1040A in filing their 1958
lit the meeting and were served
Federal income tax return, If,
luncheon at its close.
11 Shirley Temple, Barry
Alan Long, Director of Internal
Rev. Williams said that the comRevenue for Chicago District, anmittee has Made plans to prole
Fitzgerald and Lon McCallister
rouneed.
adequate Class space for the C
Husband and wife may file
gress in local public schools
joint Form on Form 1040A if their
church auditorium,, and anent 125
combined wages are under $10,000,
classes will be held.
he added.
Nearly 10.000 persons from all
In prior years, the income limi- over
Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland
the United States attend the
latinn for ,he simple cirri form
meeting each year.
and Rosalind Russell
was $5,000. Long said that the
limit has been raised to $10,000
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Named IN Wri.L — Six to.
eat institutions named in the
t will of the late Mrs. Annie
S. Lose received more than

$60,000 this week when her
estate was settled by her at.
torney, Howard W. Pritchard.
Pictured in top row, from.

left. are Second Congregational church, of which Mrs. lAne
was a member; the West
Tennessee
Cancer
clinic,
where she was impressed by

treatments she received before her death; and the Vance
Ave. branch of the YWCA..
Seen in bottom row, same or•
der, are Crippled Children'a

hospital; Abs. Scharff branch
of the YMCA: and LeMoyne
college. Mrs. Lose, who died
In 1956 at the age of 84, was
the widow of John R. Lose,

I retired mall carrier and real
I estate operator. The couple .
had no children.

'Takes Action
Ebony Names
aptist lea For Owen In Legislature
*Douglass High Leader W. C. Handy To College Big Success
Reassignment
Hall
Of
Fame
Plans Career Of Math
Outstanding Student

•

H'story OfCuba Shows
Much WarAnd Trouble

ii the hue from Yattalkiilev
BY E. T. WEXWART
Cuba has changed again. Now crated agatnst those- Thar'Were
what'"?
rebelling, hence too mueh Span.
It was around 25 years ago IA garrison.
that Fulgencio Batista unseated
Later when another chance wag
another dictator, one (Tiered° Ma- near the island was struck with
chado. Now Batista himself has terror when Toussaint L'Overturs
gone.
freed Haiti the rulers of Cuba
Now what will we have, a re- feared the Negroes of Haiti would
NASHVILLE — A resolution
public, another dictator, or a attempt to free those of Cuba.
calling for a study on reapporcommunist state?
Hence, too much garrison again.
tionment by the Legislative CounOn Oct. 10, 1868, a landowner
cil was introduced by Rep. James It is much easier to destroy
Quillen, Republican, of Kingsport, governments than it is to build and lawyer by the name of Car*
them. Word has come from Tok- los Manuel de Cespedcs, freed his
last week.
If passed, the bill for reappor- yo that communist China is re- 1 slaves and started a rebellion.
tionment would mean that a count joicing, yet Cuban communists In 1595 another rebellion w a s
of qualified voters would be made, have described Castro as a poten- started and became a part of the
Spanish - American war. Negroes
and apportionment of the legisla- tial middle class dictator.
tors made in accordance with the Cuba was discovered by Colum- played a big part. Antonio Maceo
bus way back in 1492. Negro and his brother, Negroes, were
population.
An opponent of the measure slaves were brought over in 1523. among the leaders. In 1898 or
which would take control of the Later it was made headquarters there about, Cuba began as a naTennessee legislature away from for British, French and Dutch tion.
Its population contains many
the rural counties and place it in buccaneers.
races. Those belonging to the
the hand of the metropolitan areas SPANLSII GARRISON
Cuba
white
did
not
fight
group are 70 percent duo to
for independis Rep. James H. Cummings (D)
of Woodbury, who said that he ence when the major portion of immigration. The colored group
Latin
numbers
America
was
fighting
30 percent but all are
be-I
did not see any good that could
be accomplishedy
b the study. cause the Spanish were using it, Cubans.
•

More than $5,000 were raised Mrs. Annabelle Fleming, Macelast Sunday afternoon when the donia; Mrs. Joan Williams, Salem.
CHICAGO — William ChristophOne of the busiest students at year.
first annual Baptist International Gilfield; and Miss Jean Lane.
er Handy, who fought blindness
Douglass High school is 17.year- YOUNGEST OF EIGHT
sponsored by the Baptist
INSTRUMENTAL NUMBERS
old William M. Rogers, jr., the The youngest of eight children and poverty to become an out Tea'
Alliance, was given in
A piano-saxophone duet was giv
president of the Student Council. in the family of Mr. and Mrs. standing composer of blues and the
„ gymnasium of Owen college.
spirituals,
en by Mrs. Roy Love and Andre*
has become the fourRecognized as a leader by 0th- William M. Rogers, Sr., of 3089
t was an overwhelming sue- Love of Mt. Nebo, a piano duet
r- students, he is president of the Mt. Olive rd., he is being persuad- teenth outstanding American NeMrs Helen Matthews, the presented by Mrs. Mildred
Drama club, editor of the year- ed by his oldest brother, Creed, gmo to be elected to- the EBONY ces1"
Rod.
:
'
book, and president of the Bluff Ito attend Fenn college in Cleve-' Hall of Fame, according to the coordinatorsaid, "and had we ges and Mrs. Myrtle Crawford,
Maga-,
known so many people were going First Baptist Lauderdale; and
. February issue of EBONY
City and Shelby County Council of land, Ohio.
a
I
, to attend we would have preented Mexican Folk song
Junior Civic clubs.
I "My brother, who is manager , sine.
given by Mrs.
it
at
the
Ellis
auditorium."
The young son of Douglass has or a supermarket there, studied' Hand, "whose songs will be
. Josie Cobb, of St. John, Vance
Mrs. Matthews said that ap- aye. ,
his mind made up on a career as business administration at t h e, suns and played by choristers and
a college professor of mathemat- school, and he has invited me to iazz trumpets as long as there is , proximately 5,000 persons jammed
Trios from various churches
ics, but is at present undecided on(come there and live with him i a place in the world for deeply the auditorium and other buildings were given by Misses Belva• J.
the school that he will attend next, while I study at Fenn.
. felt music," says EBONY, is the at the college to support the pro- Williams, Shirley Harrison and
"If I go to Fenn I will take fourth person elected. On the gram for the educational fund of Maggie Gibbs, of Friendship; and
Owen college.
engineering science. It's a coop-1 magazine's tenth anniversary
Miss Willette Springer, Mrs. Lucithe
erative school, where one has to editors named ten distinguished BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED
lee Harris and Mrs. Sarah Colstudy three quarters and then Negroes.
Tickets
which were sold
.ti
for a
ns,
of Beulah.
work for a quarter in his major Composer of the
Giving readings on the program
world-famous dollar each, were distributed to
field," he explained.
"St. Louis Blues." Handy made a individual Baptist churches in the were Miss Dorothy Livingston, WHAT LAW SAYS
The Tennessee Constitution proLIKES HOWARD
major contribution to the establish- city, and on Monday not all had Morning View; Mrs. Lenora GibBut his first choice for college ment of the blues as America's made reports. The total amount son, First Baptist, Beale; and Miss vides that "an enumeration of
qualified voters, and an apporif Howard university in Washing-,only cultural export, according to raised will not be known until Elsie Lewis, Tree of Life. .
later in the week.
ton, D. C.. and he is hoping to EBONY,
.
Other churches which gave selec- tionment of the representatives in
hear good news when results on
Other 'outstanding members of Scenes of foreign countries tions were St. Matthews, the, assembly shall be made In There are many beautiful gifts
Among the reasons which shops
the scholarshp exams for t h e the Hall of Fa
the
gymnasium, and Mt. Moriah of Orange Mound the year 1871 and within every on display at the Quality Stamps pers give for saving Quality
Fame,Individuals
school is announced.
es were decorated With flags Bloomfield, Middle Baptist. Metro- subsequent term of 10 years. . . Redemption store located at 1323 Stamps are: it takes less to fill a
whose contributions to the progress tables
"I will study mathematics in and achievement of
politan, St. Jude. Hopewell, Pro- The subject of reapportionment Union ave., which have been care- hook: many' gifts can be obtained
the Negro in of various nations.
has been brought up and voted fully selected for their quality.
the school of liberal arts if I am! American life
for only a half hook; and federal
were outstanding, Participating on the musical pro- gressive, Mt. Vernon and St.
down on numerous occasions. The They are some of the best prodfortunate enough to get in atd include
taxes are paid for the redeemer,.
Mary McLeod Bethune, gram as soloists were Miss Doro- Stephen.
last
Howard," he said.
time
that
the
constitutional
ucts from some of the leading There
.Dr. George Washington Carver, thy Whitney, Greater Mount Zion; Dr. Roy Love is president of the
Quality
special
are
mandate
Looking forward to lea v i n gi
was
carried
nut
was
in
Mrs.
manfacturcri, and they can be Starlips arrangements for groups
Grace EVelyn Holiday, Oil. Baptist Pastors' Alliance; Rev. B.
-.Waiter Francis White, Booker T.
1901.
' Memphis in the Fall, young Mr. Washington,
vet;
yours
Prof.
simply
V.
Johnson, First L. Hooks, chairman; Mrs. Helen
L.
by saving and trad- of stamp savers, and PTAs, ladies
Dr. Daniel lisle witRogers would not accept an office
Also working on the bill for re- ing in books of
ljams, Harriet Tubman, Frederick; Baptist Lauderdale: Mrs. A. R. Matthews, coordinator; and Mrs.
Quality Stamps. clubs, religious groups and men's
at his church, St. Paul Baptist,
apportionment is Senator Robert A few
Greater
Stone;
White
the famous names clubs can receive equipment and
of
Douglass,
Alta Lernons and Mrs. Nancy Giv- Peters,
Benjamin Banneker,' Williams'
church No. 3, when election was,
(R) of Kingsport, along which appear on
'1
Mrs
Eula
Johnson,
New
gifts
Salem;
at the store money by saving on the club plan.
Sojourner
hand,
secretaries.
Truth. Crispus Attucks,
held recently, but he has served
with former State Senator Hobart
are Bates, Bulova, Callaway, Ek- (For more information, call the
as assistant Sunday school teach- Madame C. J. Walker, Dr. Charles
Mkt's.
co, General Electric, Parker, store.)
er and as chorister of the junior Spurgeon Johnson, and Carter G.
In his resolution, Rep. Quillen
Remington, Revere, Schick, Spald- It's always wise to shop and save
WILLIAM M. ROGERS JR. chow.
asked that "the legi.slative coun.
ing, West Bend and Westinghouse. Quality Stamps,
ell be, and the same Is hereby directed to make a slimy of the
population changes in the state of
Starts SUNDAY
Tennessee since 1901 and of the
JAN. 25!
qualified voters, as well as the
5 - BIG DAYS - 5!
seats at now apportioned in the
General
Assembly, comparing
districts at the time of the last
said apportionment with that of, GREGORY
the present time, and to make a
report
with
recommendations1
thereon to the eighty-second gen-1
JEAN
eral
assembly"
A party for Tri.titate Defender
Rep. Cummings said that he
newsboys will be given at t h e
would like to see sections of the
Abe Scharff branch of the Y.M.
constitution which concern p0 II
CARROLL
C.A. at 254 S. Lauderdale at., on
tax, taxes on bank accounts and
Saturday, Jan. 31, starting at 11
others
studied, but reapportiona.m.
ment ignored until after the next
During the party prizes will be
See Us For Your
CHARLTON
Federal
census.
awarded to the 21 winners in the
Favorite grand
recent contest sponsored by the
newspaper's circulation departFashion Center Beauty Shoppe
ent.
1124 Miss Bird,
RECEIVES AWARD — Mrs.
for Negro citizens of Amer01414-RALP PRICE SAL,
k
Refreshments will he served.
Daisy Rates, president of the
ica. The presentation was made
Thrnuah January 31
CM Nair-Styling Wa
Arkansas Council of Branches
Setic1•11se
recently by Mrs. Anna L.
In TIntInE.
BR'NDT, SAUER SIGN
of the NAACP received the
rEcreecoulsr
Cooke, Delta Soror, at the 46th
lalu• Rune, Set Waving,
PI.
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — "Woman of the Tar" award
..ceasing. Spartal
ase TEChlhuRAMA'
anniversary
celebration of
lifenlcurIna nn Thursdaya
The San Francisco Giants anfrom the Jackson Alumni
Raeutlelens or•
ihe founding of Delta Sigma
011519
Mrs. inns Mntrifi.
kiwi tan
nounced they had received the
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Theta sorority at 1,ane colMI,, Ruth IA Cirnne
194 East Calhoun
signed contracts of outfielder
Sorority for the outstanding
Litirrelna rowers
lege, for which Mrs. Bates
Satei•I Rakes Tor lichen! Girls
h• rale* Stalin. Is assets sa• Street Awe .
Jackie Brandt and Hank Seder for
contributions she has mat.e
was the guest speaker.
Phone Gl. 8.11123 or WH 51280
the 1959 season.
in her fight for human rights
•
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Surprise Party Minister's Wife
Given Church Lives To Share
oir Director

greatest joy." She is amiable
By HATTIE HOUSE
Sinoe 1948, the St. Anorew AME Mrs. Mamie Todd w
church has been fortunate to with her husband, Rev.
have In its membership one whose Todd. at 933 L. Lenow.
faith is based on the solid convic- Mrs Todd's works at her betion that ",e give to others is the loved house of reverence more
than exemplify her enthuliasm
for the welfare of others. She is
affiliated with the Senior Missionary Society, Stewardess
Board No. 2 and instructor of
the Junior Boys' Class.
But. . .it is in the Senior Missionary Society that she finds an
outlet for her great volume of
energies. Here, she has, with the
help of fellow members, made
useful things from Christmas
cards such as baskets for t h e
children of the church. She has
made lamp shades. Since last
August, Mrs. Todd has been instrumental in the remaking of old
clothes for needy children.
Of her work, Mrs. Todd says,
"I feel if I were more able from
a financial standpoint and had a
better education, I could do more.
But, I do not. . .1 am happy to
do what I can."

A surprise going-away party for
Aubrey Tompkins, popular young
As is the trend. . January CUMMINGS BAPTIST
choir director and organist at the
means embarkment on unfore- An outstanding chapter of proMississippi MAL Seventh Day
seen but anticipated heights for gress is the history of a great IfEMBERS of the Eva Cart.
the auxiliary taken when they
are: Mrs. A. L. Higghn, Mrs.
leaders of auxiliaries in our sanc- church was written last Sunday
Adventist church, was given by
mui Anxiliery
Collins
of
last visited the hospital LurF.
E.
Jones,
Mrs.
Irma
when the happy congregation Chapel hospital are engaged
tuariei.
young adult members of the coning the Christmas holidays.
Cook, nurse supervisor; C. G.
gregation in the beautiful home of
For many, it is their first turn moved into its now home at Cum- its a program of ever widening
During this visit they donated
Gilliam,
patients
Mrs.
Lucille
organisatio
McLemore
mings
Formerly
an
n
.
of
at
Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Sherman,
at the helm
charity work with a project
gifts and helped spread cheer
Price, Mn. D. L. Herron and
of 1550 Riverside dr., last week
and for others, it is a repeat of they were situated at Uti Auction planned for this Spring. Picthroughout the wards. From
Mrs. Ann Parker, president of
prior to his scheduled induction
a sound investment in worthwhile but through conscientious work tured above are members of
lefts to right pictured above
the auxiliary.
into the Army.
and superb leadership, they were
activities.
A schoolteacher at Marked
To all of them, courageous as able to realise the beautiful brick
Tree, Ark., Mr. Tompkins I, the
they Mist be and dedicated as building wherein they now wolf.
husband
of Mrs. Lillian Tompkins,
they are, the very best of wishlovely auditorium of the
mathematics teacher at Carver
es for a year of religious work
High school. Married last month,
guaranteed to bring "rewarding church has a seating capacity of
900. There is, in addition, a spathey live at 1823 Keltner circle.
returns."
cious Sunday Khool department,
Both are graduates of LeMoyne
BEULAH BAPTIST
college.
Bev. W. C. liolmea, pastor of an eight room modern brick par,
soup,
As a going-away present, t h e
parking
a
lot
another
and
Beulah Baptist church, proudly
which
will
possibly
lot
group
be
used
gave Mr. Tompkins a tray.
By DELOS SMITH
Installed emirs than a dozen leadpregnancy atid went forward to to five years old. They had
48 eler's toilet kit fitted with accesen there last Sunday, to carry for a Playground for the children. NEW
!see
how
the
children
developed
other
children
whose
mothers
had
YORK — (UPI) — Medion the resounding work so charac- To commemorate this grand oc[during the first five years of tile. not been infected during prey sories,
THE GUESTS
teristic of the fine house of woe- casion, an "Entrance Celebra- cal science has a new and even I That's a "prospective" study.
nancy.
None
of
the
latter
more
had
urgent
tion"
reason
for wishing
was held Jan. 11-16.
Among those present were the
ship. The energetic heads of the
Drs. A. D. M. Jackson and L. any kind of defect. Fifteen of the
German
measles
The
Rev.
W.
on
L.
all
honored guest's wife, Mrs. TompYarned°,
little
girls.
pasvarious auxiliaries are: Dave ColFiseh had 46 children of German former had "major" defects and
preached
tor,
first
The
study
his
its
first
kins,
sermon
of
kind
showin
Miss Louise Seymour, Mrs.
lins, Sepday School, Mrs. Alta
measles mothers who were three in 14, the defect was deafness.
Geraldine Taylor, Mrs. Evelyn
Lemon, Baptist training unio a, the new house of worship to an ed that approximately 30 per cent
Iles, Miss Myrtle Surrell, M r a.
Mrs. Loathe Young, Missionary overflowing congregation. It was of the babies of women who had
during the first 16
Dorothy Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Nosociety: Mrs. B. M. Edward, Ruth entitled "The Church Celebrates the di
A
Worthy
Achievement."
ble Powell and Mr. and Mrs. Fly
weeks of pregnancy, were born
circle: Mrs. Minnie Hill, Deborah
Rev.
McEwen
A.
William
noid Aldridge.
of St. deaf to a greater or lesser degree.
circle; Mrs. Carrie Matlock, junAlso Mrs. Margaret Blanchard,
ior red circle; Mrs. Ethel Me. John Baptist church and Rev. S. Women who had the common
Owen
Metropolit
of
A.
an
Elder
Baptist
childhood
and Mrs. Charles R. Gradisease
in childhood
Christian, senior red circle; Mrs.
ham, Mrs. Eddie Thornton, Mr.
I... Bailey, Sunshine band; Mrs. 1 church shared honors as guests CM don't run the risk of catching it
the opening Sunday of the cele- again, especially at the only time
and Mrs. McCann L. Reid, Miss
Louise Burn, Dorcas circle; C. bration.
"
Mildred Holyard, Mr. and Mrs. NEW YORK — A trip to the The survey showed that most
It represents a real danger, not
W. Westbrook, Mrs. Alto Lemon,
Other
participati
ng ministers to them, but to their forming babHerbert Brown, Mr. and Mrs., supermarket can be as tiring as women onsidered aisles too long
choir; Mrs. Julia Lewis, No. I
their respective churches ies.
Thelbert Martin and Mrs. Ethel a sprint up Mt. McKinley or as hard to reach. Displays did not
usher board; Mrs. J. H. Rocko- and
were: Rev. Van J. Malone of This danger has been kilawn
point up variety, so they tended
Simmons.
more, No. 2 usher board; Mrs.
pleasant as a party. The differto buy ,he same old thing for dinwere Mrs. Marva WilPeachola Grant, Youth activities, First Baptist Chelsea, Rev. 0. C. since 1941, but it was thought to
Crivena of St. Stephen Baptist, be less than
son, Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Das- ence lies in decor, says an indus- ner.
the new study reMrs. Willie Lee James, willing Rev.
J. W. Williams of Lane Ave. , ealed, and little
sie, Mrs. Rita Jones, Miss Bern- : trial designer.
The wanted mere signs, larger
workers; Mrs. P. L. Venue], paswas known
Baptist, Rev, Roy Love of Mt.
about the possible risk of deaf- People haven't changed v e r us what we should be. We need ice Strong, Mr. and Mn,. Sher- "Most supermarkets tend to sac- department markers and more
tor aid club; Miss Dorothy Ewell, Nebo,
Rev.
H.
S.
Herring
wood Weir, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
of St. ness for the unborn.
much. Time, experiences, the
educational board; Mrs. Dora
rifice everything for efficieny. The check-out counters.
not fool ourselves or live under Weir, jr.,
Paul, Rev.
and Mr. and Mrs. Wal- result — confusion and dissatis- "Ours is an impersonal age at
Harris. Sunday school Teachers; lah, Rev. W. C. Holmes of Beu- ADVOCATE INFECTION
' downfall of others and many oth- any illusion
li.
C.
Nabnt
that
of
we
First
can
so
ter
Sherman.
deMrs. Ruth Graves, Home depart- Baptist
Nevertheless, doctors now fer- er things don't mean a thing to
fied shoppers," said Water P. Mar- best, but food and other grocery
Lauderdale and Rev. B.
rent; and Mrs. Sarah Collins, Bivently hope the little girls will many of us. One of the most sign our lives that we can measgulies, president of an industrial needs are closely related to the
L.
Hooks
of
Greater
Middle
Baptragic
things
our
in
day is wrap- ure up to every crisis that arise.
ble class.
catch it whenever Genman measl' design firm which specializes in 01111 warm institution in our societist.
ped
up
in
the
fact
that
, Rev. E. H. Johnson of Little
in spite Yes, put aside some of your monplanning supermarkets across the ty — the family.
A dynamic group of chairmen es appears in a family group.
of air the things that ,have hap.
Kock Baptist church delivered the
"A supermarket should be a
United States and Canada.
ey out of every pay check, invest
spearheaded the "Entrance Cele- Some doctors try to see to it pened to people historicall
sermon.
y,
many
bration." They were: Joe Lee, that the girls don't escape. A of us have
Designers visited stores shop- respite from the daily household
a portion of your money in an edremained
AME CHURCHES
unmoved.
few
routine,
have
a place to l.at
even advocated deliber. Classification of ministers and Building; Mrs. Ida Wyman, pro- ately infecting female children A few days ago I talked with a ucation or war bonds or any of NEW YORK — (UPI) — John pers' complaints.
friends," said Margulies.
gram;
Mrs.
Georgia,
cidetarMegan,
the
many
21.
subsequent qualifications for penplunged into the Mud-,
other things in which
with the virus, in a reversal of lady who boasted of the fact that
He got the idea of revamping
every pay day she saved a part many of us are doing but in the son river in an apparent suicide
sions occasioned the calling of a la; Milton Montgomery, publicity; vaccinating children
markets after hearing his wife
to prevent
Mrs. Catherine Johnson, educafinal
analysis
of
rneoleg of comnuttses to t h •
her
you
will
pay..
She boasted of the
learn that attempt, police reported.
complain.
tion; James McDonald, decora- them from catching specific
fact that many of the things that you will come up short. The only
AME Annual conferences in Nash- tion;
WARSAW, Poland — (UPI) —
His designers now treat a store
Mrs. Lula Broden, morals. diseases.
investment that we can make is Then he changed his mind
ville, Tenn., Jan. 14-15. Bishop Erhad
happened
her
to
friends
in
To aid future projects, contri- The new study was doubly imwrapped up in the investment of about dying, police said. He clam. Poland is a happy hunting ground as a aeries of specialty shops,
nest Hickman of the 13th Episco- butions
their
age
old
would
never
happen
for bachelors. The statistics of- instead of one long hall resembling
of $1,624.42 were receiv- pressive because it was "prosspiritual values that will bring bered aboard
pal district called it.
a cake of ice drift- fice reported today that the coun- an assembly line. This adds perpective." Previous studies have to her. Tragically there are many us both
peace of body and ing down the river
, More than a million dollars ed.
people
of
today
who
feet
that
and
started
NEW TYLER AME
floated 53 try has one million more women sonality, and makes shopping seem
with children with conmind.
was wisely placed at the culminablocks before he was rescued.
Union service was held at the genital defects and worked back- money will be able to get them _
than men.
less of a chore.
Goa of the meeting. The commit- New
many of the things denied others.
Tyler
ward,
see
AME
to
if
church,
the
mothers had The only difficulty
recenttee from Memphis included: Rev. ly.
is that of havRev.
Robert
had
German
Honeysuckl
measles
e
while
of
pregE. H. Alcorn of St. James, Rev. Rock
of Ages CME delivered the nant. The new study started with ing enough money when money
IL Ralph Jackson of St. Andrew,
sermon. The Bethel ME choir pre- women who were infected in early is needed. What a terrible ending
Rev. J. T. Bentham of New Al- sented
this has meant to many of us.
the music.
len, Rev. Garret of Ward Chapel,
Time and time again I have seen;
The
D. W. DeLyes, Presiding Elder ice is purpose of the Union servpeople do any and everything that
to interest members in the
of the South Memphis District,
they might be able to make life'
night services combining the talRev, H. L. Starke of Oayborn
secure
in their old years.
ents
Temple and Dr. W. L. Powell, gramof several churches in a proI don't think that anyone can
of
outstandin
g
caliber.
Servpresiding elder of the North Mem- ices
make a mistake about making,
are held every second Sunphis District.
• preparation for the years when
day at one of the affiliated churSt. John AME church served is
: strength has ebbed and friends
headquarters for the meet. Rev. ches. Presently, the Union is considering the application of St. WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The I have wandered and in spite of
J. M. Grandberry was the host John
AME church. Rev. Mark Veterans Administration will test the fact that the commonly acpastor.
Young
is the minister.
two new anti-diabetes pills at eight cepted theory today is that a
ta. JAMES AME
man's friend is in his purse we
Next
month
is
of
its hospitals to find out if they
activity
month
Cause for mourn was the pass.
for the New Tyler congregation. can replace daily insulin injections. must say that there are some ,
frig of Mrs. Caldonia Reed from The
forces greater than dollars that
church anniversary will be
The drugs, tolbutamide a n d will save
the congregation of St. James observed.
us.
Rev. Robert L. McRae chlorpropamide, will be given
Yes 'Madame,
FRUIT COBBLER
AME church where she had serv- Is the
to
Sift together Jack Sprat flour,
Some years ago a man had a
pester.
about 400 patients twice a day for successful
ed faithfully for 40 years.
I know Dad 1 cup Jack Sprat enriched sugar, salt and baking powder
year. The sight of such
LANE BAPTIST
at least eight months, the VA said, a vast success
Of her, the minister, Rev. E
and the small fry loved you
greatly inflated
wheat flour
Rev, J. W. Williams of Lane The test will
cut in shortening. Add milk and
be conducted at VA him. During these moments
M. Alcorn, said "she was a pillow Avenue
he
for the main dish of the meal 2 tablespoons sugar
Baptist
church
was
guest
hospitals
mix lightly. Pour over chereies
in
Buffalo and the Bronx, hit upon a brilliant idea. "I
of the church."
will
minister in Dodgeville, Miss., a N. Y.,
topped with crusty, tantalizing 's teaspoon salt
Dallas, Texas, Martinsburg, tear down my barns and
Funeral services for the late Sunday
peaches, sprinkle with brown
or
build
ago. He spoke at the Wal- W. Va., Memphis,
Jack Sprat enriched Wheat 2 teaspoons baking powder
Mrs. Reed was held at the church ker
Tenn., Pitts- new barns. I will say to my soul
sugar, add lemon juice and butChapel Baptist church, there. burgh, Topeka,
flour.
last Sunday.
Even
more
will
Kan.
they
and
Washingtake
love _ 2 tablespoons shortening
thy rest." It seems to me
Rev. Feterson was host pastor.
ter. Bake in 400 degree Fahrenton
that that same type of eecunty
our fruit cobblers that are just 1-3 cup milk
heit oven 25 to 30 minutes. Good
is haunting most of us. This is
so different in the taste test 2 cups
cherries or peaches
to the last morsel.
most unfortunate.
and so lucious to see.
1 cup brown sugar
Recently I noticed a report
So flaky and light Jack Sprat
from a survey relative to future
You can just visualize the 1 tablespoon lemon juice
four makes cobblers just so
teachers now in this process of
fruit cobbler — so brown, bud- 1, tablespoons butter
right!
training. Much to my dismay the
bly and crisp. Here goes. ..
report added up to the fact that
moat of the people now training
to become teachers have one
thing — just one thing as their
chief goal — security. No, not
WASHINGTON — The Presi-lCommittee
making better students, not makthey are willing
dent's Committee on Governmenti =00Y Negro electricians on to fled Negroes. But, he added that, ing a society that will he able to
the as a practical mrtter, admission face
up to the many hardships of
Contracts called for immediatelproject in compliance with t h e to
membership by Local 28, life etc. The basic desire
for them
action by the organized building anti.discrimination clause in their IBEW, is necessary
before this is Security. I agree that putting
contracts,
can be effected
trades unions to bring success to But
away
some
money
for
security
is
'despite a series of con- He cited
a two-year chronology a good thing but what a greater
its two-Year efforts to see that ferences with
contracting and of effort by the President's
Corn- good would be realized if we
Negro craftsmen are not barred labor officials, extending over a
mittee, which recently'resulted in would use that same money, to,
irons construction work on Wash. two-year period, and an exchange an AFL-CIO
order to the Inter- aid a fellow-traveller along life's,
of
correspond
ence
with leaders of national to suspend
ington's Southwest Redevelopment
the charter way and thereby gain a friend
the labor groups involved,
Project, known as Area B.
no of the local union by October 31, who would be with us for the'
I Negro' applicants have been
ad- 1958, if it did not meet the AFL- balance of our days. With such
The committee, which has over mitted
to membership in the
CIO constitutional provision on having been achieved in all prob.
all responsibility for carrying 0.1 unions nor placed on
skilled civil rights.
ability God would speak to this
the e4o111 job opportunity program craft jobs.
friend and for us insecurity would
This
Roosevelt explained that h i 5 went suspension date came and be dispelled through the efforts of
among firms with federal governwith no change in the aternent contracts, has demanded group has endeavored to open the . tus
this friend.
of the local union or its emIt
that Gordon Freeman President: Washington project jobs to quali-Ipla
yment policies, Roosevelt said. as I disturbs me no small amount
see day by clay men trying
of the International Brotherhoed
—
to take things in their own hands.
of Electrical Workers, AFL - CO,
I
Many
of us through our deeds
break an imossse resulting from
and action peak the sentiment of
the refusal of its Lotai Union No
William
Ernest Henley in his
26, to admit qualified Negro:
poem, "Invictus" when he closes
eiectrical workers to memnerenip
out by saying, "I am the master
and apprendiceship training.
of my fate, I am the captain of
The committee also renewed an, V-4
my soul." Somewhere down the
earlier request to George %teeny,:
avenues
of life many of us come
a committee member and presk WASHINGTON, D. C. — Associ- $375,000) will house
the
multiple
to
realize that we are neither the
ation
for Childhood Education Indent of the AFL-CIO, to inter.
kcti
of
seroationat
_
giant
the
master
ht
o
h
one
take
of
our fates or the caprganization
will
,
wene directly and dorcefully in
a_.l." which has a mem rs ip of more tain of our souls. With our feeble
Itoward its Childhood Education
the Area B. problem,
on that
80,000 adults .oncerned with minds and unpredictable emotions
John A. Roosevelt, New York ' Center in Washington, D. C., on
the education and well-being of we could be neither very well.
conCity, a member of the President's Feb. IS when it will invite
the
Something outside of us and bigex. children two to 12.
WDIA'a 50,500 watts carry to points North,
Committee and chairman of 1-te 1 itruction was taken by
South, East and
meet field. If you would like an audition try-out, for the Big
*tufty* board in Washington, 0.1'Space will be provided for Ii' ger than us must be the controllWest the splendid program of youthful
Sub-committee on District of Cc" C.,
performers such as picing
force
that
gives
to
Star Food Stores Talent show just contact station WDIA. Picour lives
on Dec , 5, Just ten days after braries, conference rooms, offices
tured
liti-bia Affsirs, wrote George
above.
Every
week at 11:30 over WDIA the Big Star
the
necessary
direction
tured
above, from left to right are: Robert Honeysucker, Joyce
and
the
purFood Stores of the Mid-South provides
Meany, iala week informing him : mit: issuance of the building per- displays of desirable school equip- posefulness that
youngsters with the
will enable God
Gates, Shirley Jones. Thelma Davis, Spencer Wiggins,
ment, visual aids, exhibits of
fine
that the time had come to makech
Armillne
opportunit
y
to
show
what they can do In the entertainildren's work and of education- to use us and use us fully.
Harper, Merilee Hughey and Billy Ivy.
public the long and futile efforts The president, Dr. Sarah
Lou
I know that having enjoyed
al
materials
of
many
countries. many things
Hammond of Tallahassee, Fla.'
of the Committee to break the rt
that we to date have
states that ground will be broken' For the first time In its 66 been denied
IBEW impasse.
many of us feel
I
years
of
existence ACEI will we can control things and that
His letter urged "direct action in M"'
make
Members and other friends of: occupy its own borne,
, . . by Gordon Freeman. and
e, one whi
which our lives according to our dethe AFL-CIO Civil Rights Depart- children are building thg center will be a reminder of the im- signs. How shocking it is that
with savings hoods. securities Portance of children, their vital some unpredictable
meat, and you . . . to resolve from
and unseen
„de deposit ems, money place in today's society,
their in- things creep into our lives a n d
this matter to order t h a t the
the sale of land, earnings fluence ln the world of tomorrow
equal Job opportunity policy set from
all of our plans go haywire. In
from wholesores eonsrountry pro. and one which wi be a
function- the control of man there Is no
forth by the President. and I know
jeyw by children int al ri'Mmorial to the earnest
grams ,
dc- such thing as a cut and dried prosupported y you for
e
1." adults and income from hobbies, sires and efforts of many to
cess whereby we
CIO, will be carried out to the
They will be further involved improve educational opportunities ways that we will can chart our
fullest extent."
be able to avoid
in planning for the center at the for all children.
all of the pitfalls of life.
The Blake Construction cam- Association's Study conference in Everyone is
invited
to
"Open
Our lives are so designed that
pany, prime contractor, and the St. Louis, Mo.,
March 29 - April House" at Wisconsin Ave. and pitfalls and all of
Walter 4 Truland Company, the' 3.
the adversities
Quebec se, Waihington, D. C., in that we have are a part of
electrical sub-contractor, told the The building
the
(estimated cost, Jan. 1980.
moulding force at work to make
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I MIEN TIVOLI changes to
"Presentation house" K e n
!Dewitt, right, will manage
eurrent•
bowie. Ken
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Dancer Etta Cummings and tenDETROIT — Our town's Della
Reese has it made. Sties singing or man "Stitch" Henderson are
to customers from both sides of that way about each other.
Prayers for Louis Barnett's
the fence. Howeter, she does a
daughter who wog involved in the
bit of finger pointing when a h
album,
"You' X•way shooting. He is the tenor
sings from her latest
used to be a good old wagon but! man with Maurice King's orchesnames'
No
down."
broke
Just
tra currently at the Flame a n d,
you
speaking of the Flame, many are
please,
Savannah Peach Betty Williams saying the burial of Arthur
was the
gave the local boys a double look- Bragg's Idlewild revue
that.
see and then dashed back to New greatest of them all. I'll buy
Our town's Romaine Johns
York and the Village.
Marie Bryant calling all t h e headed for the West Coast for a,
way from Hollywood, Calif. Some. Sinn with ragtime jazz exponed
thing's up
Ruble Blake. . Nat King Cole
If a certain beauty with a Thun•1 show may set a new high since
derbird passes her eXallIS next Nat and Ella along with Nelson
week, she might make Belle Isle Riddle are loved by all people,
bridge for it. B ii t she'll pass
'cause her daughter is helping her.
Maurice King is on a boiled egg
diet and has a helper who is Just
hungry that's all.
Singer Doris Hines looking
ahead to an appearance on the
Garry Moore show . . . Dancer
Floretta is a protege of Lester
By DOLORES CALVIN
Goodman.
NEW YORK — (CNS) — The
Bill Kabbush is smiling these
. .
days as he sees his vision of the New Jackie Robinson Show.
Midwest's most beautiful night The promotion around the new
su:
spot becoming a reality. The new Jackie Robinson show is-Atilt
20 Grand, exquisitely furnished pens. Jackie's doing the half hour
In excellent taste, has taken shape show every Sunday on a major
and should he ready for its grand network.
• ••
opening in a few weeks.
With .lackie taking over a show
of his own, this marks the first
time since Nat King Cole did it
for the network itself, that we've
had a Negro star on his own.
What particularly delights us is
the format of the Robinson show.
He's going to talk politics — issues that are dearest to him and
In addition to Pearl Bailey's to so many of us. First guest is
show the attrections of Larry former Governor and Senator Her.
Steele and Arthur Bragg are men- bert Lehman — -a distinguished
tioned in the future billings for liberal who will surely cause Jacthe Tivoli once the present movie kie to fire sway on touchy subtheatre males it change over to jects.
•••
"live" talent,
Unconfirmed reports indicate
The Eartha Kitt show so wonAfthat both Steele's "Smart
derful at the fabulous Waldorf As.
fairs," currently on Broadway, toria that many have seen it several times. . .Pearl Bailey doing
wonderful at the Flamingo In Las
Vegas but is due to be in New
York town shortly.

Harlem To
Broadway

icet

al age at
I. grocery
ed to the
our socie-

DEFENDER

ly manages the Regal, also a
Balaban a n d Katz theatre.
Here Ken Is shown with Char

Ile Barnett and vocalist, one
of the mans top attractions
to play the Regal in the good
old days."

PEARL BAILEY, left, whom
our Rob Roy says will star in
first stage show to be preheated at Chicago's Tivoli theatre
is shown with Nanette Fabray,
eight years ago when Windy
City was on "live show" kick.

Bragg, Steele
Shows Slated
For Chicago

Eartha Kitt Gave Sparkling Proof
• Of Her Ability To Act In lucasta

at • store
lty shops,
.esembling
adds perping seem

Pearl Bailey Set
For Opening Bill
With Live Talent

Agents know well that such
shows always profited here in the
"The Tivoli theatre goes live" past. In fact for many years this
will be headlined in your favor- city was the hub of vaudeville,
ite publications and on radio and drania shows
television comes next March. spectaculars. From the long
You'll get no confirmation of this closed Grand, and Monogram
report from Balaban and Katz or down through the early days of
their southside representative Ken the Regal shows and bands found
Blewitt today. .
lucrative employment here.
However, mark down in your
In recent years the Regal has
future events book, the date of forsaken the stage show program
March 27, the location Tivoli the- and gone an the movie plan enatre on Chicago's southside, and tirely. This was due, in a measure,
the lure a stage show starring to its customers moving south.
Pearl Bailey. Pay no attention to Perhaps it is this switch in locale
fact that the theatre is currently of patrons that is causing Balaa movie palace strictly. And at ban and Katz to choose the Tivoli,
the same time you'll be on right the sister theatre, for returning
track should you choose to wink "live" shows. The return of live
at supposed lack of such infor- shove: and major bands to t h e
disturbed.
KITT,
EARTHA
happy.
mation by the theatre's brass. southside means work for numerEARTHA 1UTT,
Facts are this: The Regal theatre ous artists that have been conroles
adwith
dramatic
performs
who
Jr..
Davis,
my
feeling
proper
the
will shut down for few weeks of fined to night club circuit entire• Critics and theatre goers alike ability to put
effort such as mirably in the role of "Danny" *Chicagoans have been watching
have found occasion to "eat their into a dramatic
Lucasta" for several remodeling and modernizing and ly.
a m- 1 "Anna
S
Together
film.
same
calls,
in
role
"Imcasta"
the
in
scenes
elimiwords" anent charges that
the Tivoli, already hoisting a
a result my and Miss Kitt belie the chem.' weeks now. They will have annation of "sex spilling scenes" for. But she did. And as
"face lifting" will switch f rom
handling! es that musical comedy perform- other chance to see the' f ilm
her
by
profits
film
the
disthe
to
Kitt
Eartha
leave
would
to live talent with Pearl
ers who major mostly in cafe and when the Rhodes theatre on 79th movies
gruntled howls of pessimists since of the different requirements.
Bailey appearing in the f irst
The same may he said of Sam• night club work are not as adept 1 street reopens Friday.
NEW YORK — (U1'1) — The
"Anna Lucasta" hit nation's
show.
got its start
screens.
What follows the Pearl Bailey ginger ale business
show Is guess work on imagina- in the early days of Prohibition
In the words of television comtion as to what other attraction when the public dema.ided "a
mercials -they said it couldn't be
can be expected to follow the mixer, or vehicle to mask the undone. That Eartha Kitt was a singone and only Pearl. However, this savory taste of the various uner with sexy gams and a shapemust and will be settled in time, lawful concoeltons frequently ofly form wbo was great for those
since plan is to have the Tivoli fered to consumers," according to
reasons only. However as "Anna"
industry sources.
present stage shows regularly.
in the film version of '!Anna LuThe Tivoli, one of the largest
The $1 billion scoft drink incasta" miss Kitt belies all those
houses on the_ southside, will be dustry is believed to have origcriticisms. She performs t h e
ideal for stage shows, because of inated in Europe in the 1700's out
as finely and as dramatically
its layout with huge main floor of efforts to duplicate the sparkany of the recognized drama
NEW YORK — The one thing the museum has been a second Museum annually during the late
and
a trio of balconies. In addi- ling waters of natural springs.
Stars would have done.
the late Jack Johnson never want- Coney Island (for pay) since 1925. '20's and early 30's when days of
Above are two scenes showing ed for was a job, in the final It still does good business today. his fighting and even fight exhi- tion it is located in the center
Earths in scenes wherein she was years of his lifetime. The one Folk like to visit the place, be en- bitions were over. The ex-champ of the redistricting that has seen
• asked to show both glee and sor- time heavyweight champion h a d tertained, and shake hands with would appear for several weeks so many Regal customers of the
row. She does both with tremend- only to apply at' the door of one the great artists, sports and stage. and then hit the rails for other past move farther south.
RICHMOND, Ind. — (UPI) —
To see Chicago on the stage
sous sock. In one scene she is hap- place in New York and he w a s
Joe Louis, the one great of box- parts of the nation. Later, someis no particular surprise. Leisure-loving Americans are go:ley Sammy Davis, jr., is around; put to work immediately.
ing who has never worked in the times more than once same year kick
ing in more and more for power
he would return to the "F I e a
the other she is torn to pieces
The place of employment, Hu- museum can have a job anytime
MotoOver illness of her father, played bert's Museum in 42nd street, he wishes it seems. Joe has shown Circus" where his job would be the fire plugs. Day after day lawnmowers, according to
reports that
waiting.
by Rex Ingram.
Jack's long black car could be Mower, Inc., which
where Johnson performed in the no intentions of taking the j o b
mowers sold in
To emote on stage is nothing "Flea Circus" is still doing busi- up to this time however.
! As a result Jack Johnson be. seer, parked along, the c urb 11 out of every 12
1958 were of the power type.
—mew to Eartha, of course. In sev- ness as one of the few places that
The Museum's empresario, Max came a fixture around 42nd and where ordinary drivers without
;Aral of the songs she features, have lasted through the years. Schaffer, says he is willing to pay
"names" had no chance to linger.
Broadway. His bald head and
Monday thru Saturday
...lyrics call for such a deep feelJohnson a the old Brown Bomber plenty for white pearly teeth were as comJack
to
addition
In
g of emotion. Nor is it unusual
01
.*
fi) 1
"names," mostly professional appearances. It is the mon to the cops along the Street
other
of
lot
apr her to be hippy in public
sports names, found gainful em- names like Joe Louis that makes and the show owners and theatre
-zpearances. Others of her tunes
ployment in the museum. Such the museum click, the director managers as the street signs and
demfellow
happy
very
a
for
wall
...
as Grover Cleveland Alex- says.
yeenstration which she does very greats
presented in t h e
Jack Johnston appeared at t h e
"well. However, many a critic ander. were
In fact
••doubted the shapely Eartha's spot on many occasions.
CHRISTINE STORY'S
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•••

Dorothy Donegan seems to have
gone "serene" now that every.
thing le breaking her way. We
saw her out in Chicago where she
was holding forth and she's
smoothed that temperament dowa
so that she's a joy to work with.
Dorothy told a national magazine
recently that she had learned "t0
get With it." And it's all true—se
that her incom has really risetk,
Now, why bucks good thing?

By ROBERT ROY

*
t

'i

•••

The Lena Horne cosmetics are
forming on the coast. Pearl Bailey is said to be interested In a
line herself. Stars seem to be
looking for good business outlets
. . .If they only will really take
part in the firms, not let anyone
just use their name but really
be a part of the organization,
then they will surely find extra
ways to make money.

Sonny James,
Nat Cole Disc
Pair New Hits

Ginger Ale Fizzed

HouseJackJohnson Helped
Build Bids For Joe Louis

•
•
•
•
•
•

Easier Grass-Cutting

STOP g GO

Mother of Stage Star
Jo Baker Dies Abroad

;
•
•

,
•

•
;
.
•
•
.
.

PERIGEUX, France — Mrs.
Carrie Hudson, mother of U. S.
- stage star Jo Baker died here
:this week at age of 73.
is- Miss Baker who left America
::.7for Paris and became the toast
• of Europe several years ago
brought her mother here from
St. Louis, U. S. A. She had
bad been living on the Baker
. estate here since the artist re.
tired from the stage to set up
"
•
• • home for the five children
she adopted from as many countries,

•

GOLD COAST

BAMBOO LOUNGE

Lounge & Liquors

1456 E. 67th ST.

5701 S. STATE
FRI -SAT -SUN
Featuring

Donald's
STEREOPHONIC
SOUND
RECORD
SESSION
WI DELIVER DO. 3-9376
MIldritil 114,1•111•64,
gime«
Pesos-

THE STOP
6601 SOUTH PARK AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL

ENTERTAINMENT
Thurs. thru Sun.

Chinest-lbuere .111
RESTAURANI

Featuring

RED
SIMS
Combo With
EARL
DOUGLAS
At Thir Organ
Opon Until
4 AM.
ILI 8-9170

Dinners
Doily

SOtaiat

12 Noon to a A.M.
W•••••nd, 11 H.,
to CIO A M.
All CONDITIOMID

Phone OA 4-1W
Sr 1.11. II-7145
341 East

43111 Street

Famous For Our Malts
And Sandwiches
.21
Salami Sand.
.23
Lima Sausage Sand.
.30
Chili
Mad*
Howe
.23
Thick M•lirs Any Fla...,
.15
Heinburgon or Rea Heft
.31
Hone Sand.
.41
Farms.. Hem & Choose
$1.30
Choice Peaks
Al,. Chops II CAkkipip
COOKID

co

0111:111

BREAKFAST SERVED
24 HOURS
LUNCHES SERVED
Op.. 24 Perarre Clorml Sundays
EARL H MILLER, Pron.

DAILY

ZIGGY JOHNSON
and "The Idlewild Revue" headed by Bragg will follow the Pearl
Bailey debut in the southside theatre
Included in the rumor is prediction that Joe ZiggY Johnsonlong a favorite with local cafe and
theatre goers will be in role of
emcee when the Bragg opus hits
the Tivoli.
Ziggy, currently producing at
Detroit's Flame cafe is known
to have a working agreement with
the Motor City club management
that permits his taking leaves for
such brief appearances in other
cities.

Capitol's single record releass
this week includes new sides by
Nat "King" Cole, The Four
Preps, Sonny James and Jean
Shepard and marks the recording
debut of a youthful vocal group
from New York City, Norman Fos
and the Rob Roys.
On his first single record offering in 1959, "Madrid." Nat "King"
Cole swings out with a familiar
melody from Bizet's opera Carmen, "The Habaners." Cole's rendering of a new story lyric is perfection, ea usual and Dave
Cavanaugh's music is definitely
up to date. On the flip side, Cola
sings the beautiful ballad, "Give
Me Your Love," to fine musics
backing by Nelson Riddle,

HELEN SAYS:

'ROCK
with
RIC'
Starring

R IC

RICARDO
To Noon

PROUDLY PRESENTS

9:00 A.M.

WGES

139O
K.C.

PAUL TURNER REPORTS
DEFENDER NEWS
AT 11:55 A.M.

"Learn to dance not so much for
the sake of dancing, as for coming
Into a room and presenting yourself gently and gracefully. Women,
whom you ought to endeavor to
please, cannot forgive a vulgar,
awkward sir or gesture." H & It
Cafe, 125 E. 51st at,, ATIantici
5-5626.

KING
FLEMING
LURALEAN HARRIS
Vocalist
MARGII SIMS, Nale•es
"Lirile" Gem. Mix.
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1VtAtN SICKNESS..
tztr)

—1.1491 Vali( I WAS VISO ti4 StAktE•alotJ
GREEN—W COMIN.BACK om-INEIRAIm... Wkl)
RME. BACKWATIDS...1boa ALvJekYS wAtteS one
c. SKK; )

I

LOVELORN
l!CylePrie

iiI

YES UR!tott
5154 okLDERPAAN 111%.0uo_10
klifr...4141040•1
reit GoteHA
DO? tiosc,,dasi•60,
15ijk ...INA
WELL_
Aleoerf laOtS
1..th-l'Eftit46?

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a like very much to correspond
man, 34 years uhf, 5 feet, 11 inch- with a young man who is in the
es tall, weigh 202 lbs., medium Army or Navy, between the ages
brownskin. I would like to hear of 31 and 39, 5 feet, 9-11 inches
from serious minded ladies be- tall and stationed in California.
tween the ages of 25 and 40. I I am 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weigh
will answer all letters and ex- 120 lbs., black hair, light comchange photos. G. L. Davis. RFD plexion. Will answer all letters
3 13ox 25A, Columbus, Miss.
and enclose. photo. Hope to hear
•• •
from you soon. M. E. Collins, 7412
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a S. Stewart, Chicago 21, Ill.
s
• ••
young lady, 21 years old, 5 feet,
tow( aerouT -NEUF OiRT SIREEis AND At.t.EYS?
6 inches tall, weigh 128 lbs:, black
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
-CNt'a Fn.:10
bEEM AROUND et LotH.
REA Lt."( MI•sif.R. nit..DEAMANstraight hair. I would like to cor- like to correspond with a lady be- ...rt'S
tort HOW
WELL...WON OtOtel Not) ASK INE
STORMS(Am vou ettcouralEw•-vt
respond with men not over 45 tween the ages of 27 and 31. I
CAN
YOH
tieRHEG
It4
THE SH‘P jPERSON SIVTING OPPoStIE NoU
years of age. Will answer all let- am: 31, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, 158
1
'to c44ANIGE EAIS
ters. Send photo. Shirley Ann Ho- lbs., brown complexion. I am ingan, 2511 Atkinson, Detroit 6, terested in marriage. Walter E.
Mich.
King, Route 2, Box 180, Ker• ••
nersville, N. C.
•• •
Dear Mme, Chante: You helpDear Mme, Chant,: I am a
ed my friend get a nice girl. How
about me? I would like to meet very lonely girl and would apprea nice young woman between 18 ciate having American pen pals
and 25. Race or color doesn't who are interested in marriage.
matter but she must not weigh I am 20, brownskin, looking for
over 130 lbs. She must be neat, the right person to share a happy
clean and willing to go along with future. Miss Velma M. Graha,
me to have future security. I 12D Pennith Rd., Kingston 5, Jaam 30, 55 inches tall, weigh 133 maica, BWI.
•• •
lbs., and have light complexion.
.
,
If not sincere, please don't bother
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a genC
to write. E. Pryor, 5628 S. Calu- tleman of 38, 5 feet, 11 inches
met, Chicago 37, Ill.
tall, weight 196 lbs., tan complex•• •
ion, keen features, black straight
Dear Mme. Chante: I would 'hair, good dresser and like all
sports. I like to travel, own my
own home and car; have a good
sense of humor and not the jealous type. I would like to correspond with young ladies, 16 to 25.
Please send photo in letter. Victor. Batista, 2511 Atkinson, Detroit 6, Mich.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in hearing from a clean cut
worthwhile man of good habits
and character between 40 and 48
instructed Mrs. Lassiter to exposed to have done to disturb the around 5 feet 10, brown or light
haust the appeal remedies set up
complexion, nice looking and inregistrar.
under the amended section and to
Walker's attorneys, Taylor and terested in meeting a nice worthask the state court to interpret
Mitchell, contended that the elec- while lady of good habits, characthe law.
tion law itself is so vague that it ter and reputation. I am 42,
So on June 22, 1957, Mrs. Lasdoes not put. a citizen on notice as, brownskin, nice looking, 5 feet. 3
sier tried to register again. This
to when he might be violating it by inches tall and weigh around 138
time she refused outright to take
his conduct. They said this in it- lbs. I would like to get married
the literacy test and was not alself IS a violation of Walker's con- after several single years — if
lowed to register. The County
I can find someone suitable. I
sttutional rights
Board of Elections, the Superior James Walker, Jr Louise Lassiter
On October 8, 1958, the State am congenial and sociable, clean
Court of Northampton Count y,
Supreme Court threw out the in- and neat about my person amid
and the State Supreme Court up- County during and even after Re- dictment
charging disturbance of around the house. I prefer a man
held the registrar, Mrs. Taylor. construction but there had been a registrar, but it
did not touch in the same city, close by or willin
none
for
office
at
50
least
years.
LITERACY TEST
on the constitutional question. ing to live in this city. And ono
Soon after he was employed by
Mrs. Lassiter has SOW returned
This left Walker still owing $300 willing and able to support a wife.
Lassiter, the attorney had
to the federal courts for relief. Mrs.
in the so-called assault case and Do not want to hear from cornsobserve Mrs. Taylor
occasion
to
ity seekers, insincere persons or
She declares that the requirement
examining a Negro man w h o awaiting appeal action on another men wanting
a pen pal. If interof a litercy test is discriminawanted to register. He had been fine. Both these fines were levied ested write
to learn more. Please
tory and violates her rights uncalled to the registrar's office by on the same set of facts that re- enclose photo.
••
Mari Bell, c-b F.
der the -14th. 15th and 17th Amendother Negroes refused the right to sulted in the indictment which Brown 2322
Guildford, Indianapments to the U. S. Constitution.
register. The office was in the was killed by thc high court.
olis,
Ind.
She is represented in this ac• We ask you to consider the case of Mrs. Louise Lassi- tion by James R. Walker. jr.. 34- general store of Mrs. Taylor's Walker declares: "The real ba• *•
husband, what one might call a sis of this case is that they don't
ter, who was not only denied the right to vote but whose year-old civil rights attorney at public place.
intend to nave any Negro law- Dear Mme, Chante: I am seekattorney has been jailed and fined several times since he Weldon, N. C., in Halifax County, READS TOO FAST
yers practice in this section. They ing a lady between 25 and 38—
and by Samuel S. Mitchell and
threw the book at me to try to color or race doesn't matter as
took her case.
Herman Taylor, lawyers in Ral- The examination ir.volved writ- cripple
me and drive me out. long as she is sincere. I am 37,
ing a section of the State Consti• Mrs. Lassiter decided in the spring of 1956 that it was eigh. Walker is the only Ne- tution
They used the criminal law to 5 feet, 7 inches tall. weigh 168
while
Mrs.
it
Taylor
read
gro
attorney in a six-county: area
interfere with my practice of the lbs., black hair, brown eyes, metime for tier to rc,gisti r to vole.
in northeastern North Carolina — aloud. "She was reading so fast
She 4a5 41 Years old, the mother the registrar, Mrs. Helen H. Tay- Bertie. Gates,
that the registrant couldn't possi- law and as a psychological weap- dium brown skin. I have no chilHalifax,
Northampon to scare away clients and dren but would we/come a child
of three children, and had lived in for.
ton, Warren, and Hertford Count- bly write it down," Walker de- keep
not over two years old. Please
me broke.
Norrampain Coun.y all her life.
clared. "I insisted to her that
Mrs. Taylor refused to register ies.
send -photo in first letter. Roland
Occlinarily when a person de- Mrs. Lassiter
and at least 25 oth- His father. James R. Walker. these people had diplomas from "I stand up as a matter of right. Todd,
312 E. 55th Place, Apt. 23,
cidese.to register, he or she sim- er qualified
Negroes of Seaboard sr.. taught school for many years institutions attesting to their liter- and not as a favor. This is a new
pl,.does so. However, it is differdevelopment in approach to law Chicago 37, III.
Precinct because she said they in the last-named county. and it acy."
• •• •
ent ut many parts of the South—
failed to pass a literacy test. Mrs. was there that the attorney was Mrs Taylor charged that Wal- practice no far as Negro lawyers
and Northampton County I S part
ker shook his finger at her across are concerned."
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writL.ssiter said she was disqualified born. His mother still teaches
at
of the South. It is in northeastern
the table when discussing t h e Citizens of northeastern North ing in hopes that you can help
because she mispronounced three Statesville, in the western
end of
North Carolina.
matter with her. She also said Carolina have organized to sup- me as you have many others. I
words. including "Indictment," the state. The family moved
to
Negroes make up 68 percent of when required to read
a section Satesville many years ago a n d the attorney was boisterous but port Mrs. Lassiter's right to reg- am 32, 5 feet, 10 inches tall. I
the .population in that part of the of the North Carolina Constitution,
he denied this. He was jailed on ister without taking a literacy would like to meet a young lady
state and Mrs. Lassi,cir is a Ne- She asked the U. S. District young Walker did not return to charges of disorderly conduct and test; to protect her right to coun- between 22, and 25, well groomed
the
eastern
section
until
1956
—
gro; Just a few hundred Negroes court to stop election officials
trespass, ordered to pay a $100 sel, and to uphold the right of and with a background in night
are registered in her county and tram using the literacy test to de. about the time Mrs. Lassiter fine or spend 9Q days in jail. her attorney to represent h e r life and cafe society. She must
decided to register.
CHIEF F. R. A. WILLIAMS
theygot on the rolls only after tide if a person is
qualified to On a visit to his native sec- Fred after two days, he appeal- without being harassed and al- be willing to work for the greater
the utmost patience and persist- vote. Mrs. Lassiter is
most driven out of the area.
things in life. She must be a real
not illiter- tion, Walker recalls, "I saw so ed this penalty.
ence. There are littracy tests and ite. She completed
Leading citizens in the six-coun- fancy dresser and understand life. LAGOS — Chief F. Is, A. Wil- was widely read.
one year of many people- without legal coun- ASSAULT CHARGE
all sorts of gimmicks to discour- high school
Meantime. Walker was a 1 s o ty area formed the Walker-Lassi- Please don't write if not inter- liams, minister of justice and at- Early in 1952 Chief Williams
and has no trouble sel or guidance of
the
type
they
age and defeat registration by Ne• reading such
charged with assault on a female ter Defense Fund to help finance ested. Send photo in first letter. torney general in Premier Oba- was installed the Apesin of Itoko
material as court wanted. Any Negro
lawyer who
groes.
the efforts of these two people to John L. Johnson, 133 W. Washing- femi Awolowo's Western Nigerian in Abeokuta. Two years later he
opinions handed down in her case. tried to
represent a client in this (Mrs. Taylor) and disturbing a win
RIGHTS GROUP
their rights. Members of the ton St., Ripley, Tenn.
Government, became Nigeria's was honored again by being namsection had to get a white law- registrar in performance of her
Mrs. Lassiter's husband. Lloyd, CHANGE LAW
•• •
duty. This was all based on 'the Defense Fund feel that their infirst Queen's Counsel in an im- ed the Bobalaro of Lagos.
had been registered since: 1950. In April. 1957, just seven days yer as associate in the case.
terests
and
the welfare of all citDear Mme, Chante: I have seen pressive ceremony in Lagos.
contention that Walker shook his
before her suit was to he heard
Chief Williams is a leading
He was and is moderator in DisBOSS' LAWYER
izens of the South are deeply af- that you have helped so :many The distinguished 38-year - old member if the Action Group of
fingi.r at Mrs. Taylor.
by a three-judge federal court,
trict. A of Northampton County for
"Negroes had to employ the He was
fected
by
these
lonely
cases.
ones
find
Nigerian
happiness
law officer and noted Nigeria, the party ishich under
in life.
the North Carolina General to.
fined $500 on the
the Progressive Civic Union of sem..y
boss' lawyer when they needed charge
So I am asking you to please help criminal lawyer is believed to be the leadership of Premier Obaof assaulting a female.
oi amended the law relating counsel.
Halifax and Northampton Coml.
The boss advances the The appeal
me.
I
am
a
single
man,
was
to
29,
the
5
lost
feet
African
first
in
registration
a
to be so honored. femi Awolowo is in power in Westtechnihut
kept the liier 'money and then deducts
ties., This is an organization of
it at the cality and Walker was jailed
5 inches tall, brownskin. I am
arc test. It did set up a system
Chief F. R. A. Williams is with- ern Nigeria. He was appointed a
NEW YORK — (UPI) — There
Negro citizens seeking to gain
end of the year."
looking for a young lady between out doubt one of emerging Afri- special member of the Western
again when he was unable to pay
of appeals from the rulings of Now Mrs.
are an estimated 270 Americans
equal rights,
Lassiter didn't want the $500. Ile was released
18 and 27 — someone who is look- ca's most able and promising law Nigeria House of Chiefs in 1954
when with an annual
The Lassiters own a small farm registrars, including appeal to a boss' lawyer to represent her
pre-tax
income
friends
ing
for' the better things. I want officers and statesmen. Frederick and became Minister of Justice
paid $200 on the fine and
on a back road near Seaboard, the highest court in North Caro- in challenging the literacy test.
of $1 million or more. Approxipromised to provide the rest latto get maeried to the right girl. Rotimi Alade, known to all his and Local Government in the
whigh is also the name of the pre- lina.
She employed James R. Walker, er.
mately 600 are in the $500,000 to Life could
be great. Will exchange friends and colleagues as "Timi," Awolowo administration.
cinct in which they would vote. Two months later, the federal jr.. and he was glad to take the
Then Walker was fined $50 on $1 million bracket: 22.000 in the photos and answer all letters. was
born on December 16, 1920. When a separate portfolio of loMrs.. Lassiter went to the regis- court agreed with Mrs. Lassiter case.
$100.000
to
$500,000
set
and 89,000 Jimmy Carter, 1227 S. Spauldthe charge of Jisturbing the regChief Williams was educated at cal government was established in
trar's office with this thought in that "there can be no question He had already been active in
istrar. A four-month jail sentence in the $50,000 to $100,000 class.
ing Ave., 1st ffoor, rear, Chicago the Olowogbowo Methodist
but
the
Article
VI,
Section
4,
school 1957 Chief Williams retained his
of
mind:
efforts to elect Negro leaders like was suspended.
23, III.
The $50 fine was
and the C. M. S. Grammar school post as Minister of Justice and
"If more people vote. I think the State Constituion Was. when Dr. J A .Tinsley, a physician, to
appealed
to
the
State
Supreme
ative of the the Board of County Commissionin Lagos. By 1939 he was enroll- in 1958 was, in addition, appointed
we'll have more freedom. It enacted, void
Words of the Wise
Court. When the case was argued,
ed at Cambridge university where Attorney General.
would give some of the colored a State t.onstitution was, when en. ers. In fact he had been camAcquire the habit of lookeven
the
attorney
state
general's
acted,
void
as violative of t Ii e paign manager for Dr.
chance of run for different officing at truth not in isolated
WASHINGTON—(UPI) — Car- he obtained a Bachelor of Arts Chef Williams, a staunch chamTins- office admitted the whole business
prm
oseinsdioninesntost tothethel4thconasntditult5
es. And it would cause the white A
and fragmentary forms but
iotnh ley and other Negro candidates in was Kelly
loadings on the nation's Class I degree in three years. He also pion of freedom and individual liweak.
In
all
its relations; and of uspeople to pay more attention to the
railroads declined 14.9 per cent read law as his father. Thomas berty, was a key member of the
an effort to stimulate registration
Assistant
Attorney
General
of the United States. . ."
ing it constantly as an inrights of the colored.and voting.
in 1958 to 30,206,494 earsfrom Ekundaye Williams, did before Action Group delegations to the
Ralph
Moody
said
'he
questioned
e judge did not declare the
strument of producing good.
Her husband says: "The whites
35,500,148 in 1957, according to him in Gray's Inn.
Walker recalled that Negroes
Nigerian Constitutional Conferencfeel that if enough Negroes vote amended law unconstitutional. but had held office in Northampton whether the indictment sufficient'
—(Beecher)
the Association of American RailReturning to Nigeria In 1943 as es held in London in 1953, 1957
ly spelled out what Walker is supthey will run the country. I don't
roads.
a fully qualified barrister Chief and 1958. With Premier Awolowo,
feel that way; it makes no difWilliams immediately launched Chief Williams played a major
VOL1
CAS
S41.1.1
•400.05
-'15E
SO
RI
IT
E
—OW
...15
ference who runs as long as he's
'IME C145
Pus 1h54mve41'Me Lass
into practice on his own. He role in getting fundamental hu1...%vE • SO GO 2.WIl00.
.0,4016.E. DOUDEE
GOOD. TomORROW
ISAME Of TeX P•rD4Oct 01e"-(0,05
qualified. I'd just as soon vote for
quickly gained fame and popular- man rights entrenched in the new
pet Mt- 5EC.0140!
''(00 IMKVi.
VIA. TEACH wk HOW
SAve/EQ'...WHOR INOutD
him as for anyone else. If a man
..t.ocot.AQT.VE
Nigerian constitution which will
MISS rpm %60455
ity as a criminal lawyer.
%WU HAVE?
is not qualified, whether he's SL NOW SWART 'too
In 1946 Chief Williams married come into effect with Nigerian in1:14E.
white of colored, then he won't
Miss Beatrice Olachinni Moore. dependence on October 1, 1960.
get my vote. I think this is a gendaughter of another barrister. Chef Williams wls a leading
erat feeling among Negroes."
There are three children of the member of the Action Group deleMOM OF THREE
marriage. In that same year a gation to the recent All - African
Mrs. Lassi,er agrees with this.
Master of Arts degree was con- Peoples Conference In Accra, The
She thinks this kit d of 'feeling
ferred on Chief Williams in. ab- Manchester Guardian earlier this
will mean a better world for her
sentia by Cambridge university.
month asserted that Williams and
three children — John Willie. 4
Chief Williams entered politics his colleague, Chief Anthony Enayears old; Miss Shirley Dean
by joining the Nigerian Youth bort), Minister of Home Affairs
Lassiter. 18 and Miss Claudia Lee
Movement.' He became a regular and Midwest Affairs in Western
Lassiter, 15. The younger girl is
contributor to the press, writing Nigeria, "stood out above all othIn high school and her sister just
articles under the pseudonym of er personalities at the conference.
vacillated.
"The Gentleman with a Duster." The Nigerian delegates were hardIt was .day 5. 19:i6 when Mrs
Nationalism was at its highest headed realists who took the edge
Laaatio• want to the office of
peak in Nigeria at the time and off the strident damorings of the
Chief Willsma' regular column East Africans."
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Help Her Gets Jail Term
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so longs hard, and
LIKE 114A1* YOU NEED AOIZE
People are always calling for effectively for the local ..y"
PULLANG POWER;
somebody to set them 1 good ex. branch is that it results out of
ample: in first one thing and an unselfish largeness of heart,
Sishesrietien rem: Owe reef, SS; eh fillattar
$3 SC 12-reer speetel Subseriptleit ..se, $0)
another. School teachers are ex. and a broad-minded concept ef
pected to be examples for chit- useful public service. Incidentally,
Tim Tri-Stete Deteeder Dew Net Take Reseeesibilttr
iseettnietemt Mommesrless to Nimes.
dren. Preachers are berated fer Mr. Hunt has no son or relative
being poor example for their off- who directly benefits from hit
spring. Everybody has a job of services to the local "V" branch.
Published Item Thursday by the Tel-Stem Dishmilet Publishing Css littered OS 14148INS
"exarapling".
And that fact still further under.
Clew Metter at M. Mettiolsis Pest Ottisit Memb 10. 1112, Ueda/ Act et Match 2, Si,
The suspicion arise that some- lines the unselfishness of his servbody is using the word "example" It's difficult for most folk in
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
as a shield and excuse for not its difficul5 for most folk in
doing what they know to do in Memphis to praise Mr. Hunt. He's
the first place. As it is, most folk helped and served so many of his
never do much more about ex- fellow citizens until when one
amples than talk about 'em and praises or shows appreciation to
try to find flaws in them.
him somebody else is liable to
Now,
Marie Torre, the courageous New York tradition. It is a tradition
that was given by was crack, -Well, he would say that
in which is re- of - eatingallattention
to a good ex. he's supposed to".
Herald Tribune TV-radio columnist, served
posed the true freedom of the press. Destroy ample in citizenship which a well- And yet, that's as it should he.
ten days in jail rather than reveal the
known Memphian has set for the The good a man does should be
it, and you destroy the effectiveness of the rest of the town.
source of her information.
Recognition for appreciated even by those ben.his , meritorius service has been fitted. . .and paarticularly by
She was held in contempt of court for modern press.
given recently by two groups. Now those on the sidelines. It cannot
Bills should be introduced in the Illinois all that's needed is for
refusing to reveal the identity of an NBC
the rest be denied that Mr. Hunt has been
executive who was alleged to have made Assembly looking to the prevention of the of us to go and do likewise, a most useful citizen. There hasn't
Let's get into the subject like been , a worthwhile civic project
some remarks about a certain movie star. circumstances that led to the imprisoment this: Several days ago
the down. designed to advance this com•
Now, nine bills have been tossed into the of Marie Torre. She has kept faith with her town branch of the YMCA gave munity. . . .and involving Negroes
legislative hopper of the New York State informants, let us keep the faith with her a certain Negro Memphian high particularly. . . .with which he
praise publicly,
handed him has not been actively associated
Assembly proposing to guarantee news- by making her sacrifice a high water-mark a life-time awardand
of merit for his directly or indirectly for the past
paperrnen'o rights to protect their inform- in American journalistic ethics.
serv
ice
Christianto
tAh,
esolcoicaatil0Young
n in hein'
cks quarter of a century. The Negro
Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. -the
ants.
A law should be passed making a repeti- succession the Abe Scharff quick YMCA
and the YWCA. . .the
Branch
Marie Torre, the mother of two young tion of the Torre incident no longer possible of the YMCA (Negro division)
Travelers' Aid. . .various special
made a similar award in appre- war-time projects and services...
children, went to jail to protect a cherished in awakened America,
dation for this man's services to health programs. ..housing develit.
opments. Fairs. . . parades. . .
The recipient was Prof. Blair T. community welfare financial drives
H unt, who is easily a top candi- business venture of a community.
date for
Q.e.ssa.geeS/e4s•-""
to a place wide bearing. . .all have beneThe Democratic leadership, outside the
To call this Johnson manipulation a among the election
-TEN MOST USEFUL filed from the energy and wix.
portals of the national legislative halls, "compromise," is a delusion of the first MEMPHIS CITIZENS
dom of Blair T. Hunt. List 'ern,
".
In the case of the Young Men's examine 'ern, check the names
a•ould be wise to look upon Senator Lyndon magnitude. This deception was not born
out Christian Association,
Mr. Hunt connected with 'ens and win
a
B. Johnson's victory in the filibuster fight of consideration for party unity, but out was one
of the pioneers
the bet that the name of Blair T. Hunt
as a serious threat to the party's future of a determination of a Texan to thwart the establishment of the Negro inphase
will be found looming in
of the work here in Memphis. He prominence among 'em. strategic
destiny.
quest for human equality,
has consistently worked to help In the areas of
education, meThe political analysts and the common
lt means that the hopes of 17 million the "Y" grow. He has been the ligion, civic
development, child
people who had interpreted the Democratic Negroes to attain first-class citizenship biggest
b
individual money-raiser care, and political interest, this
•
at the polls, last November, an the have been once more unceremoniously de- for the local branch. He has sem- man has found the time, mind,
ed in all of its top volunteer of. and energy to make substantial
rebirth of liberalism and the dawn of a new ferred.
(ices. He has been one of the local contributions. If
service to a
day, must be struck with despair, regrets
It means that our democracy is still branch's most active mainstays, community makes a man rich,
lie didn't hog the spotlight in ex- then Blair
and disappointments.
Hunt is a millionaire,
clinging to Hitler's mad concept of racial change for his services. .
.and he Blair T. Hunt is mated a re.
That Sad, Happy Music Called Jazz
The defeat of the liberal bloc is more superiority — a concept which in the
end evidently wasin't in "Y" work to markable man. . .who rates not
than a disappointment; it is a grim tragedy wrought his own destruction, and which_ gain recognition and promotion only an award from the "Y" but
------elsewhere. He was already doing from a dozen other set-upe that Danced to and laughed to and dertow of drums and their melo- heat of the Georgia roads, targets
for the nation and the Democratic party came near destroying the German :ivilizaall right. So, the only conclusion could he named off the cuff.
to all around the world now dies of sorrow and hope, sadness for the cross fire of the Civil
Now. sung
as well. Though Sen. Johnson could not tion.
to be drawn about- his reasons whatchubet!
is the Negro's own music, jazz. and faith, darkness and dawn, and War, trying in the poverty and
Selah!
Jazz is such happy music be- hidden rebellion.
have accomplished this feat without much
terror of the Reconstruction, fleeAs one liberal publication puts it, "the 11111111P4111111MIWIPssonElmweim
meeptmegel cause it was born out of such
Al the years went on, the blues ing from the Ku Klux Klan,
defection in the liberals' ranks, it is evi- quest for human equality cannot be swept
great sadness. Its rhythms of joy came into being with their mighty struggling Northward to work in
dent that he used his tactical power to under the rug. Human rights are not negogrew from the heartbeats of music of despair and laughter, of the war plants of the great World
sorrow,
for it was born of bond- trouble and determination to Wars.
brow-beat the new corners to the Senate.
tiable. This is the great undone business
By FRANK 1.. STANLEY
age. A hundred and fifty years laugh in spite of troubles: "When "Oh, how long, how long has
He highjacked Senators Bartlett and of degradation which so many American
mb,iooinmo•omnmmmommkagoggmhAmy ago, Congo Square in New Or- you see me laughing. Ins laugh- that evening train been gene?
Gruening of Alaska to win support for his citizens still endure, and against
gans was one of the saddest hap- ing to keep from crying."
How long? How long? How long?"
which LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The ma- affair,," and
"will deetroy a for- py places in the world.
/t is this combination sadness Underlying the lacy gaiety of
proposal that two-thirds of those present great multitudes are rebelling
throughout jority may rule, but the minor- tress which has prevented many It was there in that open dusty and laughter that givesof jazz
its ragtime, the rolling rumble of
rather than two-thirds of the entire Senate the universe.
ity must fight if it is to ever efforts of the majority to tyran- acreage that the slaves held their unique quality,
that roots its deep boogie weegie, the happy dignity
win. This is the challenge facing nize over the minority."
be permitted to close debate. What JohnSunday dances and all day long syncopation' in the human soul, of Dixieland bands playing for hi"If the Johnson formula prevails, the so-called liberal anti-filibuste
r They argue further that even beat on their drums the rhythms that keeps it from everedialg
son wants Is to enable the Southern minori- Georgia's Bunten and Mississippi's
Deride, wades, danees, picnics,
East- bloc in the U. S.,,Benate. It ap- the majority has used free de- of Afrcia. They made intricate frivolous or meaningless
in c or to the sway of swing, the satire
ty to prevent a public policy from being land may find the Democratic
part. however, that this Senate bate to prevent minorities from wonderful
shook
music
and
Party a com- will
merely
happy
entertainmen
t, no matter of bebop, the heavy beat of rockagain 1.cquiesce in the argu- defeating legislation. They conformulated at all.
their feet in gay abandon until how much it is
fortable old-age home. But how long can ment that it is a continuing
for fon.
and-roll, through the cool sounds
body tine and Say "if the whole No- the sundown warning sent them Certainly jazzplayed
is
fun
The action of the Alaalcan delegation men who believe in equality dwell
music. its of a Charlie Mingus, there tj in
with rules that carry over in pis want a law badly enough, it
placidly
• •
spite of Vice President Nixon's will be passed in spite of delay- back to their slave quarter a. spontaneous improvisations. I t s all this music something of the
was a crucial blow and a painful irony. For in the same place?"
While dancing many of them for- syncopation:, its infectious rhy- aching question deep in the heart.
opinion to the contrary.
ing
They conclude with got their bondage.
years Alaska had been kept out of the
thm are all tributes to the play "How long, how long before
Well, the Johnson formula has prevail- Early indications of a compro- the tactics."
mesa
assertion
that
the
U.
S.
SenUnion beam's' the Southerners feared how ed. The electorate will has been
to change Senate Filibuster ate represents the states and not Yet the music itself, for all its spirit in men and women, and and women, races and nations,
ignored. mise
remembered
gaiety,
Africa,
the
the will to laugh and live.
to
will learn to live together happiRule Number 22 only slightly if a majority of the people of the
its Senators would vote on civil rights. The South, led by Sen. Johnson
ships of the Middle Passage, But behind the fun - in the ly?"
— the rest- at all, were seen in the varying nation and
the Federal System whips, chains, blood hounds,
Their fears proved unwarranted.
the beat of its drums, the
less foe of civil rights, has won. The holy proposals offered. Lyndon John- should accommodat
of the The cry and the question are
e
the varying slave markets, the lifetimes of trumpet or the wail ofcry
its sax- ever present behind the gayest of
son'5 proposal of only two-thirds conditions that exist
This strange coalition simply means cause of the Negro people is once
among
states
more o those present to invoke
work,
came, without lie all the shadows of sorrow and jam It is this
and
past
to
cloture and groups of states.
longing and this
that the Southern bloc has enough strength thrust in the laps of the gods.
pay and without freedom. So the suffering that at
We pray that won out. This may require any- This is beautiful
were woven laughter combined that gives jazz
language has- rhythms of Congo Square in New into the distant first
to prevent passage of a civil rights bill with they too are not on the side of
where
origins
of
t
between
hie
34
to
its
61
Senators
great
ed
basic
human appeal and
the Confedeon broad concepts, but the awbecame the first sad-hap- wonderful music.
voting for cloture,
teeth in it, in this session of Confirms.
endows it with a kind of univerful truth is that under the old fili- Orleans
rates!
py rhythms destined to set the Men and drums stolen from Af- sality thst
Kentucky's John Sherman Coop- bustering rule, a small
causes
it to be played
segment tempos of American jazz.
rica, songs and drums held in the and loved
er proposed a three-fifths major- of little men of the Senate
around the world.
has Soon came the field hollers of harshness
ity vote to cut off debate. Paul consistently been able to obviate
of a new world, rhy- The Negroes of the New World
Douglas (Ill.), Clifford Case (N. the humanistic will of the major- the plantations, the work songs of thms tangled in the tall cane, created jot but now it beand Jacob K. Javits (N.Y.) ity. It is their arbitrary will the geuthern reads and the Mis- caught in the white bolls of the loess to everybody - e u r gift
America was treated to a rare demon- ceedings were instituted against Wallace. J.).
sissippi levees, the religious spirit- cotton, mired in the rice swamps, of rhythm to all the peoples
teamed up with Hubert Humph- which has thwarted
of
all worth.
stration of contempt for law when a CirJudge Johnson had issued three sepag that de- while civil rights legislation to the uals and jubilees with their un- chained on the levees or in the the earth,
beY
ate(bli)
be IliMi:teda
prcitpeor13
sin days by international embarrassment a
cuit Judge in Montgomery, Ala., defied the rate orders to Wallace demanding
produc- a simple majority vote of 96 Sen- America.
authority of a U. S. District judge in an tion of the record books with the
final dead- a tors.
Filibustering is a damnable de.
investigation of civil rights violations.
line Tuesday last week. Having failed to While 36 Senators voted to modi- vice that enables the South to
fy the filibuster rule, it yet ap- block all interracial progress that
The Civil Rights Commission last De- meet the deadline, the
Federal Judge de- pears that the majority (both par- could emanate
liberal legiscember held hearings in Alabama in an at- clared:
ties) does not really want to urn- laden. For it isfrom
genefally believtempt to uncover the truth about the
"The respondent, Wallace, refused to it debate.
ed in the resistant South ti stetThe biggest argument against ed editorially by
charges brought by Negroes that they had technically comply with
the Atlanta
the order of this change is the belief that in an Journal
on January 7, Ises: "As
ink been denied the right to vote.
court ... by devious methods. I hereby
modifying,
they
"will
destroy
a far as Congress is concerned, the
order bulwark of
The Commission wanted to take a look ropresentatlyea of the U.
the states against Southerners own the Democratic
S. Attorney Gen- complete national control
of
local
Party."
at the voter Registration books to facilitate eral's office to file criminal
contempt pro111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIM11111111111111111111111111111119111111111H1111111111Milie From our reports from Wash. Behind the scenes the southern lated into lase.
its fact-finding inquiry. It subpoenaed Cir- ceedings against respondent
Wallace as
ingten we gather that the new bloc and their northern tory part.
cuit Judge George Wallace to appear and early as possible."
11th Cengress of the United States ners always exert tremendous in- Because of all these consideraproduce the registration books which had
Is rift le be made into the fluence in Washington and if they tions, therefore, I feel certain
We hope that the Department of JusImage created by two Texans, succeed in holding the liberals in that our leadership must get Into
been impounded by the jurist since October. tice will be prompt
act. We must give the liberin executing the order
Sam Rayburn and Lyndon John- check in this Congress, we shall the
Mr. Wallace paid no attention to the of the Federal Court.
In the Congress support and
sen. House Leader Rayburn and lose the best opportunity for leg- als
The Wallace defiance
we
must make it clear tri the
writ. He contended that the matter was a places the whole
the Senate Majority Leader Lyn. islative progress we have had in conservative
structure of our judicial
, anti-Negro elements
den Johnsen are two of the most decades.
local one which did not come within the system in jeopardy.
Washington that last NoveniFor, if a judge, sworn
powerful men ever sent :.0( any At the risk of being premature, in
ber's liberal victory was no fluke.
purview of the Civil Rights Commission's to uphold the Constitutio
state to the nation's capitdr.
n and its incidental
I believe
our leadership Many good people are disturbinquiry. In other words, Wallace viewed the laws, can boldly defy
Already we have witnessed skill across the that
nation, political relii ed by the worn "pressure." It has
them, our courts will
of Lyndon Johnson in riding herd gious, fraternal and civic, should
Commission's investigation as an intolerable have outlived thei
sefulness if no immeon the Senate liberals who are begin immediately to map out'for them connotations that a re
misleading. Yet, as a matter of
Intrusion into local affairs of the state of diate, drastic,
fighting to kill the filibuster. Soon programs
nitive action is taken.
to mobilize grass root fact, the government is being
we shall see both Texans running sentiment
Alabama.
We don't kno of a similar instance of
in support of civil pressured all the time and every
all the rings in the Congressional rights legislation.
conThe white lib- political realist knows that withFederal Judge Frank M. Johnson orde
temptuous i isregard for the courts
circus.
erals in America should be inte- out pressure from the people.
in
ed Wallace to make the registration books
fact
One
that
is
being
reported
imes.
grated into this mobilisation and nothing gets done. The Congress
In the early dispatches from everybody
available to the Commission. Again, Wallace
hut the Communists is under constant and intensive
Wallace should be jailed, and at once.
Washington is that the new liber- should
be called upon to help pressure from the Digieerat bloo
•
refused. Thereupon criminal contempt pro- A republic Gap
als in the Congress are vulnerable
last only as long as its laws
bring pressure on the Congress. and Southerners scream bloody
to many parliamentary tricka that
are obeyed.
are usually employed to keep The need for civil rights action murder at every step toward the
freshmen in line. Secondly, the was suggested in the State of goal of full first-class citizenship
liberals have net organized them- the Union speech of the President for all.
selves into an effective legislative last week before the Congress. When Negroes and liberals hold
team. Thin too, it ig the nature The President made sense when a demonstration, prayer pilgrim.
of independent spirits to wander he touched upon our need of age or any kind of nnass demosoff the reservation, eves their "freedom from discrimination in strxtion, the conservatives point
Landlords Easy Targets The law requires thh* atesipts Teachers
voting, in public education, in ac- their fingers and seek to atigm
own.
' Salaries
Dear Editor: Allow me to re- vow a week's or a month's
tire the efforts as "pressure tacBecause of the above factors, cess to jobs,"
ply to the letter concerning period. If the week begins, let us Dear Editor: The unrealistic lasome correspondents are begin- He was also correct in the fol- tics." These reactionaries tell the
''Short rent receipts." Landlords say, on Monday. the end of that crosse provided by the Board of
reporters
that they are net (sing
lowing
ning to feel that no civil rights
statement: "The image of
are an u norganized group. Since period is Sunday. not Monday. Education is insufficient to even
legislation of lay importance is America abroad not improved to be intimWated by pressure
are sin unorganized group. Since Thus a new week begins on Mon- cover a rise in the cost of living
goini, to come out of this Con- when school children, through groups. This is hogwash. They
this group seldom bothers to an- day. Similiarly if the rent begins and our demand for long overdue
gress. Certainly Rayburn a n d closing of some of our schools, really mean they are going to
fringe
benefits
weren't even
swer unfounded accusations, it be- on the first of the month, that
Johnson cennot be counted upon and through no fault of their own, continue to do the bidding of the
heard.
to push such measures on their are deprived of their opportunity pressure groups to which they are
comes often an easy target.
period ends either on the 30th or
behalf
On
of
the
already committed.
teachers
of
for an education."
own initiative.
The landlords on the Southside the 31st.
Chicago and myself, I'm asking
Further one gathers that the Nevertheless, all the f i n• Be that as it may, the time
are, for the most part, hard work- Landlords,
as a rule, get less very humbly that our problem be
liberal sweep in the elections last speeches of the President and the is near when we shall hive to
ing thrifty and self-sacrificing than 5 percent return
on their in- given fair consideration and if you
November is being branded by the leaders of both major parties arouse grass root sentiment and
men and women who have in- vestment. There are some
except- is editor of The Defender, can
conservatives as a freakish swing seem to have little or no effect put pressure on the kingpins in
vested their money in real estate ions, of course.
of the fickle public that has no upon the lawmakers when they Congrea who have already indiIn any way influence the Board
instead of spending it on whiskey,
Viola Taeneau
long range significance. The effort get down to business on capitol cated that they are pies to keep
et Education to reconsider, it will
fancy town-ears sad expensive
Illinois Property Owners
"Ho Dooso't Need Am Aptitoido Test .• His At Teo to write-eff the liberal upsurge at hill. Somehow the noble senti- the liberals in their places. Preshe greatly appreciated
4612 Vincennes
temporary, snietiettal shift of nientt So eloquently expressed on sure is vital and
William J. Murawalci
Do Most Asythinp."
necessary and
the people is dangerous.
great occasions never are trans- the more, the better. AMMO I. POLX. Omelet/en hloaogo•
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Gen. W. S. Key, Friend Of Ike, Dies

•

In

OKLAHOMA CITY, —(UPI) — Maj. Gen William S. Key (ret.),
a personal friend of President Eisenhower, died here after a
lenthy illness, He was 69.
A former commander of Oaklahoma National Guard, Key at
various times in his lengthy career was commander at Ft. Sill and
the 45th Army division.
He headed the American Armistice committee at Budapest,
Hungary, after the second World War.
• ••

I.

Crew Of 'Small World' Towed Ashore
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados — (UPI)—The crew of the ballnn
"Small World' said today a wild tropical storm forced them to deliberately crash land at sea on their attempted 3,000 mile "float"
along Columbus, route to the new world.
The British-manned balloon left Tenerife in the Canary Islands
on Dec. 12 en route to the West Indies but they made only 1,2e0
miles before the, storm forced them to jettison the balloon
and
take their chances in their lifeboat gondola.
They were towed ashore Monday by a fisherman who
spotted
their gondola four miles off the east coast. The three men
and a
girl aboard had spent 21 days at sea during which
they had drifted with the northeast tradewinds almost to their destinat
ion
• ••

.tairesign

Experts Dismantle 12.000 Pound Bomb
LANGSCHEID, Germany, — (UPI) — A daring pair of explosives experts, one German and the other British successfully defused a giant unexploded 12,000-pound British bomb left over from
World War II.
The bomb was dropped Oct. 15, 194.4, In an attempt to destroy
the coerpes reservoir, nine miles south of the Moehne Dam which
was successfully wrecked before.
Flight Lt. James Waters, 38, of the Royal Air Force, and
Walter Mitrke, chief explosives expert of the North Rhine-We
stphealia interior ministry, worked two hours before declarin
g the
bomb harmless.
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'Mister Sam'Rayburn Marks Birthday

Rebels Relax
TWO CUBAN rebel guards relax on their beds inside chapel
at La Cabana
military prison, Havana. Chapel is being used as
a temporary barracks
for the garrison in Havana. Castro has invited his
foremost critics in
the U. S. Congress and 350 newsmen to fly to Havana
to see for themselves the inside story of revolutionary justice. UPI
Telephoto

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — "Mister Sam" Rayburn,
House
speaker longer than any man in history, celebrat
ed his 77th birthday by preparing for another session of Congress.
But he was to receive a birthday present of a
kind from his
fellow Democrats. House Democrats caucused to
select their
leadership for the 86th Congress.
Rayburn was certain to be reelected speaker.
Rayburn, of
Texas, has presided over the house during
the Democratic majorities since 1940.

•••••••

'
Boy Slain By Mother
s Suitor

Expect U. S. To Reject Red Parley
WASHINGTON—(

MONTICELLO. Ind. (UPI) — Sammy Joe Moss was the
kind
of boy every mother wants—healthy, a little bit on the rowdy side
sometimes, loving and brave.
Sammy was dead Tuesday because,1he was that kind
of kid.
The 10-year-old bys, dressed in his I
Cub Scouts uniform, threw
himself in front of a gun aimed at lTh mother and fell dead
with a
bullet in his head last night.
His sacrifice may have been in vain. The gunman, a
suitor who
had been rejected by Sammy's mother, shot her in the
head as
she knelt beside her son. He then turned the gun on himself,
but
the bullet merely grazed his forehead. She was
hospitalized in extremely critical condition.

UPI)—American officials are predicting that
the United States will reject Russia's proposal for an East-We
st
conference to write a German peace treaty on Moscow's
terms.
These officials, reacting on the basis of Moscow and Berlin press
reports, said the Russians apparently were trying
again to force
the West into peace talks before there is any agreeme
nt between
Washington and the Kremlin on how Germany should
be reunified.
Initial reports of the new Russian notes, appeared
to solilify
the split between East and West — despite the Peace
feelers spread
by Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas I. Mikoyau
on his current U. S.
tour.

Stripper Fights To Retain Son

Advises Business To Copy Labor

Stripper,Charlotte Kritzberg, 23, said today she only
does It te
"raise my kid right."
But her estranged cab driver husband, Martin, 45,
asked a
Family Court to declare her an unfit mother and
award their 22month-old-son, Ira to foster parents.
"Im tired of all this monkey business," Kritzber
g said. "Mothers shouldn't be stripping."
"I'm just doing it to keep up my end." Mrs.
Kritzberg said.
She said she really wanted to be a beautician,
but there wasn't
enough money in the house for correspondence
course.

New Ga. Chief Vows Fight On Rights
ATLANTA—(UPI)—Erne

st Vandiver was inaugurated governor
of Georgia succeeding Marvin Griffin Tuesday
and pledged he will
lead a unified fight against a "second reconstr
uction."
"We will fight this tyranny at every
crossroads," the new
governor said in an inaugural address. "We
will fight it wherever
it raises its ugly head, in these very
streets, in every city, in
every town . . "
Vandiver was inaugurated 73rd goeernor
of the state against a
backdrop of racial tension in the state.
Vandiver save no hint in his inaugural
speech as to the type
of new segregation laws that the legislatu
re, now in session, may
consider.

PEORIA, 111.—(UPI)—The president of the U. S. Chambe
r of
Commerce said that the nation's businessmen
should stop complaining about the political efforts of unions and
offer them some
competition.
William A. McDonnell, also board chairman and
chief executive officer of the First National Bank of St. Louis,
told some 1,400
persons attending the 9th annual regional
conference for management and women that they should look to the
Bible for the way to
curb union activity in politics.
"Take heed of the Biblical command," McDonne
ll said, "'Go
thou and do likewise

Batista Downfall Pleases Hemingway
KETCHUM,

Just Drifting Along
TWO SNOW STORMS over the weekend with drifts up to four
feet stall
traffic along this lake shore road in Buffalo, N. Y. City creus were
forced
to work day and night to clear the jam. UPI Telephoto

GOP Leaders Meet To Pick Confab Site

••

Rap Cops For Arresting Smoochers

DES MOINES, Iowa — (UPI) — Republican leaders
began
their search for a 1960 convention site without ruling
out the home
territory of either of the major possibilities for the 1960
presidential
nomination.
Arguments were heard for New York, the home of
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller. Spokesmen will be heard today for
Los Angeles,
the home field of vice president Richard M. Nixon,
and for San
Francisco, which also is in his home state of Californ
ia.
The Democratic site committee decided at New Orleans
Sunday to recommend Los Angeles for its 1960 conventi
on. The final
decision will be made at the Democratic National Committ
ee meeting at Washington Feb. 27.

KARACHI, Pakistan — (UPI) — The Daily Leader suggested
editorially that Karachi's policemen spend more time searching
for criminals anti less time arresting young couples who kiss in
public, an illegal act in this country.
The newspaper noted that zealous cops had recently extended
the ban on public kissing by arresting a young swain in a rowboat
for kissing his girlfriend in the middle of Karachi harbor.

Korean. Pickets For Civil Liberties

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A lone Korean picket par fed in
front of the White House in protest against a new national security
law which has created turmoil in Korea.
The picket identified himself as Byung Choll Koh. He said he
formerly worked in the Korean foreign office. Koh said he favored
U.S. intervention to restore civil liberties in South Korea.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The wife of deposed Cuban
dictator
Walter Dowling, U.S: Ambassador to Korea, was called home
Fulgencio Batista prepared to fly to Daytona Beach, Fla.,
to visit last week for conferences on the Korean situation.
her ailing 17-months-old daughter at the request of the
baby's phyKoh paced the sidewalk on Pnnsylvania avenue and carried a
sicians.
placard which said "Koreans demand freedom and democracy" on
A spokesman for Senora Martha Fernandez Batista
said she one side and ''S.O.S.—Rescue Korean Civil Liberties,—down
was "terribly concerned" over the illness of little
Marta Batista dictatorship and Communism" on the other side.
and would continue her journey to Florida as soon as
possible. The
baby was described as "extremely ill" but no details
were given.
Senora Batista arrived here unannounced On a regularl
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—The Veterans Administration will test
y scheduled direct flight from Ciudad Trujillo, the Dominic
an capital where two new anti-diabetes pills at eight of its hospitals to find out if they
she has been sharing her husband's exile. The tall,
attractive brio scaainrepla
d.replace daily insulin injections.
nette appeared very nervous and clutched a statue
of the Virgin
The drugs, tolbutamide and ehlorpropamide, will be given to
Mary in her hands.
about 400 patients twice a day for at least eight months, the VA

Batista's Wife to Visit lit Daughter

Test Two New Anti-Diabetes Pills

Idaho—(UPI)—Author Ernest Hemingway admitted
he was pleased the rebel forces of Fidel Castro overthr
ew the
Batista regime in Cuba, but emphasized he had
no part in the
The test will be conducted at VA hospitals in Buffalo and the
revolt . •
Bronx, N.Y., Dallas, Texas, Martinsharg, W. Va., Memphis, Tenn.,
MANILA — (UPI) — U.S.Ambassador Charles E. Bohlen
The author of "For Whom The Bell Tolls" once
has Pittsbur
served with been instructed to fly to Washington immediately
gh, Topeka, Kan., and Washington.
for consultations
Loyalists in the Spanish revolt against Franco.
on U.S.-Philippine relations, the embassy announced.
"Americans have no business taking part in Cuban
politics,"
Bohlen was scheduled to leave Manila tonight.
he said. "The Cubans don't want them mixing
in. But I can't help
The announcement of Bohlen's sudden return
TOKYO — (UPI) — The wedding in May of Crown Prince Akihifeeling pleased that Cuba is now to have
to Washington
a legally-elected govern- came amid rising demands in the
soner Michiko Shoda is creating a crisis in Tokyo busiPhilippines for American econom- toto
ment rather than a dictatorship."
ic aid.
ness circles,
Sen. Claro M. Recto. long time opponent of traditio
Business firms reported that a record number of women emnal US Philippine ties, proposed in the Senate last
week that the Philip. ployes are quitting their jobs so they can be married the same time
pines
as
the Prince
turn to Communist nations for aid if the
CLAYTON. Ala. — (UPI) — An Alabama grand jury
U.S. failed to offer
Tuesday
opened voter-registration records to civil
Akihito and Miss Shoda will become formally engaged today,
rights investigators Tues- substantial loans.
tentatively set for May.
and the wedding
day just before a deadline set by a federal
Earlier, President Carlos P. Garcia,
told United Press Inter.
judge for cooperation
Women office clerks believe that they will have a better chance
instead of defiance
national there was rising congressional feeling
that the United for happiness if they get married
at the same time.
States "was taking the Philippines for granted.
The Barbour county grand jury turned
over the records which
"
Circuit Judge George Wallace handed
it Monday. Wallace also
turned over another set of registration
records to a Bullock county
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower will refuse to
BUENOS AIRES—(UPI)—More than 1,000
grand jury in neighboring Union Springs,
soliders and police negotiat with Deputy Soviet Premier
Ala.
Anastas I. Mikoyan on any
e
battered their way into a meatpacking house
Wallace was the official ordered hy
with four Sherman matter
the federal court to surthat might jeopardize the position of U. S. allies, adm
tanks and threw out 6,000 sitdown strikers
render the records to civil rights
in a four-hour clash.
investigators by Jan. 13. Wallace
istration
sources said today.
Officials reported 30 workers injured
refused to do so and gave them to
in the furious melee in
the grand juries instead.
These sources also said the President, who will confer wit
which police fired tear gas shells and
animals ran loose through
Mikoyan
at the White House Saturday, will not join with him In
the sprawling grounds of the
government-owned Lisandro De La
any major statement without discussing its contents with British,
Toree packinghouse, chief supplier of
inexpens
ive meat.
WASHINCTON — (UPI) — The House, without debate,
French and West German leaders.
Police were armed with submachine
assignguns but denied that they
ed Arkansas segregationist Dale
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles was expected to air the
Alford to its post office and civil fired them. Most of the injuries
were
caused
by the tear gas bombs administration's views on the Berlin situation and the ramifications
service committee.
and by police clubs.
Alford, "paste-in" winner over Rep.
of Mikoyan's U. S. visit at a news conference.
Brook Hays (D-Ark.) in
the Nov. 4 election, said afterward he
was pleased with the assignment and gratified that no one spoke out
against him.
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — President
Arturo Frondizi took
The House took the action in approvin
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Cuban revolutionary leader Dr. Fidel
g routine resolutions off for an official visit to the United
States after ordering the Castro has invited American tourists
ratifying all Republican and Democratic
and businessmen "to come
committee assignments. Argentine armed forces to deal firmly with
The specific assignments were not read
any Communist-Peronist back to Cuba . . We are back to normal.
"
on the floor and Allord's attempt at subversion during his two-wee
k absence.
name consequently was not mentioned.
Hilton
Internat
Hotels
ional, which operates the Havana Hilton
Frondizi flew from heavily-guarded
Ezeiza International air- hotel in Havana,
made
port at 4:13 p. m. (2:13 p. m. EST),
public here today a letter of invitation
accompanied by his wife and
from Castro. The corporation said Castro. who has announced a
a high-level official delegation. He was
scheduled to arrive in ban on
HAVANA — (UPI) — Revolutionary leader
gambling in Cuba. also said "that Cuba should have gambFidel Castro has Charleston, S. C., to begin a 12-day toour that
was expected to place ling
pneumonia and is running a high fever, his
as one of its tourist attractions. but, he added, it should be
secretary said.
U. S. Argsntine relations on a firm new basis.
Castro was confined to his suite in the Havana
in the big hotels and not controlled by gangsters."
He left behind a tense capital where
Hilton hotel
transportation was Tiara,
during the weekend by an attack of influenz
a, hut he continued lyzed by a three-day general strums
caned by pro,Peronist labor
to transact official business from his sickbed
mid to receive many unions The walkout was ordered after
troops and police smashed
called until late Monday.
WASHING1ON—(UPD—America's talking satellite
Into a meat-packing house with a lank
has gone
to break up a sitdown
His secretary, Mrs. Blanco De Poce, indicate
silent.
d the pulmonary strike by 6,000 workers
complication may force him to curb his activitie
Trackers at the Vanguard control center said the second
s.
two transmitters aboard the Atlas moon, launched Dec.
18. wen
dead
MOSCOW—(11PI)—Russian's zoot-suit gangs may
some time ago after 10:17 p.m. EST Sunday as the satellust
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Soviet Deputy premier
wind up wear
Anastas I ing blue jeans down on the farm in Siberia
passed
over Quito. Ecuador.
if they do not mend
Mikoyan warned that the Western Allies probably
would be met their good-for-nothing wawa. the
The Atlas has made 361 circuitssof the Earth. It is expected
Coinmunist Youth newspaper
by force if they resorted to military might
le
to maintain their warned.
burn
up
around Jan. 21. In its early passes the satellite
occupation of West Berlin.
broadFor the second time this week
cast
Christm
a
as
peace message from President Eisenhower.
the paper Komsolskaya Pravda,
On the eve of his return to Moscow, the high
ranking Kremlin organ of the Communist
Youth League, denounced the lazy
leader made clear that his 15-day visit to
this country has not "Stilyagi" who imitate
extremes in western clothing and fads and
significantly thawed the cold war,
who do :ittle or to productive work.
CHINA LAKE, Calif. — (UPI) — Development of 3
He said in a speech to the National Press
rocket enClub that while his
gine which can be controlled by a simple hand lever
The paper destribed the Moscow
talks with Americans generally led him to
like the throtstilyaga who call themselves
believe the United States "the Center Boys"
tle of an airplane for interplanetary flight was
because they frequent the center
wants peace, the government itself "still remain
announced by the
of Moscow Navy.
on the old cold where western tourists
congregate
war position."
The 10.000-pound thrust engine has been undergoi
ng static tests
at the naval ordnance test station here for
a year. Spokesman estimated
PHILA
cost
of developing it at less than one million
DELPHIA—WM—Sen, Hugh Scott (11-Pa.)
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — Two minor breaks
dollar, and
predicted said it had
were reported
d iHawaii os
been built from existing hardware in 30 days.
will bbe
y coopmene
in a paralyzing general strike apparently aimed
po to
hets.50th state within two years despite
at embarrassing last-ditc
h
trhff
President Artueo Frondizi during his 12-day visit
to the United
Scott, a co-sponsor of the Hawaiia
States.
n statehood bill, made the
VATICAN CITY-.—(UPI).—Pope Jahn XXIII
prediction in a speech to the disabled
Train service was reported normal and at
continued to spells
officers association at the light the
mid-morning, sub- Quartermaster
plight of rhastians in Red (bins and other
Corps
way
depot.
Wd4 sporadic, with superviaory
rommuntea
personnel at the concountries by announerng he would leave
He
told
the
military
the Vatican Ismail' 1/1
trols
group that "our representatives in Asia on
a brief prayer pilgrimage for them
and
our
foremost
naval
officials are of one voice in stating that
But carbine-carrying soldiers guarded what subways
were running the admission st
The Pope in a letter to his vicar
Hawaii would do more to counter Communi
At one station five soldiers—one armed with a
general. Clement. Cardin
submachine gunst Micara, said he would go to the
eacnodu against the United States
suburban. Roman basilica of
stood by to discourage trouble.
than
any
single
action
this
Paul
to
pray for the persecuted faithful
nation could take
behind the Iron and Bamboo
Curtains

U.S. To Weigh Aid To Phillipines

Royal Wedding Starts Nuptial Rush

Pope Elevates Two Amerir.ans On Staff Rights Probers Get Vote Records
VATICAN CITY—(UPI)—Pope John
XXIII Tuesday nominated
two American-born prelates as consulta
nts to the sacred congregation of the sacraments.
They are Msgr. Francis Brennan,
of Shehandoah, Pa., and
Msgr. William Doheny of Merrill. Wis.
Donney is a member of a special
commission of the sacred
congregation of the sacraments.

Billy Graham Enters Mayo Clinic
MINNEAPOLIS —

(UPI) — Evangelist Billy Graham.
"urgently encouraged" to have his eye a:'
.r.-+tca as -11,ckly A, pos•
sible, entered Mayo Clinic yesterday in
nearby Rochester, Minn.
Graham abruptly cancelled a speech in
Dallas, Texas, Monday
in order to fly to Minneapolis where he
spent the night at the Curtis
Hotel.
Graham, who had been attending the
World Evangelism Conference of Texas Baptist in Dallas. had
not planned to leave Texas until Tuesday However, he changed
his schedule on the advice
of
doctors who warned him against
a delay in treatment.

Rosselini Asks For Inarifl's Children
ROME—(UPI)—Roberto Rossellin

i today asked a Rome tribiinal for immediate custody of his three
children by Swedish actress
Ingrid Bergman on the grounds that
they were living in a Protestant atmosphere.
The request for "urgent action" was
presented to the court
by Rossellini's lawyer.
The Italian director himself in Paris.
The three children —
Robertino, 8, and twin girls, lsotta
and Isabella, aged six — are
living in a Chateau with their mother
who recently married Swedish
impressario Lars Schmidt.

Place Kidnan Charge Aaainst Wom
an
NEW YORK — A father

who suffered 10 days of - anguish
over
the kidnaping it his newborn
daughter said he and his we
bore no
against the abductor. He reluctant
ly
signed
a
complain
t
against the accused woman and said
he hoped she would not have
to
go to orison.
"She is a poor. sick woman who
did not realize the suffering
she caused," said 28-yearsild
Attorney Frank Chionchio.
"Our home
Is open to her if she is allowed
to visit our child."
The arraignment of Mrs. Jean
lavarone, 43-year-old mother
of
eight children ant' grandmother
of twe. was delayed while
authorities talked Chionchio into signing
the camplaint charging abductio
of Lisa Rose Chionchio from
n
a hospital nursery Jan. 2, only
2/
1
2 hours
after birth.

Cite Fire Losses For Past Year
NEW YORK—f UPI)— Fire

damaged or destroyed an
estimated
$1.056.266uoo IS) worth of property
in the United States last year.
the national board of Fire
Underwriters reported.
This was an Increase of 3.2
per
losses totaled 11 n23.190.000 (Rs Thecent over 1937, when estimated
hfsard reported.
For the month of December,
19511 alone, tire losses
were
Mo.00.stcoon ,ki) compared, with
$71.539.000 in November, 1958.
and $10.519,000 in December,
1957, the report showed.

Tanks Break Up Buenos Aires Strike

PR
fing
ket
giv.
foot

Ike To Limit Talks With Mikoyan

Name Dale Alford To Committee Post

Argentine President Begins Tour

1

Castro Bids U. S. Tourists Welcome

Fidel Castro Stricken With Pneumonia

U. S. Talking Satellite Goes Silent

Mikoyan Warns Of Force In Berlin

5

Russians Warn Zoot Suit Gangs

Develop Easy Control Rocket Engine

General Strike Cripples Argentina

Predicts Hawaii To Become 50th State

Pope Prays For Christians In China
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BTW Grid Squad Honors Prof. Hunt At Banquet

HONOR PRINCIPAL HUNT
The Booker T. Washington
High school football squad
honored its chief warrior,
Principal Blair T. Hunt, (luring the squad's banquet held
at Universal Life cafe Mon.
day evening. Jan. 12. Glowing and moving tributes were
pai(7 to Prof. Hunt for his
outstanding contributions to
the football program at t h e
school, to the educational in.

stitution itself and ihe Mem•
.phi community. Seated at the
speaker's table and heard
during the festive occasion
were: Miss Dora Todd, of
IITW; Miss Harry Mae Simons, principal of Magnolia
school; Spencer Smith. one
of BTW's first coaches; Miss
Alrora Haste, one of the
school's oldest faculty members; J. C.. King, veteran
BTW teacher; Mrs. M. D.

Draper, president of BTW
PTA, the group which
sorer: the banquet; and Julian
Bell, formerly of the school
who is director of athletics at
Knoxville College. Among others who spoke uere Wiley
Brooks one of the first BTW
grid captains; Melvin Conley, principal of Porter Junior
High, Euless T. Hunt director
of municipal recreation for
Negroes and Rev. P. E.

Brooks of ISTIV. Principal
speaker was Frank Armstrong
of Radio Station WDIA. Charles Tarpley, member of the
BTW faculty served as mas•
ter of ceremonies. A view of
the speaker's tehle and of
some of the guest and grid'
ders is shown, with Hosea
Alexander, IITIV coach, MaeMg in extreme right corner of
the photo addressing the banquet.

SPENCER SMITH, one of
the first coaches at Booker T.
Washington High school, tells
the audience at the banquet

of difficulties encountered in
developing a football team at
the school during the early

days and of the coaches who
served. Ile paid a moving tribute to Prof. hunt. Shown

seated at the table are: Prof.
Hunt, Mrs. Simon, Mrs. Draw
anii miss Haste.
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PROF. HUNT BEAMS as he
fingers the fine football blan•
ket inscribed with a "W"
given to him by the BTW
football squad, for his cons-

fort at grid games. Coach
Alexander shown at left, made
the presentation. Looking on
is Mr. Tarpley, master of
ceremonies. In responding to
the presentation, Mr. Hunt,

who retires at the and of this
school term, called for more
dynamic- school spirit in upholding the BTW slogan: "We
are tops, we'll lead and other
will follow." In his usual do'

quent style he expressed appreciation for the gilt. Mr.
Hunt was the first Negro Memphis principal to get a stadium
for his school.

PEE WEE GRID AWARD —
The BTW Atheltic department initiated a new feature
at the banquet. In honor of
the principal Blair T. Hunt

Awards wet., presented
to outstanding members of
Pee Wee football teams. According to Euless T. If u n t,
who directs this activity for
the city, there a re eight

HAIL TO THE CHIEF —That's
the enthusiastic greeting ex•
pressed by these faculty mem•
hers and friends to Prof. Hunt
at the grid banquet. The vete-

ran educator (shown center)
radiates his appreciation. Left
to right are: Charles Tarpley,
Asst. ('oach Charles Lomax,
W. J. Boone, Spencer Smith,

teams. Mr. Hunt Is shown presenting an award to Howard
Finley, of the Foote Homes
Team, as Alexam;er Deloach,
coach of the small fry outfit,
look' on. A Hunt Award also

went to Tommy Davis, of the
Porter Junior High team,
roach of the small fry outfit,
went to Tommy Davis, of the
coached by William Woodruff.

Prof. Hunt, Head Coach Hosea
Alexander, Asst. Coach Joseph
Carr, Asst. Coach J. W. Powell, and Euless T. Hunt, The
coaching staff presented let.

ters to both juniors and seriiors on the grid squad. Prof.
hunt authorized the purchase
of 12 sweaters for the sante
number of seniors on the squad.
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FORMER COACH at Booker
T. Washington High school,
Julian Ben, who is now nthletle director at Knoxville Col
.

lege, is shown congratulating
Wendell Robinson, who was
an outstanding player here un
der the coach. Mr. Robinson
Is now a member of the Mem•

phis Police Department. Among
others who played under Coach
Bell at BTW were Hosea Alex der and Johnny Powell. The
college Chletie director laud.

ed Prof. Hunt for his cooperation with loot ball in citing
some of his 3xperiences as
mentor at BTW.

1 Mrs. Hawkins
Fetes Service
Club Members

10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 24, 1959

The members of the Christian
Service club met recently at the
home of Mrs. E. Roberts wit'
Mrs. Ann Hawkins serving as the
hostess.
After the regular order of business, the club elected its 1959 officers, with Mrs. Layers Washington in charge of the election.
New officers include Mrs. Bettie Dotson, president; Mrs. Susie
Marks, vice president; Mrs. Addle
Merriweather, second vice President; Mrs. Ernestine R. Hatton,
secretary; and Mrs. Annie Bell
McClain, assistant secretary.
Also Mrs. Georgia Ivory, treasurer; Mrs. Henrietta Williams,
chairman of the sick committe and
corresponding secrtary; Mrs. Ann
N. Hawkins, chaplain; Mrs. Gretchen Brown, assitant chaplain;
and Mrs. Georria Lacy, reporter.
The club held its annual Christmas party at the Lelia Walker
club house, and the special guests
were Rev. and Mrs. R. S. Ruckett
and Mrs. Mary J. Finley, of Union
Valley Baptist church.

den, Miss Birdie Lenoir, Mouse
Last week-end was a full one Stanback, Bertha Fayne, Carlotta
presence of
L . .what with the
Stewart, Miss Vera Cummings,
VIP's in town for the public Miss Frankie Cash, Doris SimUrban
Memphis
the
meeting of
mons of Nashville, Tenn.; Maggie
League. . .Dr. Whitney Young, Jordan, Zernia Peacock, Freida
Sohead of the Atlanta School of
and Williams Marr, Yvonne Hawkins,
cial Work, Atlanta university, di- Delores Callian, Eunice Callian,
Mae Melchor, treasurer: and
needy families and also gives
ENTERTAINED — The Les
Julius 0. Thomas, national
Alberta Jones Wright. Standannual awards to local high
Mildred Heard, Linda Harrelson,
Social club recentAmi
Petite
from
League
Urban
rector of the
ing are : Mesdames Leoia
schools. Pictured above are,
Helen Griffin, Leverda Bradford
honored their friends and
ly
percharming,
and
New York;
Crawford. secretary, Vernon
from left to right: seated,
and Donald Cunningham.
one of their members, Mrs.
'tonality - plus Dr. Deborah Can- DELTA FOUNDER'S DAY
Hill Armstrong, vice-president
Mesdames Bertha M. BlackEarths M. Blackburn, w h o
of
basileus
grand
Partridge,
non
Gloria K. Moore, business
burn, assistant secretary; ArMembers of Alpha Gamma Sigcelebrated her (?) birthday.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., who ma chapter of Delta Sigma Themanager; and Ruth Cawley
president,
Nicock,
Dean
nett
of
up
club,
made
social
SunThe
was the guest speaker last
Sanders.
47th an011ie
the
Shanks;
celebrated
Harper
sorority
Willie
ta
to
women,
gives
professional
Zeta
Eta
day, when the Alpha
niversary of the founding of the
chapter of the organization cele. organization at Howard universiFounder's
public
first
brated its
ty, when they gathered — 90
The Bicycle Institute of America
Day program at the Mt. Pisgah strong — last Saturday night at
BETROTHED — The engageEugene K. Jones, of that City. today offered this 'advice to parCME church. The theme for the
Insurance
Life
Universal
the
local
ment of Miss \Betty K. Jones
A pilot, Lieut. Young is the ents teaching their children to
program — celebrating the
Company Lounge, where they be- of Flushing, N. Y., to Lieut.
son of Mr. and Mrs. P. Ben. ride:
chapter's 20th anniversary, was
Cocktail Hour and pep Thomas Davis Young, U. S.
with
a
gan
Richer
Through
nard Young, jr., of Norfolk,
"Guilding Youth
Grasp the bicycle seat with one
7:30, following by dinMarines, has been made known
Educational, Social. and Econom. songs at Tables were arranged
Va.
hand, simultaneously pushing and
are molded low over the bosom. in front or slits that reach the
ner at 9.
By MARY PRIME
Opportunities.
by
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
balancing the two-wheeler, b u t
ic
NEW YORK — Fashion design- 1 Nettie Rosenstein, one of 30 hips at the sides.
in a pyramid shape, with the soDr. Partridge was given red- rority's lighteg insignia at t h e
stay out of the pupil's line of sight era show more woman and lessL_houses which previewed Spring Evening coats were dramatic.
.,
fabrics
carpet royal treatment socially. Peak. White linen and red placer
and out of the way of the bike.
gown for evening.
.
6d Summer collections in last Colors were brilliant,
s*--'"7-1
beginning with a motorcade COM- cards were used, with interspers; MiSS
new, week's showing by the couture ranged from cotton pique to satin.
reached
a
Necklines
have
and
balloons
printpieta with stickers,
low in spring cocktail and evening group of the New York Dress In- Some had linings to match
ed arrangements of red carnapolice escort from the airport to tion final centerpieces.
wear. V-necks are slashed nearly stitute, featured necklines cut be• ed chiffon dresses. A new note —
'
interview
an
came
Next
the city.
long coats over short gowns.
TOKYO — (UPI) — Socialist to the waist. Narrow straps hold low regulation lines.
During the dedication program,
at radio station WD1A on A. C.
Party leaders decided to end their up bodices cut so low that gowns That means as far as she dared. To sum up the look for Spring
Smith, a charter memWilliams' program. . .where the Mrs. Hilda
Backs have low V's or are cut from head to toe:
convention here after only are made with built-in bras.
chapter, gave the or- FLUSHING. N. Y. — Mr. and mas P. Davis, of Hampton, Va..
day.tw"aY
brilliant lady gave a brief res- her of the
Hats have deep, deep brims.
altogether.
greetings,
one
away
Too
many
raise
history,
Wisps
of
net
or
chiffon
ganization's
summer
Mrs.
Eugene
K.
Jones,
of
Flushing,
and Mrs. Undine Davis Bassette, Ii bers were
ume' on her tour last
respectable' Skirts add to the bare look, with Crowns generally are tall. FlowHarriette
Mrs.
w
off
in
provinces
the
a
rt
y
rrlein
some
necklines
te
a
by
given
were
the
studying
Long
Island,
have
made
known
—
of Russian schools
I campaigning for local elections. I point, but the bodies of the gowns:hemlines that rise to the knees ers and veiling are abundant.
Walker, the president. . .and the the engagement of their daughter also of Hampton.
system at all levels.
Necklines are low for both day
celebration was climaxed with Miss Betty K. Jones to Lieut. ThoFETE ZETA GUEST
and evening. Collars are overtinging of their national mas Davis Young, of Norfolk, Va.
the
of
presence
the
compliment
To
sized.
hymn. The beautiful occasion
A graduate of Boston university,
their national basileus. . .memSuits have short jackets, either
was carried out by the founders' where she received her bachelor's
hers of the Zeta sorority schedulfitted
or cardigan-style, and short
Mrs.
of
which
committee,
I
day
parties
degree,
Miss
Jones
is
at
present
ed a brilliant series of
sleeves, cropped just above thill
Gibson was the chairman, a graduate student at Columbia
Marion
Beginning
lady.
vivacious
for the
elbow. Suit skirts are slim, sligh
assisted by committee - members university in New York City. She
with a Coffee Hour at the home
ly gathered in front for a soft
Mrs. Maxine Smith, Mrs. Dorothy has also studied advanced piano
where
Waterford,
Helen
Mrs.
of
line
Westbrooks, Mrs. Gladys Martin under Miss. Dorothea A. LaFolabout 60 persons were present to
The shirtwaist dress is back in
Miss Maggie McDowell, tette in New York City.
relax for a moment before the Greene,
a variety of colors and fabrics.
Leola
Mrs.
Thomas,
Elsie
Mrs.
in.which
The
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
full evening ahead. .
Waistlines are normal or slightMrs. Walker,
Bernard Young, jr., editor and
cluded the swank champange- Gillian and
ly higher, with the entire midriff
..
BELLES
FETED
SOUTHERN
woman's
editor
of
Bernice
A.
the
Norfolk
Mrs.
given
by
dinner
area accented. The exaggerated
E. Galloway, national director Members of the Southern Belles Journal and Guide, of Norfolk,
empire line is gone.
of Amicae Affairs, at Tony's Inn,, Bridge club were the guests of Lieut. Young was graduated from
Coats range from fitted and
We hear Mrs. Calloway spared Mrs. Katie Hudson Cooper at her Phillips Andover academy and atslim to melon-shaped or full and
no details in making the affair a home at 985 N. Manassas Friday tended Dartmouth college in Hanflaring as a smock. None are
spectacular one. . .and the pop- night, when Mrs. Mattie Oates, orver, N. H.
bulky.
ping champaigne corks — the the club's new president presided AT CHERRY POINT
Hemlines are short, averaging
Followsession.
business
the
over
the
transferral
of
the
Lieut. Young is on active duty
prelude to
16 inches from the floor on a stanother
recent
election,
ing
their
hallowcrystal
Marine
pilot
with
a
jet
inWines'
to
as
a
!King of
dard size 12 for daytime; for evestemmed goblets — were the per- new officers are Mrs. Charlene terceptor squadron at Cherry Point
ning, they are short cr dip to the
feet accompaniment to the Corn- McGraw, vice president, M r s. N. C.
floor in back and rise to the
tab hen dinner which highlighted Thelma Bush Moore, financial Miss Jones is the paternal grandknees or mid-calf in front.
secretary, Mrs. Eleanor Currie, daughter of the late Eugen Kincthe menu.
Shoes still are pointed, with
Mrs.I
corresponding
secretary
and
.the
.
kle Jones, long-time executive
, To round out Saturday.
needle heels. But the square toe
treasure.
gay
cockLouise
Walker,
a
hosts
at
secretary
of
the
National
Urban
Leta' were
is stepping in.
A delicious menu was of tote- League, and Mrs. Jones, of Flushtail party held at Top Hat and
Tails Club. A bountiful bar, corn- est to all, and following rounds ing. Her maternal grandparents
pieta with an interesting buten- of bridge, prizes were awarded were the late Richard E. Joyner,
der dispensed the "What'll You Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Mary Rogers a planter in Southampton county,
LONDON — (UPI) — Two of
Haver which was the choice of and Mrs. Currie, Mrs. Helen Nel- Va., and Mrs. Joyner.
II 0 N 0 R GRADUATES —
hospital school on Dec. Mat
Little, Nazarine Clarke, Frankman Walker, Mrs. Johnetta
England's oldast women died over
Lieut. Young is the paternal Members of the graduating
cocktails listed on a novel cock- son Houston was Mrs. Cooper's
t h e Metropolitan Baptist
Johnson, and Mrs. Annie
le Finale, Theresa Perkins, the weekend.
tail menu in the shape of a gob- guest. Other members present grandson of P. B. Young, sr.. pub- class of Crump hospital were
church. They are: Mrs. Mary
Fantsine Shelton, Eugenia
Westbrook Scales. Members
let, blue with white ink, highlight- were Mrs. Thelma Evans, Mrs. St. lisher of the Norfolk Journal and
One was Mrs. Rhoda Harris, whill
honored by the Registered
Louise Catchings, Mrs. Bei
,
Smith, Pearl Jefferson, Con
Present at the club including
ed with slyer glitter. Wilton Elmo Hampton, Mrs. 011ie Mit- Guide, and -the later Mrs. Elea- Nurses club of Memphis on
nia Williams Daugherty, Mrs.
nelius 'Tilman, and seated; claimed her 108 years made her
the honorees were, left to
chell and Mrs. Mildred Joseph. nor White Young. He is the Pa- Thursday, Jan. 8. at the Top
Steinberg presided at the bar
Eloyse McGhee, Mrs. Joan
Mesdames I,illian Thompson, the oldest woman in the country.
right standing: Mesdames Virand his "bar-side manner" was Unable to attend were Miss Eli- ternal grandson of the late Tho- Hat and Tail club. Nine nurLyle Singleton, Mrs. Charles
Johnetta Johnson, Doris Walgil Bynum, Lillie Mae Mc.
The other was Emma Sar a h
reminiscent of the type found in zabeth Lewis and Mrs. Dorothy
ses were graduated from the
Etta Tribble, Mrs. Doris Cole. • Guire, Bessie Oakley, Fenton
ker, Annie Scales, Maurice
Agate, who celebrated her 102nd
those intimate clubs found in DeNellie Montgomery.
ly artistic and delicious. Among
Flowers and Mary Robinson. birthday two weeks ago.
New York's Greenwich village CRITERION BRIDGE CLL'B
the members present were Mrs.
and other downtown clubs. White Mrs. Rivers King was the week. Elizabeth SIban, Mrs. Frances
They decided that teams would
carnations were used in the cen- end hostess to the well-known Tharpe, Mrs. LeBlanche Jackson,
prepare a meal for four adults,
terpiece which adorned the buf- 1Criterion Bridge club, at her No. Mrs. George H. Tate, Mrs. Edith
each serving not to exceed ,700
fet table laid in the club dining. Dunlap St., home. Floral decora-I Scott, Mrs. Etta Page, Mrs. Elcalories.
room, where canapes and hors tions of yellow and lavender chrY-S dora Amos, 51re. A. 51cEwen Wil"The Peoples Gas will make
d'ouevres were served.
santhemums were used through-I liams, Mrs. Sadie Malone, Mrs.
evailable refrigerators, stoves,
Much in evidence was Mrs. out the house. . .and Mrs. Rivers' Juanita Turner, Mrs. Zana Ward,
Annie Naylor, the general chair- guests were Mrs. Nellie Humes, Mrs. D. M. Johnson, Mrs. Willa Today 32 women will invade the I team and represent eight Y's in and tables," said Wilhelmins Ayehog, YMCA director of women's
man of the Founder's3'
Mrs. Georgia Dancy, Mrs. Aretta, Briscoe, Miss Harry Mae Simons, home service department of The the metropolitan Chicago.
Miss June Renee Betton will be. ship awarded him.
and girl's program. She said
end. . .and Mrs. Carlee Bodye, Polk, Miss Mae Della Reeves I Miss Debora Thompson, Mrs. Ber- Peoples Gas Light and Coke corn- The women
themselves are en- Martha Holmes, home service come the bride of Wilford E. The wedding is to be solemnized
the chairman of the cocktail par- and Mrs. Jennie Tarpley. Criter-I tha Becton, Mrs. Elizabeth Hol- pany, 122 S. Michigan, to prepare
Glenn,
of 1388 Hemlock, accord- in Feb. at the Mt. Zion Baptist
rolled in the popular slimming director would be one of five
tridge the following day at her ion members attending w e r e 1ingworth, Miss Cornelia Sanders, their most famous low calorie
ing to an announcement by the church, in Little Rock, Ark. Mr.
and charm course and thru the judges.
also
home,
and
Street
fet- Mesdames Amanda Brown Geor- Mrs. Mane Brooks, Mrs. E. F. dinner.
Randle
"cook-off" hope to gain some top After each team has prepared bride - elect's parents, Mr. and Glenn is a member of the Mt.
ed local founders, Mrs. Carlotta gia Covington, Mattie Belle Ward, Sain and Mrs. Ernestine Cochran. After the day-long kitchen spreee
low calorie recipes to "stick by" its offering and arranged it at- Mrs. T. R. Betton, of Little Rock, Olive Cathedral CME church.
Stewart and Mrs. Mable Hudson, Grace Parker, Miss Jim Ella
Ark.
one team will be crowned the during their 10 week course.
CHIT CHAT
tractively on the table, judges will ,
,as well as charter members of Cotton and Mrs. Mozella Parker.'
YMCA low calorie cooking cham• The food exhibit will prove of move in and decide a champion. The groom to be is the son of
the chapter. Sunday afternoon PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB7.1 Versatile Dr. Marjorie Lee
value to these gals who will be in Talented culinary experts Ruth Mr. and Mrs H. P. Glenn.
Mrs. Dorris Bodden entertained The Phyllis Wheatley club was 1 Browne, visiting professor at U.C. pion.
The bride - elect is a junior at
at her home at 902 Polk with a the guest of Miss Allison Vance L.A. in Los Angeles, will leave Ladies will be competing in the charge of weight courses for over Ellen Church, and Isabel Dubois
AM&N college, in Pine Bluff, Ark.,
west coast soon on a whirl-wind Young Men's Christian Association 1,500 women expected to sign up will judge the "cook off."
luncheon for Dr. Partridge.
at her home at MeLemore and 1 quickie airlines trip which of Metropolitan Chicago "Low Cal- in
where
she is majoring in the
Chicagoland.
Following the public program College streets last Thursday ,
They will measure etch entry
music. Her Sorority is
at Mt. Pisgah, the honoree's hos- evening, when Regina] Morris, will take her non-stop from LA one Cook- Off" which will official- In the three year history of the by low calorie value, eye appeal, field of
is
teas, Mrs. Helen Waterford enter- Lealoyne college art instructor,. to New York City and from there by kiek-off the YMCA's Lose program 27 tons of weight have tastiness, nutritional balance and Delta Sigma Theta and she
to Philadelphia, Pa., where she weight the Y's Way weight control been shed by overweight women. adequacy and cost to determine also a member of the college
tamed with a formal dinner par- was
e guest'
speaker,
adchoir.
Is', who complimented Dr. Par- dress centering on ''The Negro's will attend the American Mathe- program at 30 branches in the Two weeks ago, team captains a winner.
met to plan the 10 a.m. thru 4 p.m. Judging will take place at 3:30 Wilford Glenn is a senior at
ty, complimenting her gues t, Contribution in the Field of Art." matical Society meeting at t h e area,
college, and will graduate
founder, charter members and Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, sr., the pres- University and the fellowship stu- Four women will make up each "Cook-off."
p.m. Trophies will go to the win- AM&N
at the end of this month. Prior
national officers. By the way, ident, presided at the business dy in which she is engaged preners.
to his attending college, he had
Mrs. Waterford is the National session, and the club agreed to vents this pleasure.
served four years in the U. S.
Pan Hellenic Council represents. help Mrs. R. S. Lewis and Mist
Meanwhile, 'her aunt, Mrs. LawAir Force, of which two years
tire.
Eillma L. Crittenden in promot- rence Lee of 110C, Mississippi aye.
Dr. Partridge left Monday ing the Girl Scout Cookie sale lo- took off to New Orleans to visit
were overseas. He will receive a
morning to return to her faculty cally. Turkey dinner was served her niece, Mrs. Laverne Pierce,
B. S. Degree in music. Mr. Glenn
post at Queens college, at Flush. under the supervision of Mrs: taking Reggie Pierce—her young
is a member of the Alpha Phi
ing, N. Y.
Alpha Fraternity.
Ulilla Holmes and her catering grand-nephew — back home, folSeen at the Cocktail party were service.
lowing his visit with the Lee's.
He is planning to do further
•
Melvin Conley, Jack eFlore of Phyllis
study in the field of music at
Wheatley
members Dr. Charles H. Bynam, wellKnoxville, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruby present were Mrs. M. L. Adams, known national director of InterChicago university and Cambridge
Gaaison and Richard Waller, An- Miss Mattie Bell, Miss Critten- group affairs of the National
university n England, where he
By MARY PRIME
them' Callian, Joshes Heard, John den. Mrs. Henrietta Craigen, Mrs. Foundation, was the speaker at
a Fullbright scholarNEW YORK — T h e modern will study on
C. Parker, Elmer Henderson, J. C. Martin, Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. PTA meeting of Keel Avenue
home may be a cause of juvenile
James Sommerville, Warren Dic- 0. B. Braithwaite Mrs. Leslie school for Crippled Children a
delinquency instead of a cure, erage family's price range, base- Freshness begins with inkerson, Isaac Barnes of Green- Taylor. Miss Nannie Santos, Mrs. week ago Monday night. Dr. Bysays a housewife who runs a ments must be eliminated," she ternal daintiness ...and internal
wood, Miss.; Andrew Chaplin A. Annie Belle Alleyne and Miss Isa- num, who has been coming to
continued. "So there is no place
home-improvement business.
Macao Walker, who was later belle Greenlee.
Memphis over a period of many'
daintiness begins with "Lysol.*
"Most houses built today are for the children to play in the
years, i3 noted for the outstandjoined by Mrs. Walker — who ael viTlis CENTURY CLUB
so small that they don't allow-for house, or to bring their friends. For douching with "Lysol
.
AK
ing
local Delta prexy was officiating
job
he
has
done
in
spearhead.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac White of ,
"If we built basements or used
relaxation and congenial living.
brand disinfectant ends odor—by
at the Delta Founders' Day din- 1444 Kerr Ave., were the hosts, ing drives for contributions for
ones we have, there would not killing odor-causing
the
"Parents
are
always
trying
to
germs?
ner held at the Universal Lounge at the meeting of the 20th Ceti.; this humanitarian organization
get kids out of the way," said be such a need for clubhouses,
. .Dr. Whitney Young, debonair tury club of First Baptist church,I whch provided fuMis for the stucommunity centers, pool halls.
Yet,
mild
"Lysol"
Mrs.
can't ham
Doris
Schweitzer,
president
and suave Atlantan mentioned Lauderdale, at its first meeting dy which resulted in the discovof the East Coast Attic and Base- "Later, when people can afford
you. Leaves you fresh, sweet?
previously, Johnnie Brown of of the year. Attending were Mrs. ery of Salk Vaccine. . .and it is
move.
Chilthey
larger
house,
a
ment co., of Mineola, N. Y., the
Greenwood, Miss.; Edward Lew- Nanilee Banks. Mr. and M r s. commendable that in his busy,
Does a far better job that
tersest such firm in the country. dren are uprooted from school and
is, W. D. Callian, sr., and W. D James Cowan, Mrs. Mabel Hud- schedule he Was able to attend
any home-style
"There are no dining rooms or friends. If you start with a large
Callian jr.. Jake Peacock, Dr. B son, Mrs. Mildred Hodges, Mrs. the PTA meeting of Keel school,
douche, including
only small dining areas tacleed house, though unfinished, you can
and Mrs. Samuel Peace, Miss Myrtle Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. and bring his message of encourhelp
tovinegar. Try it!
onto living rooms. Kitchens are tad as you grow and
Jewel Gentry. Percy C. Morris,I W. F. Triplette, Mrs. Eloise agement and hope to the parents
too small to eat in. There's no ward a wholesome, stable family
Cecil Goodloe and others. Be- Jones, Booker T. Callian, Mrs. present, especially since t h e
Foe hee booklet
place for families le eat together. elationship," Mrs. Schweitzer
sides the representatives of other Naonia P. Greenlee and Mrs. Foundation is now turning its aton
hew.
wit..
ioLyw
douiche,
:,
"To bring the house into the av- added.
tention to other crippling diseases
Greek-letter organizations, m 0 s t Myrtle Fisher.
other than pplio.
of these gentlemen were the bus- CLARA BARTON CLUB
Bloomfield, N.J.,
Q—Quallty:
Carly "Famous Names" Its JEWKLRY are M
band and escorts of Zeta',
The Clara Barton Health club In connection with the present
Dept. NN
Members present were Mrs. held its regular monthly meeting of Dr. Whitney Young and Mr.
convenient
stock
and
our
V—Value:
our
you
can
buy
on
Helen Waterford, Mesdames Has. on Jan. 10, at the lovely home Julius 0. Thomas who spoke at
el Pyles, Florence Bryant, Lea- of Mrs. Alberta Sample, 2466 the meeting of the Memphis Ur,
payment plan without paying anything extra.
8—Service:
tha Haley of Covington, Tenn., Ce- president, presided over the meet- ban League. . .Dr. and Mrs. Jullia Chaplin, Earline Somerville ing which resulted in plans- tieing ian Kelso extended courtesies to ENGAGED — Miss June Retie Rock and is a junior at
Loretta Kateo, Bertha Ray. Ma made for their annual scholastic the well-known pair who are their nee Betton will become the
,AM&N college In Ark, WilY.INC.
ble Hudson, Ellen Callian. Sarah tea. The hostess, and co-hostess- friends of long standing, as did
bride of Wilford E. Glenn
ford Glenn is a senior at the
Dixon. Utoka Qualls, Grace Hor. es Mesdames Amanda Hill and Dr. and Mrs. Honig Price, who next mrmth at the Mt. Doe
same school majoring in MuIINANO‘eismirterAwr *
ner, Marguerite Cox, Bernice Cal- Perlena iSaunders, served a sump- were hosts at dinner for the visit- , Baptist church of little Rock.
sic. He is from Memphis.
•Lamm•'inn 'Peelle'
•
83 MADISON
Iowa,. Hattie Ward, Dorris Bod- tivi menu which was outstanding- ing pair.
The bride-elect Is from L I t-
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*NOTED PERSONALITY
Mrs. W. R. Bell. She left Jackson
APPEARS
expressing her thanks for such a
Mrs. L. C. (Daisy) Bates, noted delightful weekend, and JacksonPersonality in the fight for human ians felt honored that this wonrights in Little Rock, Ark, was derful person was available to
guest speaker when the Jackson visit our city.
Alumni and Beta Chi chapters of LANE PARTICIPATES
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority obser- Five representatives from Lane
ved the 46th. Anniversary of the college, two faculty members and
LA RITA Social Club ...
seen pictured, left to right:
Jimmye Louise Burson, Mrs.
sorority.
Members of the La Rita Sothree students, journey to NashMrs. Julia Pleas, Mrs. DoroCora Bell, Mrs. Bernice Jack.
Not a single sound could be vill last week to attend the Tenncial Club, who will sponsor a
thy Jones, Mrs. Katherine
son, Mrs. Clara Ilarris, Mrs.
be heard while an audience of essee Council on Human Relations
charity ball on February 28,
Armstrong, Mrs. T. Cora
Ann Falls and Mrs. Thelma
over 500, many standing, listen- held at Scarritt college. Those in
at the Flamingo Room, are
Smith, Mrs. Alma Morris,
Coleman, the clubs-wsident.
ed attentively with tear filled eyes attendance were Mrs. Eddie M.
Mrs. Claressa Nelson, Mrs.
as Mrs. Bates enumerated her ex- Perry, dept. of education, Profespriences in her struggle that has sor J. A. Cooke, department of
not ended. She did not give the health and physical education and
credit to herself but to the brave students. Miss Freddie Clark,
children and the parents who Clyde Currie and Lowell Lewis.
stood so firm in their belief that The meeting was sponsored by the
they were due an equal chance. Methodist Board of Evangelism
The Neighborhood Progressive
Mrs. Bates was intrwluced by and highlights included discussion
FORD SCHOOL — The Third
above: Mrs. Larsenia R. Cain,
Barnett, liaison representative
A beautiful wedding which eli- Also, Mrs. H. Walker, Malcom club's recently postponed meeting
the president of the Jackson Alum- groups on citizenship. economic opmuch interest here recently Walker, Mrs. Georgia Ishmael, will be held on Tuesday, Fb, 3.
cited
Grade Teachers of Ford Road
tirade chairman; Mrs. Jean
Mrs. Cozetta W. Hence, typni chapter, Mrs. Mildred Hay portunity, education, health serand in the Mid-South area was Miss R. Stevens, Robert Scruggs, The meeting was postponed
school held an in-service eduY. Haywood, in-service chairist; and Mrs. Nellie Jones.
after Mrs. Essie Perry gave high- vices, library materials and serthat solemnized by Rev. Roy Miss Irma Ramsey, Miss Evelyn when the club's president, Mrs.
lights of the sorority. She was vices and transportation and two
cational meeting at the home
man; Mrs Annie B. Na‘e, art
At the close of the meeting
Love in Mt. Nebo Baptist church Knox, Miss Janet Lewis, Mr. and Ray Hines, was called to the bednresented with a red orchid from main addresses. One was by Mr.
of Mrs. Elizabeth W. Barnett,
chairman; Miss Dorothy Dockthe group was served by the
for Miss Lillian V. Walton and Mrs. Edward Carter, Mrs. Ruby side of her sick mother in
Detroit,
ie sorority and a gift from James McBride Debbs, president
1746 Eldridge, recently. The
Rev. Ralph Barnett in a lovely Chambers, Mrs. Clora Reddrick, Mich.
ery, music committee; Mrs.
hostess, Mrs. Elisabeth W.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
of the Southern /Regional Coun- setting of white and crimson glagroup was composed of the
Agnes W. Bryant, guidance
Mr. and Mrs. Andew Weir, and
Barnett,
Miss Emma Smlley is club recil and author of SouthericHeri- dioli and chrysanthemums.
WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Mrs. Dora Boggard.
porter.
following teachers, pictured
committee, Mrs. Elisabeth W.
The annual presentation of the 511f7P and the other by Mr. Fred
Mrs. Barnett is the daughter of Others were
Mrs. James Watts,
"Woman of the Year" which was Routh, assistant director of the Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Walton of
Mrs. Coraleen Luellen, Mrs. Roy
initiated in 1955 was made during Southern Regional Council.
1856 Edmundson St. A graduate Love, Mrs.
Thelma Warr, Mrs.
the program. The persons honor- MARCH OF DIMES MONTH
of LeMoyne college, she is a Mildred Moore, Mr.
and Mrs.
ed have been locally for their
Remember January is MARCH teacher at Carnes Elementary Iluel McKinney, Mrs. Ardie Jones,
eontributions to religion, family OF DIMES MONTH. Due to the school.
Mrs. Annie L. Matthews, Miss
The bridegroom, the son of Mr. Pinkie A.
and community welfare, but be- fact that polio is well on the road
Crutcher, Mr. and Mrs.
cause of the outstanding contri- to being conquered if we will con- and Mrs. John Barnett of Dyers- Sandy Martin, Rev. Frank Rodgbution Mrs. Bates has made in tinue to take the proper precaus- burg, Tenn., attended Tennessee ers, Miss Doris Williams, Mr. and
the struggle for human rights, the ions, three new diseases have A Sz 1 State and Wilberforce. A Mrs. Fred Williams, Airs. Consorority felt honored for her to been added
Founda- Church of Christ minister, he is stance Walker, Mrs. Matte Plumto
the
accept the award.
tion. They are virus employed at the Farcom Lane mer, Donald Jackson, Mrs. NanArriving in Jackson by plane diseases, arthritis, and birth de- Construction Company in Dyers- rue M. Govan, Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday evening, she was met fects. Various plans for your con- burg.
James Ballard, Mr. and Mrs. Dorby the chapter president, Mrs. tributions have been set up by the CHARMING BRIDE
othy Wright, Miss Jessie MerriMildred Hay and escorted to the committee working with the foun- The charming bride was ele- weather, Miss Julia Doggett, Miss
home of Mrs. Alfreda Martin. dation. This week Intramural tour- gantly gowned in a floor-length Janie Taylor;
Later that afternoon she was the naments began at Merry high gown of chantilly lace trimmed
Also Mr. and Mrs. Robert Half.
guest of the Arthenian Art and school and Lane college. Bring- with satin and elongated sleeves acre, Mr. and Mrs. George King,
Literary Club for dinner with Mrs. ing a good crowd should be the accented with rhinestones. S h e Mrs. Bessie Wheeler, Mrs. BernEssie Jones as hostess and Satur- Lane college faculty VS the Metry wore a waist length veil and car- ice Cole. Mrs. Paralle Walker,
day evening a cocktail party was High school faculty on Jan. 22 at ried a bouquet of white orchids Mr. and Mrs. James Williams
iven in her honor for Deltas to the Merry high school gym when and white chrysanthemums.
and daughters, Miss Christine
Bridal attendants were her siset acquainted in the spacious at the same time the finals of
Cole, Claude Bryant, Mrs. Peggy
Charlene Walton as
home of Mrs. Alfreda Martin, Del- the high school tournament will ter, Miss
Brown, Sirs. Geraldine Sanderlin,
honor, Mrs. Lounette
ta soror. Eye catching as you be played. January 24 a pan-cake maid of
Mrs. Cora Morris, Mrs. Rebecca
Taylor, Miss Myrtle Gentry, Miss
you came in the door was the supper will be at the following
McKinley, James Shannon, Mrs.
Lonnie Hardy and Miss Lula
beautiful center piece of red and schools, Lane college, Merry high,
Mamie Miller, Mrs. V. Brown,
Watson.
yellow carnations, carrying out Lincoln Elementary, South JackMrs. Delores Boone, Miss Julia
Autry J. Parker was best man;
Scott, Mrs. Salle Thomas, and
the Delta color scheme. Husbands son and Washington - Douglass.
and groomsmen included James
many others.
of sorors also came to greet this There should be no excuse for
Isabel, Ammon Jordan, Rholdolph
charming young woman.
one of these schools should be near Ramsey and James Taylor.
A coffee, at the home of Dr. and you. The Mother's March on Jan.
THE BRIDESMAIDS
Mrs. J. 0. Perpener compliment- 30 will climax the March of Dimes
The bridesmaids wore forest LONDON — (UPI) — Singer ,
BRIDAL PARTY. . .Follow.
ed Mrs. Bates on Sunday after- activities. You are asked to turn
Ralph Barnett, at Mt. Nebo
are Rhoilath Ramsey, James
Taylor, Miss Lola Walsoty
green peau de soie dresses with
log the brilliant ceremony
noon following the program after. on your porch lights and make scoop necklines and balloon skirts Joni James, 5 feet 1 inch tall, left
Baptist (hurch, recently the
Taylor, Amnion Jordan, Autre
Miss 1.onnhe Hardy, Miss Myb
for New York Monday with a
which united the former Mks
which she was guest of Dr. and cause.
bridal
party
is
Rev,
and
Mrs.
Barshown
Parke*
with
tie Gentry and flower girl Rdk
accented by a large bow at the trunk 5 feet 6 inches high that
Lillian V. Walton and Rev.
the newlyweds. Let) to right
nett. Miss Cherline Walton,
dens Sims.
knee. Their bouquets were of staggered a team of porters.
maid of honor; Miss Louneue
white and red variegated carnations.
0
From France Miss Mary has with lovely bronzy "rose pips."
Must° for the eccasion was progeeni aaspiqaune enx csemilaerntt awning
fatrie
Touchrsethro.
ip
vided by Mrs. Dollye Lane, organAnd her rock garden styles,
Spring With A Deft
ist, Miss Sherry Crump, pianist,
long famous, add "rock garden
which
lends
itself
to
soft
tailored
and Mrs. Dora Wormsley, vocalsixteen," what else but that 16
manipulations.
ist, who sang a duet with Mrs.
Ever wondered what manufae- Ing is making steadily greater use Lane.
The play of contrasts, brims of different species of flowers are
t ured food product has the most of vinegar, according to Paul Eg- A reception was given for the
paillasson straws with matching magically arranged to comple:
them more tender. And the odor erstrom, vice-president of Speas couple immediately following the
or contrasting chiffon crowns pro- fluent each other In wonderful
ises?
Company, makers of Speas Vine- ceremony in the home of t h e
vide another texture duo in sil- combinations of .. soft, luscious
Miss Mary's arrangements of another version of hats for adThe answer is vinegar. Aside gars, Kansas City. People are bride's parents at 1856 Edmund- In her advance Spring collection
houettes keyed to tailored wear.
now
being
presented
in
her
salons
straw
petals
hues.
on
black
velvet
or
vance
Spring.
o. its predominant use in salad more aware of differences in vine- son St. Many guests were presWhen Miss Mary omits flowers,
in New York, Miss Mary, Inc. strawcloth suggest Sun Flowers
ressings and meat sauces, vine- gar, too, he added. Such differ- ent to wish the bride and groom
The group represents the softly she often suggests some other de- These, of course, in shapes that
again demonstrates her penchant turning their faces to the sun, in
gar is used to add piquancy to ences as uniformity in strength, many yearn of marital bliss.
for interpreting hat fashions that a series of small shapes, an little contoured tailored hat which is lightful garden detail. As for ex- mates with hairdos in the ultivegetables, casseroles and relish- aging and bouquet which may
Among the guests seen w ere appeal to the elegant woman.
ample, a sheer crown is studded mate of fashion rightness.
breton, rounded piHbox, sailor • typical of Miss Mary's design.
es, and for pickling and preserv- seem small but contribute great- Mrs. Earline Somerville, Mr. and
And in so doing, she brings into cloche with biggish crown.
ing.
ly to flavor of a. salad or other Mrs. Harold Mickle, Miss Marie
The Sunflowers suggest a spanThere are many other cooking food creations.
Bradford, Mrs. R. DeBerry, Mrs. play her deft touch in handling
uses you may not have heard In other words, "just any vine- Maude Broadnax, Mr. and Mrs. flowers and her subtle color com- the-season style, wonderful to top
binations.
furs
and equally smart for ICabout, and can use to advantage. gar" won't do. As in vintage Willie Witherspoon, Mrs. J. C.
For example, tough meat can wines, a good name means a lot, Walton, Mrs. Lucille II. Brewer, In this collection she also intro- sort.
Giant Winter carnations combe tenderized by placing it for a according to the vice president of Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Mrs. R. duces a series of silhouettes directed to the petite elegante, bined with winter berries worked
Brown and Mrs. J. V. Sykes.
few minutes in vinegar slightly Speas Company.
which make the most of her fig- on leaf-covered sheer net, is andiluted with water. Boiled ham is
ure lines and coiffure.
other delightful use of flowers to
greatly improved in flavor if vine"Sun Flowers," for example are be worn for any of the Spring
gar is added to the water. Cheese
a delightful conceit worked out galas.
can be kept from molding by wrapin toast paillasson applied to deep
Fashion arrows point the way to
pMg it in s vinegare-saturated
pile black velvet or alpaca straw- draped exotic straws in small
cloth.
cloth.
shapes, some with little brims offer
OTHER USES
There are days when you're so
Objectionable greasiness of fried
busy you don't have time to fix
potatoes is prevented simply by a big dinner. That's when you'll
adding a little vinegar to the find my Pet Recipe for Hamgrease. A teaspoon of vinegar add- burger Omelet quite handy! This
ed to boiling vegetables will make is a nourishing main dish you can
the mmore tender. And. the odor whip up in a hurry.
of boiling cabbage wbn't spread
And is it good! ... first there's
through the house.
a layer of juicy ground beef, seaHousehold uses of vinegar are soned with onion .. . then comes
numbered in the dozens. Wool the omelet, made extra creamy,
.14 lose their shine when pressed extra flavorful with double- rich
mder a cloth wrung out of a solu- Pet Evaporated Milk . .
tion of one-third vinegar and two- The crowning touch is a grated
thirds water. Colors in wash goods cheese topping. That's it! . . . a
can be set by soaking a half hour hearty main dish that's deliciousor more in a solution of one cup ly different.
of vinegar. a cup of salt and two Now, this Hamburger Omelet is
easily made in one skillet right on
cups of water.
Rust stains are removed from top of the stove ... served pipinggarments by applying vinegar and hot in pie-shaped wedges. Try it
salt and letting stand in the sun soon . . . Hamburger Omelet!
until the spot is dry. Many ink HAMBURGER OMELET
14 lb. ground lean beef
stains disappear when spots on
clothing are washed with vine- 2 Tablesp. finely cut onion
3-4 teasp. salt
gar, then thoroughly rinsed. And
to make white clothes whiter, try 1 Tablesp. hot shortening
354 cups of vineear to half a tub 4 eggs, slightly beaten
cup Pet Evaporated Milk
of rinse water.
teasp. Worcestershire sauce
MARES THEM SPARKLE
lors who will be presented en
Glassware gets a crystal sparkle 1-3 cup grated, process American THE GAYLETTES — The
Sunday, Feb. 15, at the FlaGaylettes are busy signing in
cheese
when you put three teaspoons of
mingo Room. Seated left to
vinegar and one of salt in glasses, Brown slowly mixture of beef, some of the Eligible Bache.
right are Mrs. Gertrude D.
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
' pitchers, bottles or other glass onion and 1-4 teasp. salt in hot
Smith, Clayton Bullard, Miss
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
pieces. Fill with water, shake well shortening in 10-in. skillet. Stir
Jean Rouse, Mrs. Rose C.
or a few minutes, empty solution with fork while browning to break SANTIAGO, Chile — (UPI) —
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
New and Miss Edna Thomas.
up meat. When meat is brown,
and rinse out with cold water.
Ortuzar
Enrique
Minister
Interior
Standing
left to right: Walter
skillet.
Medicinal uses of vinegar around spoon off any fat left in
Martin, Thomas Doggett,
bowl beaten eggs, Escobar has resigned "for reasons
the home are numerous. Vinegar Mix in 1-qt.
Milk, t/2 teasp. salt and Wor- of health," it was announced to- Robert Mosby. George Cane.
alleviates the itching of insect Pet
cestershire. Pour over meat and day. He will retain his post as sec- ty, Harold Winfrey, Calvin L.
bites. It's a time-honored remedy
Dillard and Willie Lindsey.
cook over low heat until firm retary general of the government.
for wasp stings, bruises, chapped
Sprinkle cheese
around edges.
sands. sunburn and hives. It cuts
over top.
the soap from hair after shampooCover and cook over low heat
ing, leaving it clean and fluffy. without stirring until top is dry,
Hands are kept soft by allowing about seven min. Cut into pie.
vinegar to dry on them Atte wash- shaped wedges for four servings.
- Int.
' Today cider vinegar made from
apples is standard in America.
Malt vinegar reigns in England. LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — PoIn addition, you'll find in many lice and newsmen rushed to t h e
AT
'1 kitchen wine and tarragon vine- mayor's office Monday when a
gar for special dishes, and white riot button was sounded.
Everything was quiet at the of*Willed vinegar for pickling.
fice and an investigation disclosed
VERSATILE
The modern trend to more ver- that a short circuit caused the
11104 is cooldag sad salad mak- alarm button to sound the alarm.
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Easier For Whom

Vinegar One Of Man's
Most Versatile Foods
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FHA To Make Insurance Easier To Get
Plans To Open
flew Offices

Tennessee

the school integration situati*
Little Rock. Mrs. Bates dell
AGNEW
By C. A.
a' very interesting address w
TESTIMONIAL JAN. U
Friends and neighbors w h o was enjoyed by people who athave been interested in the re- tended from Jackson and various
A deal of interest has been WASHINGTON — Federal Hous- CAP procedures.
aroused in the Jan.- U, testimon- ing
cent illness of Mrs. Matte Mer- cities in Tennessee. Mrs. Bates
Administration's Certified In announcing plans to expand
ial to T. Theodore Taylor, mu- Agency Program (CAP), which is CAP,
ry will rejoice to know that she was chosen as the 'Woman of the
the Commissioner said that
sician, teacher and choir master aimed at providing the benefits
is at home again after having Year' by those who promoted the
of
the
experimental
phase
of t h e
spent several days in Jackson- occasion.
of Grace Presbyterian church, FHA mortgage insurance to t h e program
when a Committee composed of people in communities not easily cessful. had proved highly sucMadison County General hospital. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Agnew of
fellow musicians and friends hon. served by field offices, will be
We shall be very glad when it is 523 So. Liberty St , celebrated the
ex"The
purpose
of
CAP,"
he
said
convenient for Mrs. Merry to be 18th anniversary of their maror him at a program to be held panded on a nationwide basis in "is to make
FHA-insured loans
at a p.m. In the church, at MOO the near future, Commisaioner available
back in Merry's Food Mart with riage quietly at home last Saturto a greater segment
Vincennes
ave.,
her radiant pesonality.
S.
day evening, January 10 with a
Norman P. Mason announced. of the American people. As rapidMrs. W. G. Terry, the first lady , few friends present. Our pastor,
CAP will supplement present FHA ly as possible, CAP will be made
of The First Baptist church is at and his wife the Rev. and Mrs.
programs.
available to all FHA offices, exhome again after a brief stay, C. F. Odom presented to us a
Effective date of the CAP ex- cept Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto
at Jackson - Madison County, very beautifully decorated annipension, which has been operated Rico. Our objective will be to
General hospital. Mrs. Terry was versary cake, which we enjoyed
on an experimental basis in se- serve areas not now fully enjoydoing nicely and is in very high beyond words of expression. We
lected areas of the United States ing the benefits of FHA mortgage
spirit
at this writng.
also enjoyed the kind greetings
the past year, will be contingent insurance because of geographiThe Rev. C. F. Odom and his from friends and neighbors.
upon Congress extending insur- cal location and low volume of pofamily of Mother Liberty C.M.E. VVIird came to us last week that
ance authorization, Mason said. tential business which makes
efchurch were given a breakfast i our good friend, Mrs. Mary Lott
Under the program, authorized fective service difficult.
Sunday morning, Jan. 18 at tier- Martin Neeley who now resides
agents are appointed in commun- Mason said this program will
can Baptist church of which the in Gary, Ind., was very ill. We
ities not reached by FHA field of' be used to offer FHA services
to
Rev. A. L. Campbell is pastor.' hope by this time that she is well
flees. These certified agents pro- communities with populations
of
Rev. Odom was guest speaker for on the road to complete recovery.
cess applications and issue com- 20,000 or less as shown in the 1950
•••
the occasion and spoke on "The
mitments for mortgage insurance census.
Rock Crisis." The Rev. Odom and NEWBERN
under supervision of the field "Like all other FHA programs,
his family game to Jackson, Tenn.
offices.
By ARCHIA WOODS
we want to see that CAP is kept
from Bullock CME church, Little
Commissioner Mason said that abreast of the needs of
t h e
Ruby Haskins of Chicago
Miss
Rock,
Ark.,
Is
and
now pastoring
representatives from Washington American people, and further
exleft for home after spending
Mother Liberty CME church.
headquarters or Zone Insurance pansions or revisions may
be posThe Interdenominational Minis- Christmas with her mother, Mrs.
Taylor, has been active as a Program Advisors will visit each sible after the first phases of opterial Alliance of Jackson and Dell Haskins.
musician in Chicago for the past of the field offices for the purpose . eration are working smoothly,"
Madison County, held its installa- Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lee Jones
30 years and such distingushed of orienting FHA personnel in Mr. Mason said.
tion services at St. Paul CME Who is stationed in Cape Charles,
musical talents as John Greene,
church
Wednesday night Jan. 14, Va., visited with his grandmothbaritone; Margaret Bonds, pianM•
•
•
•
1959, at 7:30 with the Rev. N. er, Mrs. Hattie Jones last week.
ist — composer; Marion Douglass,
Mitchum,
Presiding. Music was Mrs. Mary Brown from Obion.
Geraldine Glover, singer; Ernesfurnished by the City Federated Tenn., is visiting with her daughtine Lyles, contralto, and George
Choirs, Scripture Lesson — The ter, Mrs. Tennie Jackson this
Williams, have been trained by
Rev. C. D. McKelvey, Prayer,
this well known teacher.
OIOLONA
the
Rev. C. F. Odom, Presenta- "ek
mourn her passing, two daughM.
ra Dell Haskins made a trip
As accompanist. Taylor, has
By MATTIE MOORE
tion of Speaker — The Rev. R. L. to Memphis for a check-up.
ters, Mrs. Ola Ma* Roberts of
appeared with world famous sr. Mrs.
Alma Hill and daughter Washington, D. C., Miss Annie
Relf, Sermon — The Rev. W. G. Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Whittfists like Roland Hayes; Lillian
, from St. Louis
7
Terry. Introduction of New Pas- moore were dinner guests of Mr.
visited her grand- Mixon of this city; one son, Mr.
Evanti, Marian Anderson, Abbie,
mother Mrs. Emma McClain.
tors
The Rev. U. Z. McKinnon. and Mrs. Edd Atkins last Sunday.
Robert Bogen of this city; also
Mitchell, Florence Cole Talbert
Mrs. Law passed away in St. two sisters, three brothers, 11
Officers for 1959 are: J. ,.fl. At- Several from here worshipped
BOSTON UNIVERSITY AFRIMac Cleaves, and the Singing Louis and was
spend
three
months
lecturing
(left),
Pa.
Elaine
and
C.
Hawater, president; M. L. Easley,
brought here for grandchildren and a host of 0th- CAN Research specialist
at Mt. Olivet Baptist church last
Whites.
to lee.
to African students on t h e
gopian of Cambridge, Mass., jr., President; W. D. Terry,
burial. She leaves four daughters, er relatives and friends.
Trea- Sunday.
Baylous lure at University College of
Born in Cairo, Illinois bin ear"Social Welfare in the United
(center),
graduate
students
surer,
five
L.
sons
M.
Reif,
and
Vice
seven
President;
grand chll- funeral home was in charge of all
Ghana. Dr. Adelaide C. Hill of
ly training was at the hands of
States." Shown with her are
specializing in African studies. N. Meachum, Assistant Secetary; Mrs. Johnnie Mai Morris and
arrangements.
the Catholic Sisters. lie later at- dren. Rev. Rainey officiated.
Watertown, Mass., (right) will
son and mother left last WednesCary Eastman of Honesdale,
R.
L.
Drain,
Funeral
Chaplain;
for
U. Z. Mc- day for St. Louis after spear
Mrs.
Willie
Brand
Sp-4-C Aifredric Robinson of the
tended the Episcopal church and
Kinnon,
Social
was
held
Action
at
Directior.
Mt.
Pears
church.
101st Airborne Division at Fort
school where he was an altar boy
a few days with father and
Ella Mae Montgomery left for
The Rev. Conwell officiated.
Mrs. Jessie Sherman of 411 I band.
Campbell, Ky., spent a few days
and sang in the choir.
her home in Chicago. She was a
•••
Tanyard
St.,
CLARKSVILL
returned
E• • •
home
here with his mother, Mrs. Annie
When he came to Chicago he
last
recent guest in the home of her
week from a short vacation in
took up the study of piano and BATESVILLE
Bell Robinson and brothers.
in-laws,
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Yaney
By CLEY' W. JOINER
Milwaukee, Wis., where she, visitharmony with Eleanor Rupp, and
Mr. Bert Saul left two weeks
Montgomery.
I Service at New 'Enon was very ago for East St.
ed relatives and friends. Mrs. By EDWARD H. BROWN, JR,
Harold Mariott.
Zion, St. John, New Zion and
Louis, Mo., WARREN
Floy Strong visited his sister Sherman
fine
with
pastor,
reported a very nice
Rev. Joseph Ma- where he plans to spend awhile
In the well remembered ColeMiss Bettye Elizabeth Walker
By MATTIE M. BURNETT Bethel, host church. Benediction and niece, Mrs. Vernia Mae Robtrip.
ridge Taylor Study Club, he sang bray present. Rev. Parker deliv- with his daughter, Mrs. Ellen
by
Rev.
and the Rev. Maurice Wilberforce
S.
P.
Spottswood.
This
inson
please
year
Carrie
and
to
heed
Ann
the
in Little
baritone ettflying voice with Pe- ered the message. Subject: Slf Webb and other relatives.
The
Jackson Alumnae and Beta Wilhoite exchange marriage vows
March of Dimes plea. Anyone' Mrs. Marie Criain of Detroit Rock.
dro T. Tinsley, as well as served examination. He preached a nice
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cain who was a resident of Bradely passed away at her home in that 'Richard Bone is Ill at his home Chi Chapters of the Delta Sigma in a quiet impressive ceremony
sermon,
as his accompanist.
Theta
Sorority
Inc., presented the at their home, 1026 Main St., Dee.
and son Rowland of Los Angeles, County last summer, especially city after a lengthy illness. Her in West Batesville.
Serving as rnusie director isit Elder Eldridge Fondren a
d Calif., spent three days last week those who lived in Warren, will body was shipped here for last The Buffaloes of Miller high celebration of their 46th anniver- 30, 1958, at 7 p.m. Rev. M. Peace,
mare than a quarter of a century, family from Memphis and John here in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. certainly know the tremendous rites. Mrs. Crain was the daugh- played Jonesboro Tuesday night sary at Lane college gymnasium, pastor of St. Peter AME church
Taylor, followed his former ter- Fondren of St. Louis were here Joy
Paige and Mr. Caine' daugh- toll taken by polio. Your help is ter of Mrs. Lizzie Vaun of War- in a baksetball game held at Mil- Jackson, Tenn., last Sunday at performed the ceremony. Alex
cher, Prof. Tinsley in this position. Christmas visiting his parents, ter,
3:30 p.m., with Mrs. L. C. (Daisy Outlaw and Mrs. Aretha Peace
Mrs. Margurete Jackson.
ren and sister of Cleo, Aaron, ler.
needed — don't fail.
A the. testimonial which has Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Fondren.
Funeral services were recently The Interdenominational Minis- Howard and May Dana. She was Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Daniels, Bates of Little Rock, Ark., as stood with the couple. Mrs. Marie
been arranged the pubile will Mr. Elmer Fox and sister, Maguest
speaker. Mrs. Bates is a V.-ince of Marie's Flower Shop
held for Mr. Leonard Bumper, at terial Alliance of Warren bed a well known resident of Warren Mrs. Maria Bacum and F. L. Tayhave an opportunity to applaud vac were home for the holidays. East
very outstanding
Jerusalem Baptist church' emancipation service at Bethel when she resided here.
lor attended a call meeting in the been prominently woman having decorated the home.
again a man who has made his Boyd Joiner from Piney
connected with
•••
Woods with the pastor Rev. E. H. Hart AME in Warren. The program
Mrs. Wilhoite teaches in the DeInterest of the AME church at
place in the musical world and spent Christina, with his
was
parents, officiating. Mr. Bumper, who was
PREscoTT
partment of Language and Arts
_
Shorter
college
in
Little
deal to the cultural advancement Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joiner,
follows;
Rock.
Master of ceremonies,
as
Rev. Willie A. Duncan was a re- Alfred Merriwether, Mrs. Gur- Gus Jackson of Ft. Smith was at Burt High school. She it acstrickened at his horde, was first Rev. George Hunter, pastor
of Chicago.
of
Mr. West and Willie Chatman
cent dinner guest of Oscar La. thie Brooks and daughter Velma Henry.
admitted to the local hospital and
tive in religious, civic, and social
The committee headed by Mrs. and wife recently
visited rela- later moved to the State hos- Mt. Carmel, opening hymn, Rev. fear.
After spending his furlough service activities.
returned to their homes in South
Orita B. Wilson, Rev. A. E. Ben- fives.
R. L. Lillie; invocation, Rev. W.
pital at Vicksburg where he pass- L. Strickland; Music, Bethel Katherine Patterson of Omaha, Bend, Ind., after visiting relatives with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rev. Wilhoite formerly taught
nett, Honorary chairman; Mrs. Visiting In the
homes of Mr. ed. Mr. Bumper had been
Torrence Henry, Joe Henry left in the Nashville City school syscon- AME choir; scripture, Rev. C. T. Neb., visited her mother and fa- here.
Geraldine Glover, John Webb, sec- and Mrs. Ott and
Hollis Forten- fined for several years from
tem, and was an instructor in
retary and Mrs. Lewis V. White,, berry during
a Cross; music Bethel AME choir; ther. Mr. and Mrs. James Smith. The Missionary Society met Fri. enroute,to California.
the
holidays were stroke. He left to mourn hi
Robert Dixon suffered a slight day, at Bethel AME with presi- Miss Carrie Torrence who spent mechanics and arts at A&I State
has planned a very fine Pro-their niece and
emancipation
proclamation
adnephew.
Rev, and passing his wife, Viola Bumper;
a few days vacationing in Dan. university. He recently re
gram.
dent Mrs. Callie Harper.
dress, T. C. Brunson; solo, Mrs. stroke.
Mrs L. Y. Blankinship, is
vine with Mr. and Mrs. Isom from the position of mainte
3
DORSET AND CHORUS AT
' girl, and their sister, Mrs. Lula one son, Leonard Jr., of Baton Lavern Johnson; sermon, Rev. E. Mrs. A. Forts left for California. Mrs. W. T. Daniel has returnWilliams and Mrs. Teddie W i 1- man in the nurses training deRouge. La.; one sister, Mrs. Louise H. Hicks, pastor
SHILOH
of New Zion The children are with her sister ed home after visiting with her
Blankinship, all of Fox we rth,
tiams returned to St. Louis.
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs: son who is ill in Los Angeles.
partment of the Mid-State Baptist
Pearson and one brother, Mr. AME church. Offering, Rev. J.
For the annual musical of the , Miss.
B.
After vacationing with his par- hospital, Nashville, Tenn. He is
Lawrence Bumper, both of this Alexander and Rev. G. T. Black- Reece Marks.
winter season, at Shiloh Baptist I Funeral service
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Cribner
for Mrs Hattie cit. Cooks Funeral
ents
serving as full time pascurrently
Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Gilchurch, 6201 S. May at., the Sen-1 Jones, known
home was in mon, offertory program, Rev, J. Mrs. R. D. Demond, Willie Dun. attended services at Oak Grove
to all of us as
key, Roy Gilkey left Tuesday tor of the St. Paul AME Zion
ior choir, of which 0. Z. Taylor,, Mother
E. Milton. The members of the can, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Sells Baptist church in New Ark.
Jones was held last week charge.
is director, will present The Goa- at Pilgrim
alliance brought happiness to not and Mr. and Mrs. Jessie John- Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair morning enroute to Sacramento, church in Clarksville, Tenn,
Bound
Baptist
son were dinner guests of Mr. and attended services at Baptist Calif., where he is employed.
Mrs. Wilhoite it a graduate of
pal Chorus, of Pilgrim Baptist church.
Mother Jones a long- Mrs. Hov Paige last week were. only themselves but also to their
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Thomp- Fisk university. Rev. Wilhoite of
church, Prof. Thomas A. Dorsey, time resident
Hoys' two brothers, Mr. Eligia guest minister, Rev. J. M. Wat- Mrs. 0. Lafear.
church last Sunday in LaCross.
of
this
city had Lewis of Hattiesburg
son and daughters Virginia Ann, Walden university. Both are welldirector. Sunday, Jan. 25, at I moved to
•••
and Mr. kins, pastor of Bethel. Ministers A singing group will be here
Laurel, Miss., a
d!
Loretha and Wise Barnum a rid known in educational circles, in
p.m.
made her home with her daugh- Moses Winston and wife of Bib - of the Alliance called on the the third Sunday in February. Wil- DANVILLE
This chorus has appeared at the ter,
Neita Joyce Torrence visited in religious and inter-human relaMrs Hattie Johnsonxi. The three brothers and Mrs. American churches to lead t h e liam Duncan, manager; Mrs. Yo- By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
Englewood church for the past
Scott last Sunday.
tionships.
on Saturday morning. The Winston motored to Bogalusa. La. world from the brink of annihila. ken and Miss Johnson will be hos- The Rev.
several years and the appearance I died
Lloyd
Smith
of Van
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Gilkey, Shut-ins: Mrs. Pinie Trice, aged
body was picked
visit their sister, Mrs. Louven- tion to the achievement of lasting tesses.
up and brought to
is eagerly awaited by the mem.,
Buren
spent
•
weekend
•
the
Dan•
in
Mrs.
Emma Love and Mrs. Ella 73 was struck by a pick-up truck.
ia Bailey who is confined to her peace with the Christian motivabers and patrons of the choir. here and prepared for burial by bed and have
ville with Mrs. Mary Henry and Mae Smith of Little Rock visited January 10 and is a patient at
been for several tion of expressing the redeeming BATESVILLE
gaylous Funeral Home.
Burial weeks.
Mrs. inez Howell. He held serv- in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarksville 'Memorial hospital,
Under the skilled direction of was in the
love of Christ by learning to live By REV. MATTIE WATKINS ices
Picayune cemetery,
at the Trinity Methodist Jess Gilkey recently.
Prof. Dorsey, this chorus has
Willie Wright is a patient at the
Mrs. Hattie Jones known to all in the world as it is today. Ush- Mrs. Jessie Ford is
Mother Jones is survived by -one
resting
at church Sunday morning. Sunday
won national acclaim and has of- 1 daughter.
Misses Naomi Berry, Leona same hospital.
of us as Mother Jones passed at ers served from the following home since returning
from
Gray's evening the Sunshine Club spon- Berry and Brenda Joyce Berry of Recent deaths: Dr. Robert F,
ten appeared at major events
her daughters' home, Mrs. Hattie churches: Mt. Carmel, Union Hill, hospital.
Mrs. Lillie Lou Isadore
sored a dinner and a program. Atkins spent Sunday in the home Harwell, nephew of Mrs. Hazel E.
spent Johnson of Laurel last Saturday.
throughout Chicago and in other last
weekend
John
Kandery
in
is
New
ill
at
his
home. Visitors were California, St. Lou- of Mr. and Mrs. Torrence Henry Pannell. Dr. Harwell died Jan.
Orleans
communities,
with At the close of this news mother
her
Mrs.. Myrtle Jones is improving is, Ft. Smith,
Rev. Owen D. Pelt, is pastor who brother, Mr. B. B. Hawkins Jones' body was here in the Bay- see State and is now in training
Atkins, Sweet Home a recent guest of Miss Hattie 5, 1959, in Los Angeles, Calif., and
is still a patient in the
of the church, and director Tayand Harris Chapel.
VA bus Funeral home awaiting or- for a veterinary degree at Tusks. at her home.
Mrs. Alice Diixon.
and family.
geeinstitute.
lor and his members are working hospital.
ders front her daughter.
Mrs, Lucille Nash and Mrs. nihard to give the chorus led by Those confined to our local hos- Funeral
services for a one sta Walker of
Prof. Dorsey a big reception. pital last week were David WilCleveland, Ohio
month old baby boy of Mr. and were
liams, sr., Mrs. Vera
home last week to attend
When they appear.
Reese, Alex Mrs. Willie Janet of
Goodyear the funeral of Mrs. Sallie
Nicholson and James Nixon.
Ward
HANDEL COMMERORATION
were held from the parlor of Bay. held at
Funeral services for Mr.
Griffin Chapel Methodist
SET
David bus Funeral home.
Williams, sr., were held
church, Saturday, January 10th.
in commemoration of the 200th.
last Tues. Mrs. Eugene Means,
or., eels.Mrs. Annie Mary Rogers, wife
George Frideric Handel, the day night in the Weems Chapel
her 29th year of worrying of Rev. W. B.
Rogers, died Wedschool of music at Northwestern Methodist church, with the Rev. with
old
Gene,
last
Monday,
Triggs
officiating. David, a longnesday Jan. 7 at Lexington, Miss.
Univetaity will present a threeanniversary).
(soeir
29th
(their
a
I
time
resident of this city WI
The funeral was held in Kosciusday Handel Commemoration FatMiss Helen Johnson, daughter'1 ko, her former
striekened about two
Jan. 30 to Feb. 1.
home, at Wesley
Mrs Rufus
AlcornRus Johnson Methodist church
, to his death. He was weeks prior
with the R e v.
To present a picture of the i the
confined to of
andMar. satu
ndenMt
college M. J. Stallings, officiating. Rev.
local hospital for several
composer's versatility and skill as and
days spent last week at Champaign,
then
went
'Rogers
was
former
home
pastor, of
well as to introduce works which
where he In , where she represented he r
the Rock Hill church and made his
are seldom heard, at least one of passed on Friday, Jan. 9 about
college at a meeting held at the home in Starkville
for the past
Handel's compositions in every 6 a.m. He leaves to mourn his net:ii
zfo
tyono
seven years. He was moved to
major musical form will be pre- passing. hi wife. Mrs. Sallie Mae U_F_I im
iJloilhnis°oin
s. left 1 as t Lexington last June
and five children and
sented.
where his
a host cii week for Fort Sam Houston,
Texrelatives
and friends. Cooks
performances will be of an 1u
Fu- as where he is stationed after 1 wife passed away. Mrs. Rogers
nerd
net's!
home
was in charge of Sr.
was a native of Nashville, Tenn.
thenticity seldom heard in today's
spending the holidays with his
Mr. Sammie Rush of Detroit
presentations of Handers music.'
burial was in t he
parents.
Mich., was a recent visitor in the
Faculty members in the achool i Picayune cemetery
Among those called
who is ate. city due to the illness of his mothof music are compiling new scores
here to at. A-2C Zeno Wee
timed at O'Hare International er, Mrs. Mary Washington.
(mm those contemporary with tend the funeral of David W I I-'
••
ft
Handel and modern sources for Barns were: Mrs. Annie Lou Airport in Park Ridge, Ill., left
use in the Festival. In an attempt Blanks of New York: Mr. Frank l ast week after spending t w o INDIANOLA
weeks
here
with
parents,
(Shorty
his
to truly represent Handel's music,
Among the visitors in the city
Keyton) Dunn and PetriGulfp
ort,W
ekeems
ayndanMdrsiligEz4
ifieat
fMarn.iil
and for the holidays were Mrs. Greta
they are stripping spurious ac- cis Ann Jones of Macon,
Ga.;
companiments which musicians Mr. arid Mrs. Lockett of
ham Lampkin of Los Angeles, Na.
rcGertrude
othis city,Bender,m rs.W.
since Handel have added to his Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Spencer
Hd
i1 Ta. lhaniel Smith, jr., of Norfolk,
of Williams,
works and which we accept as Baton Rouge, Ls., and Mr.
Va., who visited his grandmother,
standard today. The instrument'. er Clark of Scottlandville, Book- Hopkins of New Orleans, Mrs. Vi- Mrs. Rachel Phillips and his auni
La.
lion which Handel called for, how.' Mrs. Ada McGovernor
Young of Purvis, Mr. Richard and uncle Mr. and Mrs. James
returned ola
ever, will not be strictly adhered home here last week after
Williams of Hattiesburg and Rich- Robinson.
spendto in all works because of the ing the holidays in
ard Williams, sr., all sisters and
Edward Harbour of Chicago via.
Detroit,
different instrumentation balance with her sons, Mr. Calvin Mich., brothers and father met up here lied his grandmother, Mrs. Jane
and
Nain orchestras of his time and those than's) MeGovencir
motored
St.
to
Cloud,
and
Fla.,
Harbour. Levone Hawkins of Lae
a n d their
of today.
last weekend to attend the tuner- Angeles visited his parents, Mr.
families.
al of their uncle, Bill Skinner. , and Mrs. Clarence Hawkins and
PICAYUNE
Miss Dorothy and Mary New-I other relatives.
By OLZ 'Leary PAIGE
kirk of Chicago, Ill., spent last' Mrs. Georgia Gooaby of Gley
WASFUNGTON — (UPI) — The
Funeral services for Mrs Ada week at Catahoula with their g.I was a visitor
in the home of het
Department of Commerce looks for Minton, age 74,
were held last ther, Rev. T. J. Newkirk
sister and brother-in-law, M r s.
lead consumption this year to rise Sunday at Pilgrim
•
•
•
Bound
Baptist
West Dyson.
5 per cent to 1,050,000 tons. and , church with
BENNETT RECEIVES GIFT
church. The occasion was I
the pastor Rev R. sTARKVILLE
L. L. Heynea, president of
Player, Dr. Frederick D Pat.
On the sick list are Mrs Anna
zinc consumption 8 to 10 per cent • W. IVoullard
—Dr. Willa B.
convention on Christian High.
Morristown Junior college,
officiating. Mrs. Mi.
By MRS. FANNIE M009E,
lemon, of New York, chats%
Bonds, mother of Mrs. Lena Cam. lent of Bennett Player, vivid.
to about 950,000 tons. Its forecast xon who had been confined for Mr.
college, holds
er Education, and included
Morristown. Tenn.; Dr. J. A.
man of the Bennett board st
and Mrs. William B. Robin- meek; Mrs. Josie Russ, Dr. M. check
is based en expectations of 3 6&everal months, suffering
for $7,250 which w a s
gifts from the Washington and
Tarpley, of Greensboro, a
trustees and Dr. Noah M001•6
from a son had as guest over the week- S. Fugitt, Mrs. Henrietta Craig,
presented to the college last
moderate Increase in the need for stroke, passed at her
North Carolina Conferentes.
member of the Bennett board;
pastor of Tindley Temple
hnme on end their cousin. Mr. Burton Rob- Eddie Logan and Mrs. Della Ryas. week
hy the Delaware Coo.
storage batteries and metal prod- Jan
Bennett received 622,000. In
Bishop Edgar A. L.Ve. head of
Methodiat church, PhHadel•
She was a resident of this limn of Ackerman, Miss. Mr. We do hope for them a speedy
licence
of
inks.
the
Methodist
Dr.
photo,
are
left
right
the
to
Baltimore
the
Area,
gave
who
city for 37 years. She leaves to Robinson is a graduate of Tennes- recovery.
Phis, Penn.
the convocation address; Dr.
T. THEODORZ TAYLOR
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Designer
Says Mink
Is For Birds

FAYETTE COUNTY
High
School
News

By MARY PRIME

situati.:
v
:es deli
Idress w
pie who atand various
Mrs. Bates
'omen of the
iromoted the

(with LEODA GAMMON)

k. Agnew of
!lebrated ths
their mare last Satury 10 with a
Our pastor,
v. and Mrs.
led to us a
orated annl
we enjoyed
pression. We
ad greetings
ghbors.
ist week that
to Mary Lou
now resides
very ill. We
,t she is well
etc recovery.

WOODS
I of Chicago
spending
mother, Mrs.

0

iie Lee Jones
;ape Charles,
grandmoth!a last week.
from Obion,
h her daughickson this

IROWN, JR.

ies in the Dege and Arts
I. She is ace, and social

nerly taught
y school sysinstructor in
at A&I State
!ntly r
mainte
.
training de.
State Baptist
Tenn. He is
full time pasAME Zion
, Tenn.
graduate of
Wilholte of
0th are wellcircles, in
human rela-

Robert F.
Ira Hazel E.
II died Jan.
s, Calif., and

SPORTS SECTION
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
liornettes have a nearly
This week I have selected 17- The
record, and so far they
year-old James Futtrell as the perfect
one game and lost one.
won
have
of
member
A
week.
student of the
of the week are
llornettes
Top
of
one
is
he
room,
the I2-C home
Brewer Oreatha Jones, JerLorice
campus.
the
on
students
top
the
Washington, Juanita Brwer,
James is president of the senior line
Shields and Icy phine Grand'
class, a member of NFA, histor- Ada
ian of the glee club and a drum- berry. coach of this fine squad is
The
mer in the hand.
Carpenter.
As a junior he was chosen by Samuel
top starters on the boys'
the Fayette County Teacher's as- The
Leroy Rhodes, Charles ,
sociation to attend Boy's State in team are
Bowers, Elmo Thomas, Herman
Nashville.
and Mose Williams. . .
After graduation he plans to at- Johnson
Their coach is Leon Pearson.
State
I
and
A
Tennessee
was
made
Picture
tend
be
Magicians.
ville college appears to
ArlIER-GAME CH A T .11..lNIOR JIVE
university.
after Knoxville had gone past
saying to LeMeyne college's
"Your boys really surprised
The junior class is working hard
Futtrell!
Juries
to
off
86.
to
Reason
90
Hats
Magicians
Price,
F.
Hollis
Dr.
president,
me. They almost heat my
to win the 'queen drive, and its
had
for
Knoxville
surprise:
CHAT
CHIT
Johnson,
C.
SENIOR
Jerry
and
center.
team," Julian Bell, former
candidate is Miss Jean Cartafound LeMoyne easy pickings
Are the seniors what's happen- weight.
right, basketball coach for the
Memphian and coach at Knox.
In past years. (Withers Photo)
•
ing at FCT? Yes, say the sopho- Tim junior girls this week are
mores, juniors and freshmen.
Jean Cartawright, Mamie Clark,
The seniors have already had Lula Crandberry, Bessie Malone,
taken,
theit graduation pictures
Azater Kee. Wilma Hall, Mary
and I have heard that the class Throne, Gloria Fenner. Evon Lofand
soon,
arriving
rings will be
ties and Augustine Taylor.
boy will I he happy!
Leading out among the boys are
The top senior girls are Shirley Clyde Albright, Davy Grimes, WilNeal, Shirley Pye, inflict. Brewer, liam Durham, Leroy Rhodes,
Barbara Morrow, Mary Pigrum. John \Ulla ms, William Ford,
Maggie Thompson, Maggie Scott, Charles Bowers, John Springfield,
and
Plans for • Valentine Day party Margaret Pye, Lola Robinson
Carney Davis and Jerry Normeat.
Viola Jones.
were discussed when the members Top senior boys are James Futof the Ladies of Leisure Social trell, Hardin Franklin, Earl Phil- holeyners Celebrate
N J. — (UPI)
Time marches among and as tended, along with others from club met here recently at the home lips, Walter Hunter, Leon King, PRINCETON,
Meyner
The Manassas Tigers met the time marches, we, as human be- this county. Mrs. Lela Clark of of Miss Katie Bryant of 2392 Zan- Nelson Bonds, James Holmes, Gov. and Mrs. Robert B.
Douglas Red Devils in a recen ings march into this our n e w St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Sallie one St.
Ken Jones, Durrell Cleaves and celebrate their second wedding
anniversary Monday.
Earl Jenkins,
basketball game held on the win year. Each day marking off ano- Whitlock of Joliet, Ill., sister and
ner's court. Plenty of action and ther from our sands of time Jan- daughter respectively of Mr. and The party Is to be held at the
visiting
are
Whitlock
good sportsmanship was display uary has a few holidays that call Mrs. Will
home of Mrs. Ora Lee Chinn, of
ed all through the g:me. The Ti for celebration, but we spend the the same. Mrs. Carrie Word re- 3567 Lannett rd., and the person
after
Mo.,
Louis.
St.
to
turned
60-47
of
score
a
by
it
gees took
month preparing for the Jan calwill refull spending a long holiday season holding the lucky ticket
Carroll Bledsoe, a senior, was endar, which is always a
ceive a ham.
with her family.
one.
the high point man for the Tigers
Belmont was After the discussion of business
with the other Tiger players sup- Many families are taking this Miss Annie Louise
of Miss
porting him. Willie Hunt and Ed month for their family celebra- a recent overnight guest
Was completed, the members endie Phillips, seniors, George Wain. tions breaking the monotony of Rendy Sue Belmont.
joyed a delicious Southern fried
weight and Cleophes Owens, jun- waiting and avoi',ing the summer Our hospital list has shortened chicken dinner served by the hosiors, carried the Tigers on to vie. weather when most persons like itself to our joy. Mrs. C. B. Seat tess.
is home and doing nicely; Mrs.
tory, Harry Malone was the only to he outdoors.
Si. Miss Bryant Is the president of
substituting player for Man sssss. Typical in a family celebration A. C. Jaycocks is home from
A 30-year-old mother of t W,01I engraved plaque formally naming
The Tigers also won the "E" was that of the E. L. Nolans on Marys and Mr. Gaither Yencey the club; Mrs. Walterine Simmons,
children who was stricken wi her March of Dimes Mother ol game 37-27. Congratulations, Ti- Sunday last, when they entertain- is home from Kennedy general. secretary; and Mrs. Catherine
polio in 1956 and who has been the Year for Cook county.
gers, you did a grand jobt
ed on both aides of the family Mr. Will Whitlock is much im- Johnson, reporter.
confined to a wheelchair ever Along with the title, Mrs. Roth
with • few friends invited, also. proved but remains in Kennedy
since was names 1959 March 01 also was named honorary chair ly to an iron lung, today is able Among those present were Mr. general. Mr. Sam Roberts is a TUXEDO HANDBAG
Dimes Mother of the year in man of the forthcoming March cit to take care of her horns, in Lyons and Mrs. F. !vie, Mr. and Mrs. patient at Madison county gener- A novel note in resort wear in
James Williams and son, Robert, al hospital in Jackson.
ceremonies at Dimes Mothers' March which will and her two children.
Cook county in
The JaMiSCITCA have relatives In Miami Beach collections—a tuxMarch of Dimes headquarters, 37 take place from 7 to 8 p.m., Tues. She also does her own shopping Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns and
Madison county that are serious- edo handbag.
So. Wabash ave.
day, Jan. 27, when some 55.000 and cooking and even manages to family, along with Mrs. Sallie ly ill, one being a mother that The bag resembles a man's INSPECITNG THE new Un(from left) Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Mrs. Raymond Roth, accom- mothers solicit funds door-to-door attend home social gatherings in Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome El- was accidently shot by her two white pique dress short front.
Allen and Alfred Eason, busb
derwood Student Union build.
and
son,
Mrs.
Mr.
lington
and
Arpained by her daughter, Chris- throughout Cook county.
nets manager of the college,
year old child while an older bro- complete with collar, bow tie, log during its formal opening
area.
her
Marand
tie
Mrs.
Gentry,
Mr.
Lee
tine, 6 and son, Thomas, 3 accept. The Cook County chapter of the
Allen was Interior decorator
college,
Dimes, now vin Nolan and son, Mrs. Virginia ther WAS unloading the gun. The pleats, and jet buttons, set be- at Kentucky State
ed the title along with a bouquet National Foundation each year be- The 1959 March of
of the Student Union,
Frankfort. Ky. recently are
patient is Mrs. Perelene Hen- hind clear, vinyl plastic.
AlWilliam
O'Daniel,
is
Ellington,
mark,
half-way
the
seeking
at
of red roses from Robert C. Lie. stows the title o; Mother of the
county fred O'Daniel, Leroy Ewell, Mr. dricke from Bolivar, Tenn.
benow, president of the Chicago Year on a polio victim who has to raise $1,300,000 in Cook
is reportthe Tom Nolan, Mrs. Clara West, Mr. Mrs. Emma Simpson
in
$65,000,000
some
and
to
accomplished a comeback
Board of Trade.
R. J. Dennis of Humboldt a n d ed as doing nicely and will he
States.
United
the
of
Mrs Roth's husband, Raymond overcome the handicaps
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Burnett jr., home very soon. Mrs. Beever
Liebenow is chairman of Cook and son,
90. a dairy worker, also was On crippling disease.
Booker is Ill along with Mr. Tom
of Trenton.
Foundation
National
stricken
was
County's
who
Mrs.
Roth,
which
Moore, Mrs, Jennie Gulden and
hand for the ceremony, at
Rev. William Fowlkes delivered
initialchapter.
confined
and
perhaps others you failed to tell
1956
July
24,
was
Sirs. Roth
presented with an,
his first message of the year at us about. Many of us have snifthe CP church on Sunday after
fles, be careful, this is good weawhich he was the dinner guest of
•
ther for colds.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris. Sunday also Mr. and Mrs. John Williams
found Rev. D. E. Bridgeman at have moved on Washington at., in
his post of duty at Fairview BapDyer. Hullum's Temple youth
tist church. Sunday was a high
an old
McCall's
day at Hullmun's Temple ('ME department sponsored
by Evelyn Cismingham
shoot• of the sack and the iogly easy to make.
Party" last Tuesday
church In Rutherfsed for along time "Tacky
Easy-Rule feature as.
about' many • interpretations of the new
night. The main feature of the eve'truth
beautiful
The)
with the pastor preaching his reglength of sores quicker, more accurate
ning was an act of Amos 'n Andy.
this season's fashions is that "Empire" line. The
ular morning message, the Maher skirt depends entirely on fit. It is shown here ic one of
J. B. Bradford played Lightning,
variations
rainy
so
are
there
sonic lodge from Dyer worshipped
and the the new warp prints with •
Marion Belmont, was Kingfish,
of what is new and different. what's best for her
with them.
satin belt.,Other sugDavid Belmont was Amos, Wade
time t in many depth of her neckline hinges solid
firaft
the
For
Members were present from Roach was Andy, Jamie Glenn
gested fabrics for this pattern
have on her courage.
doesn't
woman
years
•
Dyer. Kenton, the Mt. Zion and was Calhoun, Murriel Belmont
Allthis makes sewing-your- are crepe,' shantung, printed
's/slave to a specific
to Nt.
Beech Grove communities as well was Sapphire and Joann Booker
own a, more challenging and silk or cotton, tissue faille,'
line, silhouette or hemline.
as Rutherford. They were here was Mama.
experience. There's surah, jersey sod tissueShe can be fashionable in a exciting
with their brother, B. T. Ball, and
It was an evening of enjoyment
for everybody. And weight wool.
dress so loose that it doesn't something
an offering of appreciation was as well as fund-raising.
Weekly Fashion Sewing Tips
for individual
left with the church.
touch bet body at any poior there's margin
The marriage of Mr. Horace
and ingenuity. Check your .1pattera pieces
The Rev. C. D. McKelvy, pre- Clay Mayfield and Miss Sue Dell
ercepe the shoulder; she can imagination
fashion-conscious carefully before cutting.
siding elder of the Breiwnsville Skinner was performed last week
be equally smart in a garment There is no
honestly say,'
District held a planning meeting at the courthouse in Trenton. He
that fits taut under the bust- woman who can
the new styles.
of District leader's in Milan on is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Sylline and clings to the hip. She "I don't like
do anything for
Saturday last Many leaders were vester Mayfield of Dyen and she
has her choice of all the off- They don't
me.' There are too many dipresent and much work WAS ac- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
versified styles from which
complished. The program com- Ervin Skinner of Mt. Zion comshe may.choose, and uoless
mittee with the Rev. J. A. Adams munity.
as chairman, planned much of Both attended Rosenwald high
she bag two heads, she can
their program activity for t h e school and he has served in the
find a design that will "do
year, and the Board of Christian U. S. Army and is employed at
something" for her.
Education, with Rev. T. M. Smth the Dyer Box factory. The marThe blue-violet-green wool
for the educational work of the riage date was Jan. 12,
print suit is one of those "do
district this year. "Know Your Mr, Lynn Fisher, jr., has taken
something" garments (Mc-.
Church" is the theme Rev. Smith unto himself a wife, but we will
Call's Pattern 4702). The
wishes that each local church have to tell you about her later.
sheath dress and bloused
would use in various workshops, With these long cold nights
jacket combines two popular
in order that all may be working many of the fellows are getting
trends. The dress is dart'
on the same subject.
together in various homes and enfitted, sleeveless and bag •
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority joying themtelves trying to excel
scooped neck. The hip-length
held their Jan. meeting in Jack- their opponents in games of skill.
jacket is banded, has a fly
son recently and your scribe at- They are having much fun.
front closing and a wide colU.S
IN •LE••ILO II II II MAI 11.10.11.111.•
lared neck.
In making' this outfit, the
choice of color and fabric are
practically limitless. You
might •consider a lime shantung, a black lightweight
wool, an orange crepe or
king blue in one of the new
From School World
synthetic mixtures. With just
Ow sincere thanks, not only
Sy ELIJAH WALLACE
• little thought, you might
for the calls you make day in and day
blend • two different)fabrics,
11-1111IIITIOTO1111'•'111.11 •••.1111 IN MU U III II"• S III •-•"11
as velveteen and wool or
smart
you.
very
g
serving
made
of
IN
Fowlkes
Coach
SAINTS MARCH
out., but also for the opportunity
printed wool with • plain
The "Saints," the only club of decision when he put Melvin "Big
its kind, was organized recently Stuff" Woodruff in the game to
This seems an aptirtypriate tittle to express the
i fresh and youthful, the
Sot,
wool
by a group of honor students from clean the backboards and, as it
dress was designed exother
appreciation we feel all during the year.
various high schools. Anyone in- turned out, to clean Melrose.
for McCall's by
clusively
terested in joining this club must Woodruff proved to be the vital
(McCall's Pattern
Givenchy
now
and
be able to show an appreciation factor in the victory,
4663). Although it is a rather
for the relationship of the econom- with Carroll Holman, Ray Smith,
And every day we're doing our level best to make
romantic little dress it is as
ic welfare of the individual in Ralph McKinney, William Pepcomfortable as • blouse and
his group, and demonstrate inter- pers. Carl Jones and company
your telephone service as useful and
skirt.Clever, unpressed darts
est in activities that are social- pouring in the points, the Warat the neckline and waist give
ly constructive.
riors will be able to regin some
ocerrertient as yea, yourself.
a softness to the bodice and
If you are interested, get in lost prestige.
4
and taper to pencil slimtouch with Bobbie L. Collins or
hip
FRAME LYMON CLUB
ness at a the 0 hemline4Two FESHNINITY.7.FOR THOSE 11110
yours truly, Elijah Wallace.
The Frankie Lymon club will
RELAXED...lt EASY...a foldeal pockets are wet in the skirt SEW-THEIR-OVN...elever, seBooker T. Washington Head
ensemble te take you saywhers.; folds., A wide belt gives it pressed darts at tie weeklies sod
Coach William Fowlkes' little big present a dance and fashionThe sheath dress i• aleevelees
waist add whoa" sa the bodies
boys upset the Melrose quintet last cite Feb. 12 at the newly- decsad km* • wormed neck. The dash.
and hip. The meetly widowed bus
the
in
week at the Melrose gymnasium, orated Club Handy. Ilunky Dory
origin
jacket
'its
isegth
Despite
hip•
Is
topping
adds dash to McCell'• Patters
49-44. Melrose Head Coach Frank (Roland Porter). local disc jockey, that's -bolded sod has •fly frost house of a fabulous French s4o6.3 destined by de Gistechg.
prothe
for
emcee
as
serve
a4702.a
will
Paternal
MeCall's
closlag.
Lewis had predicted that his boys
IL $1.00.
,desigors,Ithis Areas.is was-, .„Staes
would beat the too-tough Warriors gram along with the two outstand- ,foise• 12-20, 65
ing teenage deejays. William Chitby at least i0 /94111tS.
Ibis boys played a fair game. lie" Terrell and Wash Allen.

Social Club
Planning For
Valentine Day

• Polio Victim Is March
Of Dimes Mother Of Year

ibeth Walker
e Wilberforce
arriage vows
ye ceremony
lain St., Dec.'
,v. M. Peace,
AME church
mony. Alex
iretha Peace
Mrs. Marie
Flower Shop
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lick-up truck,
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at
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By BARBARA ATKINS

Manassas Whips
Douglas 60-47

made a trip
:heck-up.
D. Whittmeets of Mr.
last Sunday.
worshipped
t church last

Morris and
last Wednesfter spegdligt
her and111F-

NEW YORK—Designer Vitentine once said, "Mink la for foot.
ball." Now milliner William J.
saye, -Mink stoles are for the
If you are shivery all the way Mix cocoa, sugar and salt tothrough to your bones on a cold gather and blend to a smooth birds."
damp morning try warming your- Ipasts with the 3-4 cup boiling "If you're seen in a mink stole
self up with some good Hot Co- I water. Bring to boil and cook to this spring, it's the worst thing
coa. It gives a cosy warm feel- form a syrup for 1 minute stir- you can do. They've strictly had
ing deep down inside. This is ring constantly. (Be careful not it — dead as last week's newsgood nutrition plus appealing taste. to scorch). Add the 1 quart of paper.
If you like to do things the easy scaled milk and heat mixture to When mink sells fr $200 at
way just ask your milkman to scalding over boiling water. Re- Mary's front door, that's the
leave a carton of chocolate milk move from heat and add vanilla. end," said the milliner, who deor pick it up at your favorite Whip with a rotary or turbine signs furs to go with his hats.
milk plant or grocery, heat and, beater if you like a frothy drink He believes fox, in Boa form,
serve. If you like doing things or you inay add a marshmallow.
will replace the mink stole. He
y.iursell try this cocoa.
Serve steaming hot with generous- shows Boas from two to three feet
HOT COCOA
ly buttered toast sprinkled with a long, plus tails. .A.11 are light Nor3 tablespoons cocoa
cinnomon and eugar mixture.
wegian types.
tablespoons
sugar
For afternoon or evening re3-5
slick,
1-4 teaspoon salt
freshments, too, Hot Cocos will "The fox Boas are neat,
3-4 cup boiling water
please youngsters and oldsters! newer, more elegant and more
alike. Serve it with crisp butter youthful than mink stoles. I'm not
1 quart scalded milk
showing anythin else, because
cookies for pleasing contrast.
1-4 teaspoon vanilla
that's all I can see being worn for
Spring, "said William J.
Furrier Maximilian also bypasses the mink siole and jacket
for white beaver and black Alaskan seal.
Mink is not a standout because
it's conservative fur, while jackets
are more high-style. Usefulness is
more important In a full-length
coat than a jacket," said a spokesman for the firm.
Most important colors for Spring
are coffee brown, light milk chocolate, gold and white.

This Season's Fashions Offs.
Variety Silhouettes, Hemlines
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Stork Stops

By Markhum Stonsbory

On Jan. 4. the Jay-Ce-Rettes
"Why should I study?"
so that I can get school over elected officers.
with." I itudy so that I oan get New officers, serving this year,
a job," "I study to get thro.igh are: Eleanor Addison, president;
college." "I stud/ to please my Joyce Vaulx, vice-presider': Betty
parents, my teachers, or my '1." Jones, secretary: Shirley Pierce,
"I study to get on the honor roll." assistant secretary: Alma Smith,
Any of these answers may be treasurer; Patricia Mayo, parliatrue. They all may be partly true. mentarian; Magnolia Clark and
No amount of advice will help Lois Williams business managers;
Born at John Gaston hospital on
A ion, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
a student vet - doesn't care wheth- Mildred Caburn, chaplain; Ave
Jan. 10, 1959
John Herron of 585 St. Paul.
Mrs. Willie Green of 1435 Austin
er he does well. Nothing, unfort- Addison, sergeant-at-arms: Artie
A son, Janice, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Stevie, to Mr. and Mrs. Jan. 15, 1959
unately, can guarantee you success Denis, directress of finance.
Fred Cannon of 386 Able.
Curtis Durham of 1359 Eoise.
• ••
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
in your work. Iw you follow, as
' A daughter, Karen, to Mr. and
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Scullark of 1691 Ash.
CLUB
can,
FAN
you
as
carefully
and
honestly
Mrs. Willie Martre of 388 Butler. Mrs. Robert Gibson of 246 Pauline
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
the edvice of your instructors, The Frankie Lymon Fan club is
A daughter, Rhonda, to Mr. and cir. W.
Autry Brantley of 1546 Davis.
you will find yourself closer to the having a Fashionnette dance, Feb.
Mrs. Elton Denny of 304 Harrel.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
honor roll .and farther from the 12, at Club Handy from 9 to 1 a.m.
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Rplaent_Warr of 971 Randle.
Raymond Jackson of 637 No.
"Black List" than ever before. All clubs that would like to par011ie Ward of 903 Trask.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and Second.
You have often observed that ticipate in the affair are asked to
A son, Keith. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Grant of 701 MariA son, Edward, to Mr. and Mrs.
good students don't seem to mind phone Miss Laura Holmes at IA.
Phalander Moore of 769 Provine. anna.
Edward Yarbrough of 3616 Demodoing their lessons from day to 6-7211.
IN TOP SHAPE — The end
ment 790 is a discussion on
A son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs. crat.
Lt. Col. Charles Califs, Max• ••
day. The reason is •'mple: no one
moGern air flight. Discussing
Frank Martin of 1149 Brown.
well AFB, Ala., inspection
George Fondron of 3658 Buster rd.
A son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. results of a clean bill of
NOTE
can
he
something
doing
minds
the
subject,
from
left,
are
CaA daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
team members: Cadet Cant,
health for Tennessee A and I
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Lumpkin of 893 N. ClayThe absence of the "Top Tunes"
do well.
det Major Antonio Simmons,
Mrs. R. T. Smith of 1330 Brown. Clarence Sanders of 969 Tunstall. brook.
Donnell Word, New York City
State university's 762 • manExamine your point of view. from this column is relevant to
Nashville;
Cadet
Capt,
AlA son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Delores. to Mr. and
and Cadet First Lt. Henry
A son, Tony, to Mr, and Mrs.
ned Air Force ROTC Detachyourself
advertising
believe that the
and therefore has been
Don't let
phonso Smith, Portland, Tenn.;
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done. Hard as it may sometimes The Sputtonetts
have elected of.
A daughter, Edna, to Mr. and and Mrs. Willie Thomas of 470 Mrs. Willie Hunter of 1430 Green•
seem, your teachers are not try- ficers for the
new year. MemberMrs. Willie Williams of 2.31 W. Beltrine.
wood.
ing to prevent you from doing well. ship in the club
Colorado.
is limited to seven,
A son, Garry, to Mr. and Mrs. Jan. 16, 1459
They are trying to help you.
Officers are: Ann Kirk, presiA daughter, Mary, to Mr. and Clarence Douglas of 718 Marble. A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
Take this tip from your ''ole dent; Mary Wiggins,
Mrs. John Ester of 1658 Rayburn. A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Preston Evans of 1015
vice-presibuddy."
dent; Dorothy Bradfield, secreWe are settling down and look- on Middleton st. in Jackson reA son, Larry. to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rates of 1158 Merchant. S. Wellington.
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McKinney, business
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The Thursday Sewing club met At the close of business, a deMrs. Tommie Stewart of 1281 , Joe Fugh of 378 May.
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lain: and Josephine Malone, reA daughter, Diane, to Mr. and Willie Neal of 337 Dixie Mall.
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'Mrs. Albert Cleaves of 2481 DeadA son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs. Clay Stephanson of 1588 Hanauer.
Last year preceeding the ex- ing Saturday night at the home of
liam and Elizabeth Ballard.
rick.
A daughter, Cassandra, to Mr. joyed by all present.
Eddie Draine of 789 St. Paul.
aminations, yours truly wrote a Eva Brown on Norwood to elect
Members present included Mes- THE DELTAS
A son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and and Mrs. U. L. Allen of 3023 Yale.
small prayer titled, "Test Pray- officers.
Delta Sigma Theta sorority obEddie Collins of 92 No. Clay- Mrs. Sterling Washington of 238
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. dame Freddie Thomas, Lerlia
The officers are Evelyn Grayson,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Pick- er." For those who found it helpCunningham, Eva Moody, Lou- served its 46th anniversary on
brook.
Charlie Brown of 742 Woods.
Crump.
Jan. 11 at Lane college in Jack- ett Brown was badly damaged ful, we are printing it again, this president; Claudiette Jones, viceA son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Rosemary, to Mr. A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs. elle Thompson, Lerla Lyons,
by fire recently.
president; Mary Martin, recording
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Robert Jett of 773 Tanglewood. and Mrs. James White of 29 Luc- William Norman of 2731 Carnes. Maud Ferrell and the president, son.
Garion Fisher, son of the Mor- Now I set me down to study:
secretary; Ethel Frison, corresSorors attending the meeting
A son. Arron. to Mr. and Mrs. ca.
A daughter, Helen, to Mr. and Addie Roe.
Dyersburg,
tician,
A.
of
A.
Fisher,
were Louise Cooper, Dorothy Mcpray the Lord I don't go nutty, ponding secretary; Eva Brown,
Arron Durant of 2176 Clarksdale. A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Thedford Chambers of 971 COMMUNITY CLUB
treasurer; Shirley Jones, financial
Kinney and Cottrell Thomas. The was killed instantly last Tuesday If and when I learn this junk,
Jan. 12, 1959
The Rooxtown Community club
Caldwells alley.
Edward Moss of 676 Lipford.
car
when
he
in
night
which
the
guest
'Meeker
was Mrs. Daisy
I pray the Lord that I don't flunk. secretary; Maxine McDonald, busiwas glad to bring sunshine and
Bates, of Little Rock. Ark., who was riding collided with a truck Now I lay me down to rest, while ness manager; Constance Fitzger•
happiness into the homes of two
loaded with bales of cotton.
aid, chaplain; Gloria Shilkins, rethinking of tomorrow's test:
needy families in the community. was named Woman of the Year
Another young "hian who was And if I die 'fore I awake, — at porter: Delores Turner, parliaTwo large baskets of groceries by the Delta.
Humboltians spotted in the riding in the car with him was
least the tests I don't have to mentarian; and Johnnie Fay, serwere given away, and better procrowd were Rev. and Mrs. W. S. also killed.
geantat-arms.
take.
jects are planned for 1959.
Vance, Mr. and Mrs. Troy Lacy, Betty Murray was confined last
•• •
Other members of the club are
OUTLOOK CLUB
Mrs. A. 'I'. Pulliam, Mr. and Mrs. week with the mumps.
CHARITY'
Ardelia Diggins and Julia Mitchell.i
The Outlook club held its reg- W. II. Baskerville,
Mrs. Chester LOCAL FUNERALS
Memphis' largest Charity organi- Advisor of the club is Mrs. CathThe Crittenden county's 17 h ular meeting in the home of Mrs. laryson and daughters, W. F. Funeral services for Mrs. Edmonia Lovelace, head cook at the zation, the Jay-Ce-Rettee presents erine R. Johnson.
Annual 4-14 Achievement Banquet Addie Rawls on Saturday, Jan. Lacey and his son, Mack.
• ••
Johnson Consolidated Elementary "Night Train to Memphis" on the
was held recently at the J. S. 10, with Mrs. L. B. Croom, the CQNTEST
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Election
school,
last
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held
at
Bettye
Miss
The
Phelix high school.
City Federation of Women's
room. The dance begins at 9 P.In•
Blessed is the man who win
Dancy, of Earle, 4-H club assist- was held, and the new president clubs is asking the support of the the New Hope CME church.
is
Miss E. B. Seats.
community in its popularity con- Mrs. Lovelace was taken 111 and the admission is one dollar. work enthusiastically as a memant secretary, gave greetings and
The club spread much cheer test. Everyone is asked to support While on her way home from Adults as well as teenagers are ber of the committee of which he
also made a report on her trip
really wanted to be chairman.
to the 4-Pf Congress held at Phil- during the final: days of 1958 by at least one of the candidates in town and died shortly afterward invited.
making contributions to the as- the contest which ends with a in a doctor's office.
I J J DAY'
ing? If you do, you will be suc- ander Smith college.
Funeral services for Mrs. GeorMiss Dancy was presented an sociated Charities, Morning Star Sweetheart Tea in February.
' The Junior Class of Manassas cessful in passing the exams.
achievement award; Miss Helen Baptist church and eleven, sick
Mrs. James Stevens, Jr., and gie Coldman were held at the
high school presented a J. J. Day SPOTLIGHT
of little daughter, Stephanie Eliza- Morning Star Baptist church on
Junior Jamboree on Tuesday, Jan. Today's spotlight turns to this Dancy was given a dress award; persons in the town, most
Jan. 18, with Rev. J. R.
20, 1959, in the . A. Hayes gym- ingenious personality, Mr. Fred- and Cleveland Vaughn jr., a corn whom have been confined to bed beth, will be leaving the states Sunday,
award. All students are from Dun- for several months.
Jan. 28 to join their husband and lialliburton officiating.
WEST PRESENTS
nice Adams, Grady Brooks, and
nasium,
die Anderson. Freddie lives with bar high. Mrs.
Wilkie Willis was buried on Jan.
M. Williams pre- THE SIGMAS
Kenneth West, an Afvf&N senior Jewel Allen.
father who is in Germany with the
A beautifully decorated affair his mother, Mrs. Jesse Robinson
sented the awards.
The Nu Sigma chapter of Sig- Air--Force Missile Program. The 14.
music education major will preMrs. B. C. Williams, Jr., high
with various features including a at 2431 Vandals ave. He is classiMr. L. L. Phillips was the guest ma Gamma Rho sorority met in Stevens expect to remain in Eusent his, senior recital Jan. 15. principal made closing remark.
hula hoop contest for grades 1-6 fied as a senior and is a member speaker at the
affair, with Will- the home of Soror AlMe Maney rope for four years.
auditorium
of Mr. C. T. Cobb is the principal
at 8 p.m. in the
and a parade of costumes worn of 12-2 homeroom class with Mrs. iam Mabry, 4-11 County Council
Caldwell hall. This recital will cul- of the senior high school.
by various classes for grades 7-12. 0. J. Hodge as instructor. He is president, presiding.
0 little child with eager look,
minate West's campus music acMrs. Robert Smith eatertained
A floor show, featuring Isaac quite popular in both scholarship
Miss Pearline Jane and NathanSo dark thy skin, so bright thy tivities. Included in the program at her home with a "coffee klutch"
Hayes, Earlice Taylor, The Teen and service.
iel Dancy jr. were guests, from .
smile.
are the following numbers; Song in honor of
Mrs. Maude TaTones, and The Echols, beautiful
Mr. Anderson is a member of Earle, Miss.
Keep thy child heart, Its faith and of April by Tchitovalcy; Neopl- bron, of Chicago.
dances and everything from Pop Progressive Baptist church where
Ida Mae Fulghum, daughter of
trust,
Around ten couples attended the
itan Tarantella by Zambarano;
corn to kisses.
he serves very faithfully in church Mr. and Mrs. Levi Fulghum has
If only for 3 little while!
by Zambarano; Nocturne by Chop- klutch, and an enjoyable evening
Several booths, including a fish- affairs.
returned to Shorter college in No. i
SOrele day In wonder you must in; Adagio by Tchaikovsky; and ! was had.
ing pond, a live fortune teller, a
He is reporter of the Ole Tim- Little Rock, from the holidays
Tha; Eureka club held their bilearn
Harr Staccato by Heiletz.
kissing booth and a food center ers club, his homeroom class, he with parents. Mr. Charles Sam
Kenneth West is the son of Mr. monthly meeting at the home of
The cruel lesson of disdain.
with various delicacies. There was writes a Newspaper column, is a uel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mrs. T. R. Delaney. The presiOn your heart at length must fall and Mrs. J. W, West,
plenty of dancing and everything member of the Annual Staff, New- Samuel is home to stay.
dent, Mrs. Victor Starland presidThe weight of prejudice's pain. SEMPER CLUB
Mrs. Beatrice Wilson, of MemIn place to give one a delightful sette Staff, Record Club, reporter
How can you understand the
The Semper Fidelis club met ed during the business session.
evening of enjoyment.
of the Senior Class and many phis. Tenn. was the house guest
blight,
Plans were made for the Anat the home of Mrs. Ernestine
Two performancics were given other organizations around Manas- of Mr. and Mrs. Horace AnderThat, undeserved youmust Whitlow. Miss Warren, the presi- nual Valentine Tea which will be
son. Mr. Horace Lee McGhee, of
which gave each student a chance sas. He has a full schedule
to
means
take
this
to
We
want
Bishop A. B. McEwen giving the
and St. Louis. son of Mr. and Mrs.
endure?
dent, presided, this being business held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
to witness this affair.
successfully completes all of his
express our thanks for the kind- eulogy. J. 0. Patterson Funeral Will its injustice sear your soul. night.
Si. C. Livingston, Feb. 9.
The officers of the Junior Class assignments and chores around ,,Top McGhee and son-in-law of ness aid ssInpathy shown to us home was in charge.
The hostess served a delicious
Leave it embittered beyond cure?
Plans were made for the club's
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Anderson
are: John C. Harris, president, Manassas and his home.
during the death of our loved one, ARMY NEWS
who
name
name
you
of
the
0
Annual Negro History Program repass. The meeting adjourned to
spent the week-end in the AnderClinton Taylor, vice president; This 18-year old
James A. McCauley, jr., the
Obediah Rodgers, jr.
meet with Mrs. Lloyd Ingram.
personality sons' home.
Christ,
which will be held Feb. 12.
Eleanor Eason, secretary; Geor- plans to further his
Words cannot express our thanks first leader of the five Clouds of How can you disregard His word
education at
Mrs. Emma C. Terry of Gary.,
The meeting adjourned to meet
Mr. Minus Phillips of Cleveland,
gia &harmer, assistant secretary; Arkansas State
college where he Ohio. is the house guest of Mrs. to our many friends and neigh- Joy quartet, of West Memphis, That as you deal with these His with Mrs. S. B. Banks. The hostess is visiting with her father, Rev. B.
Cleophes Owens, treasurer; Wal- will major in
left
on
Jan.
13
bors.
for
the U. S. Army. "least"
physical educa- B. R. McCorkle, also Mrs. Ruth
served a delicious repass.
F. Neal, of Forrest City.
ter Plummer. parliamentarian; tion.
May God bless each of you, Mr. McCauley is the son of Mr. You do it also to your Lord
Forrest Citians who will attend
Smith, Mrs. Sammie Ruth ColeVISITING TEACHER
Magnolia Clark, reporter; Veola
Hata off to this personality, Mr. man, Mrs. Pearl Gross West, all from Mr. and Mrs. Obediah Rod- and Mrs. James A. McCauley, sr.,
Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, visiting the senior recital of Kenneth West,
Virginia M. Madden
Trueheart, chaplain; and Frank Freddie Anderson!
gers,
Edmondson,
Sr.,
of
of
434
Ark.
S.
11
st.,
of
West
of Gary, Ind; and Arthur C. Tayteaeher of the Forrest City Dis- 1 which will be held in Pine Bluff,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Carr, business manager.
Mrs. Elisoa Rodgers, of 429 S.
lor. of Gary; plus Mrs. Maggie Memphis, Ark.
TOP FELLOWS
trict was the guest speaker of the Ark., will be his parents, Mr.
The class advisors are: Mrs. J.
11 st., had as her guests recently
1. Freddie Anderson 2. Jeff Howard of Memphis are all guests SOCIAL
Lincoln jr., and sr. high schools. and Mrs. J. West, Mr. and Mrs.
R. Turner. Mrs. B. B. Jones, Mrs.
her
sisters,
and brother-in-law,
A birthday dinner party was
Brown and Samuel Eubanks 3. of Mrs. McCorkle.
She spoke on "The importance B. C. Williams, Mrs. Clyde Moore
A. M. Hill, Mrs. E. J. Perkins,
served in honor recently for Frank Mr. and Mrs. if. S. Moore, from
alADISONVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI) of Daily Attendance in school and and Mrs. Myles Jeffers.
Louis Guess and Clinton Taylor
Mr. 0. T. Peeples, Sirs. B. B.
Waterloo,
Iowa.,
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Porter of Hulbert, Ark. Making
—County officials are considering Classes." Others on program were: We would like to congratulate
Fingal, Mrs. G. V. Harvey, Miss 4. Robert Walls 5. Ernest Withers
this occasion possible was his Rodgers, from Memphis, Tenn.
construction of a new jail, Judge Mary Jane Aldridge, LaNeal Lu- Rev. J. F. Cooley, Mrs. J. E.
and William Walker 6. Larry StanR. V. Eddins and Mrs. L. R. WilMrs.
Ella
wife,
Porter.
Mr.
PorEster Burke and Mrs. T. R. Delaney,
Ve
back 7. Robert Simpson 8. Larry
James Witt has declared the old cas Gloria Clark,
liamson.
ter is 103 years old and can still
Adams, Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, Bur- Happy birthday to you all.
Joyner and Charlie Morris 9. Benone unfit for human habitation.
Congratulations! The Jamboree jamin
read
without
glasses,
lie
is
the
TOKYO — (UPI) — Japanese
Lanier 10. Warren Wilwas a complete success.
father of Mrs. Alma Porter Sher. police today arrested
liams.
a 17-year-old
A WISE NOTE
ley, of Kansas and Scott Porter, youth who sent
an extortion note to
CASTELLON DE I.A PLANA,
Tuesday. Wednesday. and Thurs- TOP COEDS
of St. Louis, Mo.
13-year-old
movie
actress Tomoko
I. Eddye Nell Feaster 2. Mary
Spain — (UPI) — Heavy seas
day, Jan. 27. 28 and 29, are three
Mr. Porter is also a member of
Judge Henry C. Ferguson of
Matsushima,
demanding
$239,500,swamped the Spanish trawler Conbig days at Manassas. This means Vanzant and Dorothy Jackson 3. Chicago's Municipal Court, who the Morning Star MB church of
000 yen.
cha and sent the rescue vessel
fore. why not begin now prepar- Rosetta Proctor 4. Ruby Lewis was stricken ill Sunday while at- Hulbert, Ark., of which Rev. C.
Police had little trouble locating
Riblas drifting out of control with
5. Betty O'Neil and Barbara Bow- tending church services, is
in good Bolden is the pastor.
the sender. He included his correct
Africa black man wants or what both a smashed rudder Monday. T Is
South
JOHANNESBURG,
les 6. Dorothy Pool 7. Dorothy condtion in Provident hospital.
•
Mrs. Mary Taylor Parker, of
— More than 300 persons from all want but only what God directs. Spanish vessel La Vincenta resHolliday 8. Rosa Wilkes 9. Sure- His physician, Dr. James L. 208 N. 14 at., had as her guest on return address on the note.
parts of South Africa met during In the words of Dr. Frank Buch- cued the crews of both vessels and
tha Toy and Barbara Kinnard Hall, Sr., has diagnosed his illness Thursday, Mrs. Jessie B. Lemons
the New Year holiday to plan man, initiator of MRA. Africa took the Riblas in tow.
10. Wanda Bowden.
as an acute gastro intestinal up- Hunt, from Memphis, Tenn.
South Africa's part in making Af- can be the answer continent."
set. He said there is no coronary OBITUARY
ice the "answer continent."
Responding on behalf of white
although the jurist suffered from
Airman Second Class Obediah
heart strain which was due to Rodgers, jr., passed away Dec. 31,
Meeting at the new Moral Re- South Africans r British descent,
overwork. He is expected to be 1958: at Homestead, Fla. He was
Armament center between Pre- Roland Kingwill, sheepfarmer, NEW YORK — (UPI) —The toconfined to the hospital for at born in Gilmore, Ark. Dec. 9,
toria and Johannesburg were lead- said, "For many years I talked bacco industry research committee
KEMAH, Texas — (UPI) — A least two weeks.
ing people from law, education about loving this country but just Monday announced a new appro1934, to Mr. and Mrs. Obediah
man long sought by police was
business, sheepfarming, as well as took out of it. I am committed to priation of $500,000 for scieritifie
Rodgers, sr.
believed to have perished in an
revolutionary African political lea- bring the answer of God-led unity research.
In 1957 he was converted and
explosion and fire that killed six
baptised in the Church of God in
ders and students, and two chiefs to Africa because I believe Africa
persons and levelled a house here
can bring that answer to Russia of all races in Africa for what Is
Christ under the leadership of the
from Basutoland.
Monday.
late Elder J. W. Rodgers.
Speaking at the opening coo- and China. We haven't much time right in our country and throughAuthorities tentatively identified
The Tennessee Game and Fish
He was graduated from Wonder
ference was Dr. William Nkomo, to grasp that opportunity but if out the continent."
the victims as Robert Neil Odem, Commission is self-supporting.
and high school in West Memphis and
Benjamin Angoma, a revolutionco-founder of the African National we do, we have the greatest deswanted on charges of cashing a financed entirely by revenue
from later attended Arkansas AM&N
ary African leader from JohannesCongress Youth League, who said: tiny as a nation."
stolen $17.000 cashier's check; his thr sale of hunting and fishing. college. in Pine
Bluff.
burg,
said, "We Africans, particuconference
"This
will form
Speaking in Afrikaans and standwife. Alice, and four children, license, and various
He was married to Miss Luella
permits and
a strategy for our contment. All ing with other Afrikaner leaders, larly in South Africa, live at a
Debra. 18 months, Neil, 4, Carol, fines assessed for the
violation of Smothers, and to thet union was
of us are thinking on a pan-Afri- John Trengrove, Pretoria' lawyer, crossroads with offers of differ6, and Barbara, 7.
game and fish laws.
born one "son, Ricky Rena Rodcan basis. People want to know said, "We represent the first white ent ideologies. Being desperate, we
Neighbors knew the occupant as The commission does not receive gers. He enlisted in the U. S. Air
if Africa will become another settlement of the southern tip of will accept anything that will
H. B. Johnson, who told them an appropriation
Force
in
1957
and
from the general
remained in
FREDDIE ANDERSON
China. It depends on whether you Africa. For where we have caus- mean freedom for us in our own
he had recently returned from fund by the
legislature, but it the service until his death. Fun.
and I by our living will allow it. ed hurt to other races in this country.
that this school year is half over Hong Kong a n d the Merchant does get an apportionment of the eral services were held Tuesday. ABOARD NEW SHIP — Noah G. ANOTHER
country or where we have been "Now we as the black race are
CHINA?
and the exams will be given to Marine,
Federal tax levied on the sale Jan. 6, at the New St. Paul Bap- Mangum, steward third class, "African nationalism moving indifferent to the real
interests of offered -Communism, Society candetermine whether or not the stuat hunting and fishing equipment tist church, in West Memphis. USN, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
supreother groups in South Africa we not live without-an ideology. You
side by side with white
Surviving him are: his wife, Mansfield Mangum, of lite S. Lie.
dents have gained something durunder the Pittman-Robernion and
macy and domination will lead to want to accept responsibility and refuse an offer because you have
Mrs. Rodgers; son, Ricky; par- erage ave., and the husband of
ing the class periods.
Dingell-Johnaon Acts.
JACKSON Miss. — (UPI)
clash and unprecedented blood- ask the forgiveness of other races. something better.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Obediah Rod- the former Miss Mary I,. Jackson,
The principal is asking that each After two weeks of trying,
shed. Either there will be catas- "We believe a new South Africa
officers
"We accepted the Western way
gers, sr; grandfather: Sam Haw- of 26$1 First ave., in a member
student be present and if you are have been unable to
of trophe tomorrow and our children and a new Africa cannot be built of life but in it we saw
find a claimkins, of Benton Harbor. Mich.: the 3.500 man crew serving
wise you will be prepared for ant for the 300-pound
on the will not know the new Africa we on -the superiority of any one selfishness and impurity !Wren,
tombstone
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y
at work,
seven brothers, two sisters, an attack aircraft carrier 1.1.
these exams, by studying
and found in a ditch near here a n d (UPI) — U.N.
S. In. want, or we live as God directs. group whether in South Africa, "We can only
Secretary
General
refuse Comnsa..
aunt, six uncles, 76 cousins .and dependent
preparing for them.
, The ship is now under.
'
bearing the inscription: "Nancy Dag Hammarskjold leaves today other
prebeing
me
Ghana,
It
rests
and
Egypt
on
you
or
anywhere
else.
ism
if
a
change
of
heart
relatives
and friends.
table
going ,,ea trials in preparation
All obligations must be met to Plemon, Dec. 29,
splaarneddartdos.live by absolute moral That is why we stand bore today place. From both black and
1871-Jan. 22, for a brief vacation in the BaMilitary interment rites were for a Caribbean
whit*
qualify for Participation. There- 1948."
cruise in the
to commit our lives in this strug- In this country We need a
hamas.
held at Paradise Gardens, with spring
chaise
"It isn't what the white man or gle to fight with representatiihre of heart through MIA."
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Foundation Head
Speaks Al Keel

Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal, Speaking on the prograns, which
of Booker T. Washington High was climaxed by a talk from Proschool, was honored recently by fessor Hunt, were' Rev. B. L.
a youth of Christ celebration. The Hooks, attorney and clergyman;
meeting was held in LeMoyne Rev. W. G. Owens; and Rev. C.
Garden auditorium, at 830 Wil- Trotter.
Taking an active part in the
liams ave.
Rev. W. G. Owens conceived the program were: The St. Cecelia
idea of honoring Prof. Hunt. Rev. Glee club of BTW, directed by
Owens is attending Tynnessee A Mrs. Catherine Rivers Johnson;
a. I State university in Nashville. Miss Pearl 1Vestbrooks, LeMoyne
The meeting was held to thank junior who sang; Mrs. Vivian RobProfessor Hunt for his 3 years of inson, BTW English, who also
service to the school of Booker sang; and the glee club under the
T. Washington and his all-around direction of E. L. Pender.
service to thc Memphis com- A large audience viewed the afmunity.
fair, including Dr. W. W. Gibson.

I

Lost Class Of '59'
To Be Seen On WREC
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PLAN FOR PROGRESS —
Planning Committee from four
of the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
company met here on Thursday and Friday. Jen. 8 and I.
and the theme of the workshop

Memphis; J. R. Mapp, Chatta•
conducted for the Southwest
nooga; L. C. Walker, district
frontier was "Supervision for
manager. Memphis; Mrs. EsProgress in 1959." Seen clocktella B. King, Birmingham; C.
wise, from left, are J. E. Chitdres. Memphis; S. W. Wilson, _B. Campbell and .1. H. Haswell,
Nashville; L. B. Frasier, am.
Birmingham; C. F. Young,
cy secretary, and M. A. Sloan,
Chattanooga; M. S. Romby,

associate agency director, of
Durham, N. C.; A. P. Dumas,
assistant to agency director.
Memphis; J. H. Roland retired
staff manager, Memphis; T.
M. Archie and Lonnie Dllson,
Birmingham; J. R. Mitchell.

Nashville; F. L. Ellis, district
manager and P. S. WestrY,
Birmingham; T. L. Scott, K.
Brown and G. H. Harris, district manager, Chattanooga;
and Stephen Edley, Memphis.

Six Elected
For State Post

LeMoyne Men National Foundation
Attend Meets Wages War On Viruses

Charles Bynum. chief of intergroup relations of the National
Foundation, was the guest of this
Keel School PTA meeting Monday,
Jan. 12. in cooperation with their
annual program to foster the appeal against polio.
Mn. Bynum informed the group
of the program of the National
Foundation and described the
"Three Faces of Crippling" polio,
arthritis, and birth defects.
Another guest which spoke to
the PTA members was Mrs. W.
T. Fort, chairman of the Mother's March. Mrs. Fort spoke of
her visit to Tuskegee, where she
had held a clinic for volunteer
workers of the March of Dimes
campaign.

Museum Official
LeMoyne Speaker

WEDNESDAY EVENING JAN. 21 8:00 p. m. ANNIE OAKLEY.
6:00 AMOS 'N' ANDY — King. Stage robbery and murder are
fish attempts to get rid of an un- finally solved thanks to „ventrilowanted visitor, Sapphire's sister, quism.
and tries to get Andy to marry her. 8:30 p.m. HAVE GUN .WILL
Donn P. Quigley, educational
7:00 SPECIAL BROADCAST: TRAVEL.
director of the Memphis Museum,
'THE LOST CLASS OF 1959." In- 9:00 p.m. GUNSMOKE. Paroled
in
seven
Sportsmen
West will be the speaker during the
Edward Breolt , professor
tegration problem in Norfolk, Va., convict arrested by Matt Dillon in ofDr.
So far as medical science now ies. From this research may come
Tennessee counties last week se- nature program, to be given in the
John
sciences,
Bev.
social
and
problems
many
to
where the closing of six schools spite of his belief that man is inviruses are man's smallestl the answers
lected six candidates for possible lecture hall of LeMoyne college On
counselor knows,
is currently keeping 10,000 students nocent, returns and threatens to C. Mickle, persgd nd congre. enemies and among the most dead- to the control of certain diseases
appointment to the State Game Saturday morning Jan. 24, bet
of
pastor
and
stop.
cannot
we
vet
sickness,
as
that
from furthing their education kill him.
have caused
ginning at 10:30 a.m.
and Fish Commission.
Le- ly. Viruses
church,..lepresented
gational
major
a
are
diseases
Virus
the
since
crippling
and the effects of these closings on
pain, death and
The nominees are Gilbert Wil- The topic for the program Is
Moyne college recently at the anof
expanded
the
program
of
phase
the community is examined in dehistory.
"Land
of Ice and Snow," and
of
son, Shelby; Will S. Roper, Tipnual meeting of the Tionessee dawn
tail by Edward R. hlurrow and
study of virus diseases the National Foundation. Other
ton; H. G. Conley, Lauderdale, children from six throug . 14
Council of Human Relations. Both Intensive
Fred Friendly in one hour telecast.
of the new health goals of areas of March of Dimes activity
Dr. Basil Haddad, Fayette; Tra- years are invited to attend the
men are members of the organ!. is one
8:00 THE MILLIONAIRE. Jan
vis McNatt, McNairy, and Dr. series.
the National Foundation (originally are arthritis, birth defects and
directors.
of
board
zatioa's
Clayton stars as wife who seeks
Roy Lanier, Haywood. Hardeman Two films will be shown during
the National Foundation for Infan- further work in polio.
week
last
wall
town
of
out
Also
the program. The are "Alaska
to investigate mysterious suicide
county had no nominee.
tile Paralysis). Virtually everyone
Robert M. Ratchffe, director of
of her scientist husband while on
had the common cold. We
Elections will be held in each USA," and "The Alaskan Eskisee- has
alumni
and
relations
public
archeological expedition.
county on Feb. 9, and voters will mo."
may know someone who has been
college, to attend
10:00 LATE MOVIE. "River's WASHINGTON--(UPI) — Presi- retary for the
elect five. From those certified
crippled by the virus of polio.
Johnat
institute
relations
public
a
urged
dent
Eisenhower
Congressi
work
End:" Man accused of murder asto the governor, lie will appoint
March of Dimes-supported
Charin
university
Smith
C.
to
son
anMonday
boost
rates
postage
the
to
contributed
one
to the six-year term on the
sumes identity of dead mounty
on polio has
lotte, N. C.
and complicates his difficulties. other $350.000,000 a year.
understanding of other viruses.
(game and Fish commission.
He did not say how. But he was
THURSDAY EVENING, JAN 22
Techniques developed in connecJUBILEE LEADER — Frank T.
8:00 AMOS 'N' ANDY. Kingfish believed ready to ask that letter
tion with polio are now being apScott is the 1959 president of the
is accused of two-timing Sapphire. rates be upped to a nickel.
plied to the study of mumps and
Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee.
Tim. stop putting perfumed sole noose
who gets fake romance to going. One highly placed Republica•
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Cri- Mr. Scott was king of the 1958
measles. An experimental vaccine
your heir Oiv• the nette.s.sx itsot to
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.1 House member said he would h,
against viruses allied to the com- tical Congressmen tartly rejected celebration. He is a member of The St. Peter Missionary Bap- on
th• bees
1
to
2
against
Congress
granny.
"Welcome Home a Stranger:"
mon cold has already been pro- Fidel Castro's invitation that they the Stewart's Board of Collins tist church, 1442 Gill ave., will stag CORONIT HAIR Dle.r8191110 setae.
ed oll for Negro hour grooming
oncerns a post Civil War situa- any further postage hike tl'
duced by government scientists, fly to Cuba this week to see for Chapel ('ME church aside from have its annual installation pro- WIWI,
prepared from natural sulturtlab
on, where town sheriff turns out year. A five-cent stamp, he sal
using procedures developed by Dr. themselves the operations of revo- holding down the presidency of the gram, Sunday. Jan, 25. Rev, C. WILLIAM VAN/URIC LAB0RAT011.72111
Iliemohle I. Tenn.
would
as
stand
much
"a.
chance
the
J.
vacpastor
Gaston
the
of
is
polio
the
regime.
his
for
to be ex-Union soldier in Southern
lutionary justice under
Jonas E. Salk
31st Ward, precinct 2. Several 0th.
a snowball in hell."
community.
"The fellow is getting more ri- er clubs and organizations hold church at which the 3 P.m. ses- QV= OASJI ter ialyarouss or Mot*
cine.
7.2142.
Woo — Dos
,Can viruses which cause ap- diculous all the time," declared his interest also. Mr. Scott In- sion will take place. The public aleo
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. Rod See- The President promised to send
Nita MX
477.
parently mild childhood illness Sen. Homer Capehart(R-Ind.), one vites all to attend the "Jubilect" I is invited.
ing's "Velvet Alley:" story of a Congress his detailed proposals "in
DON'T GIVE UP IF YOU ARE
writer's career from an impov- the near future."
make people sick years afterward? of those invited.
which will be held In Ellis audiFacing Cross Conditions,
This is one question scientists
erished beginning through the vet- The 350 million dollar figure is
Castro invited five Senators and torium, Monday night, Feb. 18.
Words of the Wise
Money, Job, Love, Health.
under National Foundation grants five hours members to make the Nat D. Williams will produce the
vet alley" of wealth, fame and the amount postal officials calcuIt Is better to debate a
Read Proverbs 22 V. 29 Daily.
are now trying to answer.
ruthlessness, with Art Carney, late would be produced by another
trip to Havana Wedneaday along show.
question without settling lb
Send Donation For Good Luck
In many cases antibodies are with foreign newsmen to obtain a
Leslie Nielsen, Katharine Bard and penny boost in letter rates. Howthan to settle a question
Card, Visit Ras, Samuel, Spiever, one Post Office department
still being produced in the human first-hand explanation of the wave watch the slaughtering and mum%
others.
without debating it.
Roosevelt,
ritual Advisor,,
official said "nothing definite" has
body as long as 70 years after the of executions that have occurred dens
FRIDAV EVENING, JAN. 23
—(Joseph Joablarta
in
on
going
today
are
which
original virus attack. Many scien- since the Batista regime was over- Cuba."
7:00 RAWHIDE. "Incident with been decided about a nickel stamp,
tists now believe that this is so be- thrown.
an Executioner:" Lone horseman and that the department is still
cause a small amount of the ori- Senators listed as Invited by Casfollowing stage coach turns out to studying ways to raise the extra
gina1 v irug remain5 for life, still tro were Capehart, John Sparkbe professional killer. As trail boss revenue.
Gil Favor and Rowdy Yates enBACK HOME after • holiday tour stimulating the body to produce man (D-Ala.), Theodore F. Green
which took her to parts of North antibodies.
counters stagecoach accident as
(D-R.I.), Wayne Morse (D-Ore.)
and South Carolina, Montgomery, The National Foundation, which and Mike Mansfield (D.Mont.),
they drive cattle north, they learn
Ala., and Atlanta, Ga. is Miss Mag- seeks 985,000,000 for its program who have questioned the execuwho intended victim is.
gie Booker. of 1738LaPaloma at. next year, uses some March of tions.
10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. "The
By FINLEV LANIER
Champ:" Young boxer who fails to
She is the daughter of Mrs. Pearl Dimes funds to support a vast netteam
air
the
on
Quiz-em
The
work of virus research laborator- House members were Charles
Booker.
make a go in the fight game teams
high school
0. Porter (D-Ore.), Eln m anuel
up with hoodlums and trio holds from Father Bertrand
Celler (110-N.Y.), Adams Clayton
up batik leaving no clues. Crime defeated the team from ManesN.Y.), Victor L. Anfuso
conPowell (D,
ass 100•85 points in a recent
is solved, however.
(170-N.Y.), and Waynes L. Hays,
test held at WDIA Radio StaTURDAV, JAN. 24
as
(D-Ohio). all critical of the sum11:00 a.m. YOUNG PEOPLE'S tion. Robert Thomas served
mary firing squad executions.
ONCERTS of the New York Phil- quiz master.
Ernest Withers, Beverly WilCapehart and Morse angrily reharmonic with Leonard Bernstein
Dorthe future adults of our society jected the proposed visit. Green,
By FINLEY LANIER
as host and conductor. Excellent liams, Rubystein Clark and
opportunity for both youngsters othy Holliday served as partici- The local chapter of the New means that we must excel in all chairman of the Senate Foreign
and oldsters to learn appreciation pants from Manassas. Their Homemakers of America present- of -our endeavors," said Miss Relations Committee, said he had
scores were: Ernest Withers • 30 ed an impressive chapel program, Jackson, "Therfore, let us prove received no invitation and declined
.pf great music.
- 25; Thursday, Jan. 15, in the Cora P. to our superiors that we can do comment. Sparkman's office said
5:30 p.m. LONE RANGER: points; Beverly Williams
Ruby. Taylor auditorium,
he had no plans to make any such
the job well."
"Courage of Tonto:" Lone Ranger Dorothy Holliday - 20 and
Dorothy Holliday presented the trip. Mansfield is recuperating in
The program presented speech
and Tonto intervene when Lew stein Clark 10.
Bell
L.
W.
Mr.
Smith,
the hospital from a virus illness.
and musical talent from the vans- chapter's mother, Mrs. Lula
Pearson and his gang chase pair Mrs. M. I. Ulan,
the ous city high schools which were who is presently our PTA Presi. Capehart said he "wouldn't lend
of Indian•horse thieves into almost and Miss Nora Morgan are
team's advisors.
most enjoyable. The mixed chorus dent and a faithful work in the himself to Castro's stunt."
certain death in Apache land.
Questions asked In this contest of Manassas presented two selec- school and community.
"What does he want to do—show
were from the daily newspaper. tions, "Psalm 150" and "Oh, sing The clup's officers are: Beverly us some executions?" He coo,Both teams did well and good your Song," directed by their di- Williams, president; Maggie Han- !rented. "If he wants to eon them.
sportsmanship was displayed even rectress, Mrs. Bobbie B. Jones. kins, vice-president, Joyce Earl, all he has to do is say so."
Eight young ladies gave a brief secretary; Addle Holmes, assistant
though the other team lost.
Morse labelled the Castro move
explanation of the embleio of the secretary; Gloria Shotwell, trees; "a dramatic gesture" and reneworganization and its purpose. They urer; Etta D. Lofties, reporter; ed his demand that the rebel lead.
were: Beverly Williams, Maggie Virginia Duckworth, parliamentar- er invite a United Nations team to
Hankins, Earline Houston, Eloise ian• Mary E. Jones, historian; investigate.
Smith, Gloria Shotwell, Catherine Maggie Gibbs, Shirley Harrison, "The sad fact is that Castro Is
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark. —
Final examination& for the first Ward, Barbara Holliday and Jua- Addie Russell, and Marie Frankfollowers of BaAmong the organizations which
lin, song leaders; and Georgia executing many
at LeMoyne college will nita Gammon.
helped to make the recent holi- semester
the semblance of a
21 and continue
Dorothy Brown, sergeant- at - Arms. Mrs. tista without
Jan.
President,
District
The
on
begin
Leona
day a happy one for Mrs.
fair trial," Morse said. "He is
Jan. 27.
Jackson, gave a few inspiring re- M. G. Harris. Miss R. V. Eddins, adopting the same police state
Wells and her nine children was through
Registration for the second sem- marks which were in great taste Mrs. A. M. Hill and Mrs T. H.
the South Side Civic club.
methods of Batista."
will take place on Jan. 30 with the present situation. She Franklin are the club advisors.
The Welles were made homeless ester
"It's time he stops following the
and classes for the new pointed out that proper decorum Their colors are navy blue and
31,
and
and starts folakiat year when their home burned. semester will start on Feb. 2.
at all times will only be accept- white and their flower is the Red law of the jungle
Morse deWater 7.1r. Wells died, and the
and that we, as students, Rose. Their motto is: "Better lowing moral law,"
ed
family lookd forward to a bleak
clared.
for higher rims of Culture, Homes For A Better Nation."
Seeking
Christmas until groups came to
should secure and maintain high Congratulations to this fine or- In New York, Anfuso said he
CAIRO—(UPI)—The United Na- standards. "The fact that we are ganization. You did a lovely job! would not accept an invitation "to
Its assistance.
Commission
Mrs. Melissa Rainey is the tions Mixed Armistice
president of the South Side Social has accused Israel of violating
club, and Mrs. Florastine Smith United Arab Republic air space
secretary.
last week.

Ike Asks New
Boost In
Postal Rates

Solons
Snub Invite
From Castro
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St. Peter Installs
William Penn PTA
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Manassas Falls
In, Quiz Contest

Get the
honest taste of
a Lucky Strike

Homemakers Present
Program In Taylor Hall
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Club Helps
Family Of 10

New, Semester To
Start On Feb. 2
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office .8th. Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after •
long time of being ew.y and at last she is
hack to stay In her new home
Are yea Dissatisfied with marriage? Rove
Yee lop- t faith ht your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
Is had health? Are you discouraged? If awl of them are 701ir
Problems, come let MADAM SELL advise You at sec.. She
will reed life to yes just as she would read es open book.
Tell yes why year job or business is not • success. If yes hays
failed is the rest come see MADAM BELL at ones
Located on Highway Cl South. lust ores Mississippi State
Lbw. es the way te Hernando Rer home is 1 blocks below
ober*
.7.:.sd to eley right aside the Damn Moist Re are
to look For the RED BRICK ROUtoc and you'll find her there
at all times She serer had as office is West Memphis.)
Catch yellow has marked Whitehorse State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM SELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
leers 9 a.m. to 9 p ea.
Reading. Daily Open am Mondays
I don't risks say hems calls er meter any letters. Si ears
Mt leek is, the right gigs tea the right same.

VISITOR FROM PERU — En.
flout* S. Mass Lopez, of Peru
(shown center) who is In the
United States under the auspices of the Internaeltnal Corporation administration for six
months studying labor management relations and trade
organizations, visited
Union

Memphis last week. Last
Wednesday he was guest of
Urban League. Henry White,
local labor official, (at left)
and Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
(at extreme right) are shown
with the visitor during a meeting. The Defender and Memphis World here represented

during the session in ahich la•
bor.management, politic., education, housing and race relations in this country and Peru
were discussed. Before leaving
the city Mr. Lopez visited Le.
Moyne college where he spoke
to members of the student
boy and the faculty.

NOTED COMPOSER ULYSSES KAY has won a
half-dozen awards for his concert music. He's
been a Lucky fan for years... enjoys the
honest taste of fine tobacco. "Taste, that's
the big thing!" he says. "Luckies are the best.
tenting cigarette I ever smoked."
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Hamilton Faculty, Students
Enthusiastic about New Facilities
1

VO

Fi

..... •
It NEW SCHOOL BUILDING —
The nearly 1.000 students and
27 teachers at Hamilton High
echol moved into new quarters

recently, and all are enthusi.
astir about the up-to-date facilities, according to Prof.
Harry T. Cash. The High
school has approximately 23

rooms, including two for
art,
four science laboratories and
a library. Construction is to
start this month on a new audi•
torium and a shop buildi
ng

where classes in electricity,
metal
work, wood
work,
mechanical drawing and upholstery will be taught.

SPACIOUS LIBRARY — Covering 5,000 square feet, or
space required for five classrooms, the library at Remit-

ton High school will accommodate 400 stuslents. The -boys
and girls will leave here better prepared now, because

they are taking advantage of
the new facilities," Prof. Cash
said. The library has a work
room where books and maga-

nines are stored, and an office for the librarian, Mrs.
Helen Noble Waterford.
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BAND PRACTICE — THE
New building at Hamil
ton
High school has a large sound
-

proof room in which
the Juninc and senior
bands can
practice without
disturbing
other classes. Here
practicing

Porter Plans
Father Night

foraeoncert, the band
members are seen playing
un•
der the direction of the
school
bandmaster, Prof. Thom
as

Doggette. Many of the band
members plan careers in music.

BRASS SECTION — Seen
Practicing in one of three
sound -proof studios in the

spacious hand room are members of the brass section of the
70-piece high school band. Also

Rice Growers !A
Select Local Mamerican Race Problem 'OrangeMound
jor Quaker Concern CivicClub To
Ad Agency
Seek Members
•

storage room. Located
in
another section of building is
a studio for vocal music
taught
by Mrs. Lucille Rhine Woods
.

Ministers Wives Hold Confab

The CME ministers' wives held
into the dining room where
their last meeting at the home of
a
tasty menu was served.
Philadelphia — According to
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Moses Johnson
a Some of the domestic progr
Fathers night will be obser
ams
ved A musical
Other officers present at
in Hollywood, Miss., recently.
program and pro. The Arkansas Rice Growers Quaker committee report, emer- of the committee worked
the
by.Porter PTA Thursday, Jan.
to help
gency feeding in Lebanon, cultur
22, pupils in the
Cooperative association of
- Negroes, American Indians
Vice-President Mrs. E. I Stron meeting were: Mrs. Eula CunningElementary and Jr.
StuttIn the school cafeteria at
g
and
al
excha
nges with the Soviet Un- Mexic
gart, Ark., has name
ham,
7:30 gram participatio
chapl
ain;
presi
and
an
ded
over the meeting in the
Americans secure broad- The Orange Moun
d Noble. ion, petitions
Mrs. W. li.
n by fathers of Bury
p.m.
d Civic club
against nucle
Taylor, reporter.
Se Associates of Memp
high deartments will be
his tog and Americas. race ar teat. er rights.
held its regular monthly meet- absence of President Mrs. J. C.
present- and Nashville as its advert
relations Highs
Rev. P. E. Brooks, pastor
Marti
n,
who
is
ill.
chool seminars in Little ing here recently at the
ising were among major
of ed along with prizes
Union
concerns of Rock,
going to the agency, Clark Smith. national
Featherstone Temple CME churc
After the business session hoseHouston and Dallas tried Protective Assurance compa
sales the American Friends
h room having the
ny's esses
Service to improve
manager, announced this week.
and school patron, will
larges
t
numb
er
Mrs
intern
A.
ational and in- Park ave. Aim with the presiL. Turner and Mrs.
be the of
committee last year.
The Arkansas cooperative
fathers attending, as well
guest speaker.
Moses Johnson invited the guest
is the In its annual report,
as world'
s
Dr. Henry terracial understanding. New pro- dent, II. L. Westbrook, presiding
s largest rice growing,
to the father having the
gram
mils
J.
empha
Cadbu
Durin
sized
ry, chairman of the Qualargest ling. packa
g the meeting, at the sugthe need to imging and marketing or- ker organ
number of children attending
gestio
prove
izati
n
on
of Re's. McKinney Sawyhousing opportunities for
and one of its
the a nization. Its Riceland
Rice is'founders, said a total of $5,08.
school.
5,935 one-sixth of the nation who to er, a membership drive was plandistributed nationally through
RECORDS /OR IVIRYON1
CAN YOU USE
food
cash
in
and
ned,
mater
and
ials
the club divided into two
some
were
The room mothers will serve brokers in most
degree are limited in their
used
markets.
in committee programs In the past choice of
teams
When
.
the
campa
30 Peel,.
ign closes
places to live.
Ling1•44/•
as hostesses with Mrs. W. L. Hol- A greatly intensified advert
ising 12 months. Nearly 100,000 persons
MORE
The American Indian program on March 9, the winning team will
and promotion campaign is plan- participated
Phew IA 13341
lins and Mrs. L. M. Butler
in various ways in was expan
EDWARDSVILLE, m.—(UPI)—
as ned for
be
feted
by
the
losers
.
ded in two additional
1959. according to Rich- the work of the agenc
chairman and co-chairman.
y.
Other business during the even- More than 150 acres of land will
areas of the Pacific Southwest.
ard H. Jacobs, manager of
the
Mrs. 0. S. Shannon and 1W N.
ing included reports from the i be purchased this week for the
Memphis office of Noble-Bury
Civic Council and the Independent!new campus of Southern Illinois,
Conley are the principals of Por- with newspapers
GROUND f1.0011
being used conVoters' League, given by the presi-'university near here, a spokester.
Mrs.
,
sisten
E.
tly
D.
as
Elrod
a
major advertising
heads the
STERICK BUILDING
dent-elect, Samuel A. Bradby. man for the university said.
medi
um.
PTA
Execu
tive
committee.
NWIRE fOLKS LIKE
About one acre was bought Monmembers also voted to give a
YOU
Plans for the annual PTA tea,
GET PRMRINTIAl
TOASTERS LAMPS
cashdonation to a sick widow on day, and the spokesman said opSERVICE
tions
have been secured on more
to be held Sunday, April 12, will
Belt Line st.
HEATERS
than
half
the
2,600 acres involved
be discussed.
Other members present were
Memphis State university PresVACUUM CLEANERS
Memphis, and one in a college Mrs.
ident J. M. Smith took the wit-1
Lillie Shields, chplain, Mrs.
in Mississippi. He said he did not
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
Josephine Winbush, secretary,; Ceness stand in Federal Court, Jan„
know whether the college n Mis16. to prove that the "irrepara-[s
cil D. Goodlow, treasurer, Otis
issippi was accredited.
Winbush, jr., 0. B. Jones, A. B.
ble damage" charge brought
Memphis NAACP Attorney
against the Tennessee Schoo
H. Owens, Robert Crawford and Rob'
l T. Lockard had asked
the court. ert Greer.
WASHING'PON —(UN)— Presi- Board in reference to keeping prior
to Mr. Smith's testimony,
four Negroes out of MSU was in.:
The club's next meeting will be,
dent Eisenhower said'in his
6
that
.---the
Budcourt
•
set
an
early date held on Monday
-- get Message that
night, Feb. 9,!
the military pay valid,
concerning the motion for
'T* h e Attorney General's
dismis- at the same site.
E. raise voted by Congress last
Office , sal of the injunction
year d Tenne
case.
/Wor•
ssee had filed a motion ney Locka
is paying off in terms of better
rd said he would like
0
sol- asking that
.
ALSO—
the case for a 'tem.1 to have the
diers, sailors and airmen.
whole thing finished
11sse• I. e reason ..,1§5 peoplo Dkit
porary injunction be dismissed
F.-- "The quality of induc
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